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Abstract

Designers use computer-aided-design (CAD) software to check that an integrated

circuit rvill function correctly and meet performance specifications. The software

must produce results cluickly enough for a designer to interactively evaluate many

design iterations before fabricating the circuit. For large circuits, present rvork-

stations are not fast enough to run the softrvare at the rate needed by designers.

This has lead to research into parallel processing techniclues to reduce the running
time of C-\D softrvare.

The goal of this thesis is to describe a general purpose parallel computing systern

that shoulcl be capable of supporting the full range of design tools, and offel a
substantial speed up to the design verification step in the design cycle.

The thesis begins by discussing the computational characteristics of modern CAI)
software. It then discusses initial ideas for th.e hardware and so{tware attributes of

a multiple plocessor computer system suitable for running CAD software. These

ideas derive frorn the author's expeLiences rvith the design and construction of a
high speed processing system, rvhich can accluire and generate analog signals in

real time. and the implementation of a parallel circuit extraction algorithm on a
multiconpLrter.

The thesis goes on to revierv different architectural approaches to designing faster

computers. before recommending a \,Iultiple Instruction stream / Multiple Data

strea,m (\II\ID) architecture because it offers the flexibility required by CAD algo-

rithms. It then analyses recent research into parallel CAD algorithms for running

on \,IilVID architectures. On the basis of this analysis, the thesis tecommends using

a heterogeneous multicomputer I{II'ID architecture'

The tliesis concludes by discussing the hartlrvare and software requirements of a
¡rllticomputer alchitecture suitable for developing and running CAD softrvare'

The co¡clusions come fi-orn an anall'sis of recent research on the follolving coÌnpo-

nelts of the multicomputer: the processilg node architecture, the interconnection

¡etrvork, the secondary storage system,. the operating system, and the plogÌarìì-

ming environment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This introcluction ivill gir-e an or.ervierv of the computer aided design tools

currentlr- in ¡se. ancl rvilì cliscuss the computational characteristics of the

aìgorithr:s that these tools use.

1.1 Cornputer Aided Design of Integrated

Circuits

computer aicìecl design sholtens the time for a designeÌ to design an inte-

gratecl ciicuit thar neets its specifications. The objectives of computer aided

design are:

o to shorten tl-re tirne for design s)'nthesis,

o to ninimize clesign mistakes,

o to aicl desigr: changes,

o an,,i to shonen the time for^ cìesign terification'

1



Level 0

(Top Level)

Level 1

(Major blocks)

Level 2

(Sub-blocks)

Level m
(Leaf Cells)

Figure 1.1: Design Hierarchy

The tirne recluirecl to cÌesign ancl clevelop integrated circuits is increasing

rapiclly as they become mor.'e complex. Computer aideci design reduces this

time naking it econonical to take advantage of improving technology, and

to plocluce competitively priced products. It has made it possible to use

integrated cir-cuit (IC) technology in lou'production volume applications.

Usually a clesigner develops a design hierarchically to help minimize the de-

sign cletail that needs to be consiclered at once. Figure 1.1 illustrates this

hierarchy. The clesignel clivides the top level of the design into several blocks,

q,hich ar.e as self contained a,s possible, with few connections between them.

Thel' represent majol functional units such as arithmetic units, memoly

units, and contlol units. Fol a lalge design, separate designers may develop

these units. Designers ma)' fulther subclivicle the rnajor blocks until they

2



Functional

Logic Gate

Transistor

Mask Level

lncreasing
Detail

Figure 1.2: Design Representation Hierarchy

obtain a set of simple leaf cells. Typically each block consists of betrveen 5

and 9 sub-blocks. The number of sub-blocks used is a trade off bets'een too

ûrân5; objects fol a clesigner to consider at once, and a hieralchy that is too

cleep. The leaf cells rtsuall), have less than 100 gates, ancl their design takes

into account the analog cha,r'acteristics of the chosen fabrication technology.

Each level of clesign consists of one or more instances of any of the blocks at

lorvel levels of the hielarchy. Standarcl cell libralies contain the blocks in the

lorver levels of the hierarchy that fabrication companies, or other designers,

may have previousll' clesigned. Computer aidecl design softrvare can auto-

maticall5' genelate the information required for fabrication of the complete

cilcuit, from the hierar-chical clescliption of the clesign.

Figule 1.2 sho*,s a hieralchy of design representations available to describe

each block of a design as its design progresses. A functional specification

clefines the behavioul of the block in response to its input signals. Logic

gates clescribe a blocli of digital circuitry. The final result, of the design

o
t)



process is a clescription of the rrasks to be used in the fabrication process.

The clesigneÌ can use the computer ro check each representation against the

highel levels for consistency.

Design tools are the computer prograüìs that aid the designer. Complete

automa,t,ion of the clesign task is unlikely to be achie'r'ed for the general case,

because technology changes before tools can reliably produce an optimum

clesign. Insteacl, complrters relier-e the designel from the repetitive and time

consuming tasks of circuit design. The designer still needs to make the

complex ancl critical clecisions.

Desig¡ tools shoulcl allo*' the designer to remove the costly and time con-

suming plocess of circuit fabrication from the design cycle, as Figure 1.3

iìl¡strates. Although. 1'ol high production volume applications, further refine-

ments may implor-e the ¡-ielcì sufficientl¡- to justify further clesign iterations

afier initial fabrication.

Rlbin [Rubin, 19S7] giles a good or-ervierv of the design tools available, and

their application to cir-cuit clesign. Case studies [Tredennick, 1987; Ditzel &

Be¡enbanm, 19E,: Bossltalt, 19S7: Bays et al., 1989] describe the use of some

clesign tools in commelcial clesigns. There are trvo main classes of design

tools: s1-nthesis tools ancl anall'sis tools.

Synthesis tools are usecl to aid the construction of a circuit. These include

tools to automaticalìy,- generate the design of specific blocks, tools to arrange

the placernent of sub-blocks u.ithin a block, and tools to route the inter-

connections betrveen sub-blocks. They shorten the design time and aliorv

clesign changes late in the clevelopment process. Preas and Lorenzetti [Preas

& Lorenzetti, 1g.qE]. alcl Ohtsuki [Ohtsuki, 1986]. bring together recent rvork

by lesearchels in the clei-eìopntent of these tools.

A¡alysis tools r-erifv that the cilcuit construction is correct. They minimize

thc numlter of clesign mistalies, ancl the)' sholten the time requiled for design

4



Synthesis

Static
Analysis

Dynamic
Analysis

Fabrication

Figure 1.3: Ideal Design Cycle
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verification. Thele ale two broad classes of analysis: static analysis and

clynan-ric analysis.

Static analysis tools analyse circuit propelties that are independent of the

electrical state of the circuit. These include tools to check design rules, tools

to extract cir^cuit parameters, and tools to generate test vectors.

Dynarnic analysis tools analyse the operation of the circuit in response to

input signals. These tools check that the replesentations of the circuit ale

functionally corr-ect, and thel' check the performance characteristics of the

cilcuit.

The follor,ving sections describe the algorithms usecl in sy-nthesis tools, static.

analysis tools, ancl dynamic analysis tools, along rvith examples of their use.

L.2 Synthesis Tools

Synthesis tools tr¡' to automate the task of cir-cuit layout. The goal is to optr-

mize the clesign given a set of design constraints, such a,s the maximum power

clissipation, the minimum speed of operation, and the marimum surface area.

L.2.I Algorithms

iVlost of the tasks associated u'ith automating circuit layout are combinatorial

o7ttimization proltlems. Theli each consist of a finite set of solutions along

rvith a cost function. The cost function assigns a numerical value for each

solution that r-'elates its quality to the other solutions. The task of finding

an optimal solution to the layout problem is NP-ha¡d [Garey & Johnson,

1979]. This means that there is no known algor-ithm that guarantees to find

the optimal solution in a time that incleases polynomiall¡- rvith problem size.

Recause of the rnany possible solutions, it is irnpracticable to genelate each

6



solution and evaluate its cosr- function to find the optimal solution. Instead,

computers use heurislic algorithms to trv to find a good solution that is not

necessarily the optimum solurion. Lengauer [Lengauer, 1988], and Shing and

Hu [Shing & Hu, 1986], discuss the complexity of lavout algolithms in more

detail.

The softl'are developer chooses the method to solve a palticular layout prob-

lem by consideling the computational resources ava,ilable, and what effect the

quality of the solution has on the overall s5'stem.

1.2.1.1 Heuristic Algorithms

Heuristic algorithms can be constructive or itera,tive [Breuer, 1972). For

example, consider the task of la1*ing out a group of standald cells to minimize

both the total length of the interconnection rvires, and the net area occupied

by the cells and rviring.

A constrtLctiue algorithrn successivell- selects an unplaced cell, and adds this

to a nucleus of already placed cells. until it has placed them all. Once it

places a cell, the cell remains fixed. It chooses the next cell to be added to

the nucleus by evaluating the length of *'ires needed to connect each cell to

the nucleus, and evaluating the a,ssociated increase in area.

An iteratiue algorithm starts s'ith an initial solution. It selects a set of cells to

be moved along rvith a set of candìdate locations, and er-aluates the quality of

the resulting solution. If the quality has improved, it accepts the solution. It

continues this procedure until either the rate of impror.ement is low, or several

iterations have occurred without improvement. Iterative algorithms have the

potential of producing a better solution than constructive algorithms, at the

expense of adclitional computel time. Both techniques may only find a locally

optimum solution that could be fal fi'om the globalll'optimum solution.

I



7.2.1.2 Simulated Annealing

Simulatecl annealing is a technique that tr¡'s to avoid the local minima that

conventional iterative methocls produce [I(irkpatrick et al., 1983; Johnson et

al., 1987; Rutenbar, 1989; Sechen, 1988]. It derives from the process used to

strengthen mater-ials. This process raises the temperature of a material so

that the molecules of the material can move over greater distances. It then

slowly cools the matelial dorl-n causing the molecules to lose their energy and

restrict theil movement. The resulting material has a more stable configura-

tion. If the material cools quickly, ilregularities in the material structure lock

into place and lesult in a weaker material. This weaker material is analogous

to the local minima obtained in the optimization problem.

Figure 1.4 shorvs the generai t'orm of the simulated annealing algorithm. The

key fearule of the algorithm is that there is a probability that it may accept a

new solution rvith a higher cost. The current temperatr.tre and the magnitude

of the cost clifference determines what the probability rvill be. Hence at high

temperatures it is possible to jump out of a local minimum. The algorithm

slowly cìecreases the temperature until the chance of escaping from the cur-

lent minimum is lorv. The resulting solution may still not be the optimum

solution. but has a better chance of being closer to it than conventional it-

erative techniques. To get the best results. horvever, the algolithm needs to

reduce the tenperature slotvly leading to long computation times'

8



1. Find an initial solution S (".g using a constructive algorithm)

2. Calculate the cost C of S

3. Start with an initial temperature ?

4. While ? greater than final temperature do the following

(a) For a chosen number of iterations:

i. Make a random, small change to the solution

ii. Calculate the cost C- of the new solution ,S*

iii. Calculate the cost difference A : C" - C

iv. lf A(0,S:,S.
else set S : ^9* with a probability e-alr

(b) Decrease ?

Figure 1.4: Simulated Annealing Algorithm

I



1.2.1.3 Knowledge-based Systems

Knowledge-basecl, ol expert, sr-stems help solve problems that have a com-

plex cost function [Holden, 19E7; Ackland, 1988; D&T, 1989a; Rosenstiel &

Bergsträsser, 1986]. They try to emulate the methocls used by an expert hu-

man designer. A collection of rules may repÌesent these methods. They are

not as efÊcient as mathematical approaches to the problem, and run slowly

with la¡ge rule sets. Often, once an expert system is *'orking, a softlvare

developer can gain additional understanding of the problem, and come up

with a simple cost function that defines the mathematical relationship be-

tween the objects to be laid out. Hence, an efficient optimization method

can use the cost function as a basis to lay out the objects. Expert systems

also provide high level functions such as management of the overall design

task, and evaluation of the overall manufacturability, testability and quality

of the design.

L.2.2 Examples

The follorving is a brief over-vie*, of some of the design s¡,nthesis tools avail-

able. see Rubin fRubin, 1987] for a more extensive discussion.

1.2.2.I Cell generators

Cell generators produce a laye¡¡, from a set of specifications, based on a

regular structure such as a Programmable Logic Array (PLA)' a gate arla)¡,

or a gate matrix.

PLA's consist of AND and OR planes of transistors. They generally occupy

less area than pulely random logic. but may be slorver'. Their main advantage

is that softwale can generate them automaticalh,. Techniques are available

10



to reduce the number of redundant gates to save area and to alter the size

of transistors to meet speed specifications.

Gate annys ar-e more flexible than PLA's, and designers often use them for

special purpose IC design. They consist of a fixed array of blocks, u'hich

contain transistor pairs, that the designer customizes to form logic gates

such as -\ND, OR, and NOT. These blocks then interconnect to produce

the cilcuit. A gate arlay generator produces the interconnection masks to

customize the gate arÌay design given a high level description of the circuit.

The main disadvantage is that the interconnect routing can get complex, and

long wire lengths can slo'w the circuit down.

Gate matriceshave fixed vertical lines of polysilicon material that form the

gates of transìstors. The gate matrix generator produces the horizontal metal

and diffusion wires to from transistors and their interconnections. The aim

is to place transistors to reduce the length of the interconnection wires.

L.2.2.2 Cornpactors

Compactors minimize the area occupied by circuits clesigned using other de-

sign tools. They can achieve this, with minimal computational overhead, by

squeezing the layout together along the z and y directions. Thel' can also use

optimization methods, as discussed in Section 1.2.I, to rearrange components

to try to improve on the solution at the expense of extra time. Compactors

free the designer, and higher level design tools such as cell generators, from

the task of considering in detail the design rules of a particular fabrication

process. Wolf and Dunlop [Wolf & Dunlop, 1988] discuss the compaction

process in more detail.
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I.2.2.3 Routers

Routers lay out the wires bets'een cells, given a list of points to be connected.

Simple techniques consider one wire at a time, and route it through a maze

of obstacles. Other techniques consider multiple rvires at a time and aim

to reduce the area occupied by the rviring. Routers can use optimization

techniques to make random changes to try to improve the solution. Lorenzetti

and Baeder [Lorenzetti & Baecler, 1988] discuss routing in more detail.

7.2.2.4 Placement tools

Placement tools position cells so that thev connect easily and occupy minr-

mum area. Floorplanners allocate rectangular regions on the chip surface for

cells that have yet to be fulll- designed. These may be expert systems that

apply a series of rules, obtained from experienced designers, to decide horv

to arrange the cells. Expert s1'stems can recognize well known structures in

the design fol rvhich efficient structured floorplans are available. Standard

cell placement tools place a set of sta,ndard ceììs, rvhich may have a constant

height and variable lvidth, in rolvs lvith routing channels in between. They

use optimization techniques such as simulated annealing to get a good solu-

tion [Sechen & Sangiovanni-\'-incentelli, 1985]. Preas and Karger' [Preas &

Karger, 1988] cliscuss placement and floorplanning in moÌe detail.

1.2.2.5 Silicon compilers

Silicon compilels convert a behavioural description of the circuit into a mask

lal,out for- fablication. They start by converting the input description into

a structu¡al description such as a floorplan. Specialized cell genelators pro-

cluce each block of circuitly, ancl automatic LortteLs generate the connections

between them. Nlost of these compilers specialize in a particular t1'pe of
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design, although they may have multiple floorplans to choose from. Fol ex-

ample, thel' may specialize in signal processing using a specification of the

algorithm as the input. They allow people without VLSI design expertise to

procluce IC clesigns. A truly general purpose silicon compiler- has yet to be

developed. Gajski and Lin [Gajski & Lin, 1988] discuss silicon compilation

in more detail.

1.3 Static Analysis Tools

Static analvsis tools analyse circuit properties that stay constant with changes

in the electrical state of the circuit. They check fundamental electrical and

geometrical rules of design, such as unintentional short circuits and mini-

mum wire separations, as well as help the designer optimize the time cr-itical

sections of the circuit.

1 .3.1- Algorithms

1.3.1.1 Layout analysis algorithms

Tools such as circuit extractors and geometlic design rule checkers analyse

the mask layout that serves as input to the fablication process. The mask

layout consists of a set of polygons for each mask layer. Its analysis falls into

the field o1 computational geometry [Asano et al-, 1986]. Algorithms to do

this analysis must take into account the amount of main memory available to

store the data structures, as well as their running time. Restrictions on the

form of the layout, such as the use of Manhattan (or orthogonal) geometry,

help to reduce the complexity of the task.

Pirel.mapimages (also called bitmap or r-astel images) can lepÌesent the mask

iayo¡t. Each pixel has several bits: one for each mask layer. Algorithms to
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analyse layout in this form are simple, but they require substantial storage

space for a fine grid of Pixels.

Tile-basetl (or- corner-based) representations use the corners of regions, rvhich

consist of a combination of mask layers, to partition the plane into rect-

angular tiles. The layout analysis algorithms are similar to those that the

pixelmap representation uses, but rvith lorvel storage needs. The storage re-

quirements rise as the cornplexity of the layout rises. Both pixelmap and

tile-based methods are only useful for lVla.nhattan geometry.

Ed,ge-based lepresentations store the edges of the mask polygons, and sort

them in order of their left end points and their slope. A scanline, which is a

vertical line that scans across the plane flom left to right, passes over these

eclges and analyses their relationships. Scanline algorithms onll' consider the

eclges that currently intersect tvith the scanline, thus reducing the number of

edges that the main memorv must contain in one instant'

Szymanski ancl Van Wyk [Szymanski & Van Wyk, 1988] give a good discus-

sion of the above algorithms'

1.3.1.2 Network analysis algorithrns

Tools such as network comparators and electlical clesign '-ule 
checkers analyse

the electrical network of a circuit [Rubin, 1987]. Netrvork comparison is an

instance of the graph isomorphisnz problem. This problem has no efficient

solution in the general case. Graph partitioning is the most common method

of solving this problem. Some design systems restrict the designer, by placing

limits on such things as the fan-in and fan-out of logic gates, to reduce the

complexity of the network analysis. Szymanski and Van lVyk [Szymanski &

Van Wyk, 1988] cliscuss nets'orlç comparison algorithms in more detail'
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1.3.1.3 Test generation algorithms

The number of possible combinations of cilcuit inputs grows exponentially

with the number of inputs. It is impracticable to apply all possible input

vectors to a circuit after manufacture to check that it has no faults. In gen-

eral, the task of finding the minimal set of test vectors that will find all faults

is NP-Coniplete [Breuer & Frieclman, 1976]. Test genelation algorithms try

to find the smallest set of test vectors that rvill detect most faulty circuits.

There are several types of circuit faults [Gerner & Johansson, 1987]

o Static faults change the function of a circuit and lesult from such faults

as signals sluck high or low.

o Dynamic faults change the function of a citcuit at certain frequencies

or certain timing conditions.

o Pat-ametric faults change the magnitude of circuit parameters such as

voltages and currents.

Designers can choose test vectors by hand. This can be time consuming and

prone to error. Another alternative is to use random sequences of test vec-

tors, but their effectiveness decreases as the complexity of circuits increases

[Bottorff, 1981].

The D-Algorithm [Roth, 1966; Roth, 1980] finds a test vector to detect a

specified fault in a combinational logic gate circuit, by analysing the circuit

description. It consists of three steps:

o Fault sensitization: find a set of input values that rvill produce a differ-

ence in the signal values between the faulty cilcuit and the good circuit

at the fault location.
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. Fault propagation: find a sensitizecl path thÌough the circuit that prop-

agates the difference to a circuit output.

o Line justification: find the values of the inputs required to meet the

requirements of the first two steps by backtracing from the difference

output to the circuit inputs. If a conflict in input values occurs, the

algorithm must backtrack thlough the decisions it made in the fir'st two

steps.

The problem with the D-algorithm is that it can spend substantial time back-

tracking through decisions to resolve conflicts [I(irkland & Mercer, 1988].

Many circuits have many paths betlveen the fault and a circuit output. -Re-

dundant faults, which are undetectable from outside the circuit, cause the

D-algor.ithm to search all possible paths, which is time consuming. Jain ancl

Agrarval [Jain & Agrawal, 1985] have modified the D-algorithm to handle

transistor level circuit descriptions. Sequential circuits are hard to deal with

as the algorithm needs to convert them into combinational form.

Some algorithms combine simulation rvith the proceclure desclibed above to

reduce the time to generate the test vectors. For example, a fault simulator

could find the other faults a particular test vector cletects, hence reducing

the number of times the D-algorithm needs to be run. Test generators use

heuristics to try to reduce the amount of searching of the circuit structure

needed to find a test vector. Kirkland and Mercer [Kirkland & Mercer, 1988],

Fujirvara and Shimono [Fujiwara & Shimono, 1983], and Bottorff [Bottorff,

19.q1] give good discussions of some of these techniques'

Williams [Williams, 1981] states that the computational complexity of the

task of finding test vectors, and finding their fault co\¡erage, is O(1ú3), where

1\r is the number of gates.
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1.3.1.4 Hierarchical analYsis

Static analysis tools can make use of the hierarchy in designs [Neu'ell .(:

Fitzpatrick, 1982; scheffer & Soetarman, 1985; stevens & Mccabe, 1985].

By only analysing each cell once. tools can avoid needless ancl time consuming

repetition. The technique relies on the designs being highly regular to offset

the increased or-erhead in managing the hierarchy. Problems can occur l'hen

cells overlap, or rvires pass through the cells, affecting the properties of a

replicated cell in different positions in the design' Design sr-stems often

restrict the designer to using non-or-erlapping cells to improve the efficienc¡-

of the analysis tools. "'..

Many of the static analysis tools flatten the hierarchS' and treat the design

as a si¡gle cell. This technique requires moïe space to store the complete

design, but cloes not restrict the designer'

L.3.2 Examples

The follorving is a brief overvierç of some of the static analysis tools available

See Rubin fRubin, 1987] for a nore extensive discttssion'

1.3.2.1 Circuit extractors

Circuit extractors derive from the mask layout an electrical netrvork consist-

ing of a list of transistors lvith their interconnections. This information is

particularly useful rvhen a designel has generated the ma'sk larlout manualll'

from a higher level description. ancl u'ishes to confirm that it is correct. It

is also useful for checking the output of an automatic synthesis tool. Circuit

extractors can obtain detailed circuit infolmation, such as parasitic capac-

itances ancl interconnect resistances, to use with analog circuit simulators-
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For large circuits it can take a long time to extract the circuit

1.3.2.2 Network comparators

Netrvork comparators check that tn'o nqts'olks flom diffelent sources al-e

equivalent. For example, a designer can exttact an electrical netrvolk flom

the mask layout of a circuit, and use a comparator to compale this lvith the

desired network. They help the designer check a manually laid out circuit,

ancl validate layout synthesis tools such as cell generators. They avoid the

time consuming task of simulating the behaviour of the ttvo nettl'orks, and

checking that their lesults are equivalent.

1.3.2.3 Design rule checkers

Geometlical design rule checkers analyse the n-rask ìayout to check for prob-

lems tìrat may lead to a low f ield during manufactur-e. For example, wires

that are too close together in the mask layout may become short circuits

after fab¡ication. Each fabrication plocess has a set of rules for the mask ge-

ometrl, that allolv for plocess errors; these include rules specifying minimum

rvire wiclths and minimum separation betu'een featules. Design rule checkers

are essential for mask layouts that designers have produced manually. As

p¡ocesses become more complex, holvever, it has become increasingly hard

for the designer to cope with these rules manually.

There has been a recent trend torvards symbolic design, u'heLe designers use

symbols for transistors and their interconnections, and use an automatic

synthesis tool to generate the final mask layout. Although designers using

automatic synthesis tools to genelate the mask layout should not need design

rule checkers, the1,' still need them to validate the output of these tools'

This is because the fablication process technology often changes before the
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svnthesis tools are fullv reliable

7.3.2.4 Electrical rule checkers

Electrical rule checkers check fbr circuit prrors that are detectable from an

analysis of the electrical network of the circuit. Labels can identify each

electrical node in the circuit. If an electrical node has two or more labels,

this suggests a short circuit: alternatively, if a label refers to two or more

nodes, this suggests an open circuit. If the labels include information on the

electrical nature of the nodes. such as rvhether the5' are power rails, inputs,

or outputs, more extensive checks are possible. Svnthesis tools can generate

much of this information automatically.

Electrical rule checkers can estimate the power consumption of the circuit by

looking at the power requirenents of each device, and estimating horv many

devices rçill be active at one time. The designer can use this information to

check that the geometric size of the porver rails is adequate, and to check

that it meets the clesign constraints on Power consttmption.

1.3.2.5 Timing verifiers

Timing verifiers provide information on the critical paths of a circuit; these

paths har-e the longest signal propagation times and determine the maximum

speed at ivhich a circuit can operate [Jouppi, 1987]. They do this by analysing

the electrical netrvork of a circuit and calcuÌating holv long a change in a

signal will take to propagate through a block of circuitry. Timing analysis is

independent of the state of the circuit and hence only needs to be run once

for each clesign iteration. This contrasts rvith a simulator's approach where

the state of the circuit detelmines rvhether a particular signal transition

propagates thlough a block of circuitry. -\ simulation must lun many times
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u-ith different inputs (or test vectors) and for most circuits it is impracticable

to run all combinations of inputs to guarantee that it rvill find the critical

paths.

1.3.2.6 Test generation tools

Test r-ector genelators aid the designer in choosing a set of test vectors to

apply to a circuit after manufacture. Automatic test equipment uses these

test vectors to detect circuits that have manufacturing elrors to minimize

the numbe: of faulty circuits delivered to customers.

Automatic test generators are available for combinational circuits. They

produce t,e.t vector-s to find static faults, especially stuck faults. Redundant

faults that rest generators find can aid the designer in simplifying the circuit.

There ale ,ìesign techniques that incorporate circuitry to make it possible to

test sequeltial circuits in a combinatorial mode [Gerner & Johansson, 1987;

\Ã:illiams. 1981]. Other tests, such as running the circuit at different clock

rates. can ind dynamic and parametric faults.

The time .pent in finding a good set of test vectors can pay off in reducing

the time needed to find faulty circuits, and reducing costs in repairing entire

sr-stems aËected by a faulty circuit.

L4 Dynarnic Analysis Tools

D¡'namic analysis tools (or simulators) determine a circuit's behaviotu as a

function oí time after applying a set of inputs (test uector) to the circuit.

They allor,,- the clesigner to check the functional behaviour of a circuit, and

to pinpoin: timing ploblems, before fabricating the IC. They have become

increasingÌ¡- inpolta,nt as the complexity of IC designs has incleasecl. Their
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goal is to remove the expensir-e and time consuming IC fabrication step from

the design cycle. FIon [Hon. 19E7] and TeÌman [Terman, 1987] give goocl

overviews of these tools.

1.4.1 Algorithms

There is a tracle off between speed and accuracf in choosing an appropriate

algorithm for dynamic anall-sis. A circuit consists of a set of nodes and

branches; a branch forms r¡'hen a circuit element connects trvo nodes. In

high level representations of the circuit, the circuit elenents cor-lespond to

functional blocks, wheleas in lorv level representations- they correspond to

clevices such as transistols. A simulator uses models for the circuit elements

to evaluate the node voltages at a given time. The accuracy of a simulator

depends on:

o the accuracy of the cilcuit element models,

o the accuracy of the solution to the set of ec¡rations clescribing the volt-

age at each nocle,

o and the size of the time step betrveen node evaluations.

By taking advantage of certain characteristics of a design technology, a sim-

ulator can improve its speed lvithout losing accuracy. For example, many

digital MOS circuits only have a small percentage of nodes rvith changing

voltages at any time; this allos's some sections of a circuit to be simulated

with larger time steps reducing the total time to simulate the circuit.

1.4.L.-1, Direct methods

The most accurate simulators u'olk rvith the clevice level replesentation of

a circuit, and pr-ocluce analog rvar-eforms for the voltages at specifiecl nodes.
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They use rlirect methorls, as Figure 1.5 illustra,tes, to solve a set of circuit

equations based on Kirchhoff's voltage larv, Iiilchhoff's current law, and the

device characteristics [Sangiova'nni-\¡incentelli, 1981]. These are generally

non-linear differential equation-s because of factors such as the non-linear

characteristics of the pnjunction in tra,nsistors, and the energy storage char-

acteristics of capacitors.

Simulators cannot find a closed form solution to the circuit equations, so

they use a numerical integration schene that evaluates the node voltages

at a series of time steps [Terman, 19E7] ' Erplicit schemes' such as Forward

Euler, rely only on values calculated at previous time steps, however they ale

numerically unstable. For accur-acy, sitnulators usually :use impliciú schemes,

such as Backward Euler. These schemes use an initial Suess for the node

r-alues at the current time step, based on information from a plevious time

step, then improve this guess by iteration. This results in a set of non-linear,

difference erluations, which are cottpled because each equation may depend

on the solution of the other equations'

Direct nrethocls solve the set of coupled equations directly using lhe Newton-

Raphson methocl, rvhich is a fixed point iteration scheme' The Newton-

Raphson method converts the non-linear'. difference equations [Chua & Lin,

1975] into a set of coupled, linear equations represented in matrix form'

Forming this matr-ix involves evaiuating the device models, and can be time

consuming rvhen using complex deçice models. The matrix is sparse, as

for large circuits typically less tìran 2% of entries are non-zero. Simulators

use sparse matrix versions of Gaussian Elimination or LU Decomposition,

rçhich trr- to avoicl storing non-zeïo matlix elements and avoid performing

operations with zero ent¡ies, to solve these equations in O(¡ú") time, where

1.1 < a ( 1.5 [Neivton & Sangiovanni-\'incentelli, 1984]' They check the

solution for convergenceT and, if necessarv, clo another Nervton-Raphson it-

eration. -\ftel the solution has convergecl. they select the next time step ancl
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1. Apply nodal analysis to the circuit description and form theset of equations

with node voltages as unknowns.

2. Begin with time I : 0

3. While ú is less than final time do the following

(a) Update the value of the circuit inputs.

(b) Update the circuit parameters for the new time step.

(c) Apply numerical integration to the linear differential equations'

(d) While the solution has not converged, do the following:

i. Apply numerical integration to the non-linear differential equa-

tions to form non-linear diflerence equations.

ii. Apply the Newton-Raphson method to the non-linear difFerence

eq u attons.

iii. Form the sparse matrix describing the set of linear equations.

iv. Solve the linear equations by applying either Gaussian Elimination

or LU Decomposition.

v. Test the solution for convergence'

(e) Check the local truncation error and save the solution if it is within

bou nds.

(f) Choose the next time steP

Figure 1.5r Direct Method Algorithm
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re-solve the equa,tions

1.4.1.2 Relaxation methods

The direc¡ method for' finding the node voltages requires extensive compu-

tation, hence it ìs only capable of hanclling designs with a ferv thousand

transistors. Its main adr-antage is it copes with any circuit design. Relax-

ation merhods attempt to reduce simulation time by decoupling the simulta-

neous circuit equations, solving each equation independently, and iterating

the solutjons until they converge. Decoupling the equations allows a simu-

lator to eçaluate some sections of the circuit with different time steps, and

hence take advantage of cir-cuit latencies. Simulators can apply these tech-

niques a,t various stages of the solution of the circuit equations. Newton and

Sangiovanni-Vincentelli [)iervton & Sangiovanni-Vincentelli, 1984; Ne'wton,

1981] gir-e a good or-ervierv of these methods.

The two maìn relaxation algorithms are Gauss-Jacobi' and G¿uss-Seidel-

Gauss-Se:clel uses node r-oltages that it has already calculated in the cur-

rent time step, and thus converges fastel than Gauss-Jacobi, which only uses

values from the previous time step in solving each ecluation. The order in

which the Gauss-Seidel method evaluates the node voltages affects horv fast

the solution con\-erges. Gauss-Jacobi is suitable for executing in parallel,

because at each time step it solves the equations independently in any order.

These methocls can decouple the set of linear equations, resulting from the

application of the Nervton-Raphson method, and solve them in O(,nr/) time,

instead of clirectl¡,- solving the sparse matlix. Usually, however, they decou-

ple the equations at the non-linear equation ievel; this eliminates the time

consuming step of applying the Nervton-Raphson method to a set of coupled

eq¡ations. They then use the Nervton-Raphson method to solve each of these

equations l'ithout the need for- rratlix alithmetic'
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Some simulators get substantial speed improvements by only applf ing one

relaration iteration, and using a small time step to reduce ettors. They

are effective for simple circuits, such as in gate array designs, which are

without feedback loops, pa,ss transistors and floating capacitors [Nervton &

Sangiovanni-\ incentelli, 1 984].

Iterated timirtg analysis uses one Newton-Raphson iteration for each non-

linear equatior. and carries the relaxation method to convergence [Newton

& Sangiovanni-Vincentelli, 19S4]. This gives accurate results. but for tightly

coupled circuits ma)/ take longer than direct methods. The convergence cri-

teria deternires the speed and accuracy properties of these methods.

Waaeforrn relntation applies relaxation techniques to the differential equa-

tions by decoupling the equations, and solving each equation over the entire

inten-al of the simulation [Lelarasmee et al., 1982].

1.4.1.3 Event driven simulators

Simulators cal use a time step that the designer sets, ol the5' ca,n set the time

step dynamicalll' clepencling on the convergence properties of the solution.

Euent driuen sim,ulators maintain a time ordered queue of events. They

remove fron ¡he queue all events that occur at the same time as the event

at the head of the queue, and evaluate a new node voltage for each node

that an event refers to. If the voltage of a node changes, they place a new

event on the qrìeue for each node that it connects to, with a time equal to

the current time plus the nocle's r-esponse time to the curlent event. This

process contjnlres until there are no more events on the queue or it reaches

the end of the simulation interval. Event driven simulatols do not spend

time evaluati;rg nodes that are stable, holever, they may spend excessive

time evaluatirg events that are unimportant. They suit large digital circuits

rvhere only a small pelcentage of the nodes are changing at any point in time.
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Hon [Hon, 1987] discusses then in more detail.

1.4.1.4 Device models

The choice of device model affects the speed and accuracy of a simulatol

[Terman, 1987].

Analgtic models are highly accurate and need cletailed information on such

things as physical device geometries, electrical properties of the materials

used in the fablication process. and temperature of operation. Thel' are

suitable for looking at the effects of fablication parametels on the circuit

performance, and can produce data for approximate models. Simplified mod-

els assume many parameters are constant; for example, they may tleat the

voltage dependent gate capacitance of tlansistors as constant, but the¡- still

require the evaluation of complex functions.

Empitical models try to find simpler functions to speed the evaluatìon of the

device model by using curve fitting techniques.

Table driuen moclels do not recluire the eva,luation of functions, which im-

proves the speed substantially. but they requite more memory to store the

tables. Simulators use interpolation betrveen the table entries to achieve

improved accuracy.

L.4.2 Examples

The following is a brief overvierv of some of the types of simulators available

See Hon [Hon, i987] for a more extensive discussion.
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1.4.2.1 Circuit simulators

Circuit slrnulators produce detaiied analog rvaveforms of the node voltages

of a circuir in response to a set of inputs. The designer chooses rvhich nodes

are of interest, and how much real time the simulator shall cover. A circuit

ertractor can supply the simulator *'ith the necessary circuit parameters,

such as a iist of transistor= rvith thei¡ connections. the size of the transistors,

the gate capacitances, and the parasitic capacitances. Simulators that use

direct merhods are the n'lost accurate and reliable, but their long running

times ma-<e them only suitable for small critical sections of a large circuit.

Other simulators use relaration techniques, such as iterated timing analysis

and rvave.brm relaxation. to reduce the lunning time for typical digital \{OS

circuits [\ervton. 1979; Neivton & Sangiovanni-Vincentelli, 1984]. For simple

circuits. rhey run at lea,st ten times faster than simulators that use direct

methods. They break the circuit up into decoupled subcircuits. rvhich they

can simulate rvith different time steps depending on activity, and use event

driven sinulation to take advantage of circuit la,tencies.

L.4.2.2 Timing sirnulators

Timing simulators produ,:e the same information as circuit simulators, but

at reduce.l accuracJ¡ [Charvla et al., 1975; Nervton, 1981; Ackland & Clark,

1989]. They can run more than a hundred times faster than dilect method

simulators. The¡-use relaration methods, usualll'rvithout iterating the solu-

tions to convergence, with approximate device models that are often t¿ble-

driven. Designers have successfully used them on digital MOS circuits, rvith

limitations such as requiring all capacitors in the circuit description to have

one ternrinal connected to a reference, and restricting the use of pass tran-

sistors ancl feedback loops. TheS' are useful for checking the operation of the
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complete circuit, and pin pointing areas that ma1,' need a circuit simulator

to check in more detail.

1.4.2.3 Logic simulators

Logic simulators evaluate the logic states of each node of a digital circuit

in response to a set of inputs. The logic states usually include high (1),

lorv (0), undefined (X), and high impedance (Z). IlLrrai fl\'Iurai et al., 1986],

and Nervton [Newton, 1981], discuss the t¡-pes of logic simulators and the

algorithms that they use.

Switch level logic simulators treat the circuit as a collection of transistors

and rvires fBryant, 1984]. They model transistors as simple switches with a

simple delay model, and they model s-iles as zero delay conductors. They

plovide simple timing infornation to help designers find possible timing prob-

lems in a cilcuit. Tr-ansistor level descriptions are ar-ailabìe from either circuit

synthesis tools or circuit extractors.

Gate level logic simulators treat the circuit as a coilection of interconnected

logic gates. They are simpler and hence fa,ster than sn-itch level simulators,

but cannot easily handle pass transistors and tri-state bus structures. They

model the behaviour of gates using truth tables. Their main use is in ver-

ifying that the cilcuit is functionally correct, making them useful for gate

array design. For large circuits, designers have usuall¡- created a schematic

description that they can use as input to a logic simulator. Logic simula-

tors are usually event driven to reduce the simulation time. Internally they

can use extra states to model the effects of pass transistors and s'ired gate

logic. Some simulators clistinguish betn-een states (such as high and low) and

stlengths (such as driving, resistive and high impedance)'
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1.4.2.4 Fault simulation

Fault simulation checks how manr- manufacturing defects, such as circuit

nodes shorted to ground, a given set of test vectors would pick up during

the testing phase of IC manufacture. By deliberately introducing defects

into a logic-level circuit description, a fault simr.rlator can rrn a simulation

rvith the set of test vectors to see if the outputs of the circuit show any

indicatior of a faLrlt. The fault coaerage of a set of test vectors is the ratio of

errors discovered to the number of possible errors. A designer can use this

information to implove the testabiÌity of a circuit before detailed design, and

to choose a suitable set of test vectors for use b1' the manufacturing process.

Fault simulatols use similar techniques to er.ent-dliven logic simulatols, rvith

a ferv extensions to simulate many faults cluring a single simulation run. Bot-

torff [Boitorff, 19S1] describes three different approaches to fault simulation:

parallel. deductjr-e and concullent.

Parallel fault simulation uses bits in a computer rvord to represent the signal

r-alues oi the fault fi'ee and several faulty circuits. Worcl operations allorv

a compuier to simulate several circuits rvith different faults simultaneousìy;

large nunbels of faults lequire multiple simulation runs. Parallel fault simu-

iation has a tirne complexity of O(À'3), where ÀI is the number of logic gates

[Bottorff. 1981].

Deductire- fault simulation [Armstrong, 1972] onll' simulates the behaviour of

the good cilcuit. and deduces f¡om the current state all the faults detectable

at any internal terminal or circuit output terminal. The algorithm calculates

fault lists at the output of each logic element. Faults in this list arise from

faults a,ssocia,ted with the element's inputs, that for the current logic state

cr¿ruse an erroneor-rs element output. The algorithm also adds faults, occurring

rvithin the element, to the lesultant fault list. \\ihen unknorvn or undefinecl

states (X state) ale present, horvever, the calculation of the fault lists is more
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difÊcult. Deductive fault sirnulation has a time complexity of O(lV2), whele

Àr is the number of logic gates. It uses mole memory than parallel fault

simulation, and may need several runs with truncated fault lists.

Concurrenl fault simulation combines features of parallel ancl deductive sim-

ulation [Bottorff, 1981]. The algorithm simulates faulty cilcuits onìy when

a fault causes a gate input or output to differ from the good machine. This

contra,sts u'ith the paralìel method, rvhich simulates both good and faulty

cilcuits even rvhen the logic values a,re equal, and contrasts rvith the deduc-

tive method, rvhich only simulates the good circuit and deduces the fault

machine behar-iour from the current good machine state. Concurrent fault

simulation uses fault lists for each gate, and schedules events rvhen changes

in logic values occur in the good machine, or in the fault machines in the

fault lists. It uses more storage than the clechrctive technique, but can hanclle

mired level representations and nominal delal-simulation [Gai et al., 1988].

It also has a time complexity of O(Àr2).

Some test genelatols and fauit simulators can use functional-level circuit

descriptions [Bottorff, 1981]. They require that the functional plimitives

have a high strLrctural legularity, such as RAXÍ arrays.

1.4.2.5 Functional simulators

Functional simr-rlators analyse high level descliptions of a circuit, rvhere the

circuit elements consist of functional blocks in the design hielarchy. These

functional blocks have a mapping to the harcìrvare construction of the cir-

cuit. These simulators plovide similal information to a logic simulator; they

check that the cilcuit u'ill function corlectly for a range of input data. They

are fa,st and allorv the clesigner to quickll' sin-iulate the complete cilcuit at

early stages in the design process. The input to a simulatol is a high level

ploglamming language clescliplion of the cilcuit. Structurecl ploglamning
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techniques can ïepresent the functional hielarchy by using subroutines to

describe the function of each block. and using parameter passing to specify

the block interconnections. The functional descriptions are simple, and are

analogous to the truth tables of gate level simulators.

1.4.2.6 Behavioural simulators

Behavioural simulators analyse detaìled high ler-el descriptions of a circuit's

behaviour. The structure of the behavioural description ma1- be without a

direct mapping to the hardware construction of the circuit. Like functional

simulators, the circuit description can be in a high level language, but it

contains more detailed information including timing information. N'Ianufac-

turers sometimes supply behavioural descriptions of their circuits to allow

designers to integrate them into their orvn systems.

1.4.2.7 Mixed level simulators

lVlixed level simulators accept circuit descriptions rçith different levels of rep-

resentations [Rammig, 1986; De NIan et al., 19S1]. This allorvs a designer to

examine in detail the response of particular sections of a circuit to a set of ex-

ternal input signals, rvithout inculring the overhead of simulating the whole

circuit at that detail. A designer na,y combine a recently designed transistor

level description of a circuit sub-block, rvith a functional description for the

rest of the circuit. A mixed level simulator can simulate this sub-block at

the switch-level in the context of the u'hole circuit.

I.4.2.8 Mixed rnode simulators

N,Iixed mocle simulatols simulate a circuit description at diffe¡ent levels of

detail [Schindler, 1987; Newton. 19S1; D.kT, 19S9b: Overhausel et al., 1989].
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For exanple given a tra.nsistor level description of a circuit as input, a mixecl

mode sin-iulator could simulate some sections of it at the analog level, and

other sections at the digital, or logic, level. They have the same advantages

as mixed level simulators: often simulators support both features and use

the t'ivo terms interchangeabll'. Mired mode simulators a,r'e useful for circuits

that combine a,nalog fr.rnctions, such as amplifiers, rvith digital functions, such

as registers.

1.5 Summary

There are many computer aided design tools available to aid the designer

in desigriing a circuit. Thel' achieve the computer aided design objectives

of minimizing design errors, and aicling design changes. As design tools

automate mole of the tasks traditionally done by the designer, the time

taken to plodr.rce the design u'ill becone dominated b1. 1þs running time of

the design tools.

Ideally a cilcuit rvill meet the design specifications the first time the designer

gets it fabricated, but t5'pically the designer requires trvo passes of the fabri-

cation step before the circuit is ar-ailable for use in its intended application.

For large r.olume production, hos-er-er. it is economical to further refine the

design to increase the yield, and hence leduce the production costs.

To avoid mr.rltiple passes of the fabrication step, a circuit requires thorough

design verification. Although static analysis tools such as timing verifiers can

do some of this, verification requires extensive simulation of the circuit at all

stages of design.

Sinulation is the most time consuming step in the cìesign cycle. Each sim-

ulation rr.rn must evaluate the state of the circuit at man5'time points, and

man)' simr.rlation runs rvith different input data are necessary for complete
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verification. Each time a design changes, the designer must resimulate the

circuit to ensure the change \\¡as successful. The time required to obtain the

results of a simulation should be short enough so that the details of the design

are still fresh in the mind of the designer. Present uniprocessor workstations

only accurately simulate small sections of a large ci¡cuit in a sufficiently short

time.

To meet the computer aided design objectives of shortening the time for

design s1'nthesis and verification, design tools must run on computers faster

than present general purpose ivorkstations. Faster computers will reduce

the time a designer needs to design a circuit that meets its specifications,

and thus make it mole econonrical to use complex integrated circuits in lorv

production volurne applications.

Attempts to inclease the speed of cornputer s)'stems for circuit design have

ranged from using special purpose ha,rd*'are, to using distributed worksta-

tions l'orking together in parallel. General purpose parallel processing sys-

tems have become cost effectir-e because of advances in microprocessors and

interconnection techniclues. These systems have the advantage of flexibilitl'.

and offer substantial reductions in running time for design tools that exploit

the parallelism available in their algorithms.

The design tools available for computer aided clesign cover a wide range of

computational techniques. Although special purpose hardware may aid a fel'

of these techniques, the design system must be a flexible environment that

can efficiently rLrn a rvide range of design tools.

The goal of this thesi-" is to propose a general purpose parallel computing

system that will support the full range of design tools, and offer a substantial

speed up to the design verification step in the design cycle.

Chapter 2 will clescribe work clone b¡' the authol on building a processing

system for the real time acquisition ancl control of external signals, ancl the
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implementation of a parallel cilcuit extra,ction algorithm on a muìticomputer.

This rvork generated initial ideas for a mLrltiple processor computer system

for running CAD softrvare.

Chapter 3 lvill begin by overviewing the variotts approa,ches to designing fast

computers,' and inclicate which approa,ches are best for accelerating CAD

software. It concludes that a Multiple Instruction stream / Multiple Data

stream (\,IIMD) architectur'e offels the highest flexibility. It goes on to anal-

)'se recent ,.-esearch into palallel CAD a.lgorithns on N{I\{D architectr.tles,

before recommending a heterogeneous multicomputer architecture for lun-

ning C,A,D algorithms.

Chapter 4 discusses hardwar-e and softrvare lequirements of the multicom-

putel proposed for running CAD algolithms. it includes sections on the

computing node architecture, the interconnection netx'ork, the seconclary

storage system. the operating system. ancl the programming enr-ironment.

Chapter'5 presents the conclusions reached in the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Background

The ideas for a general purpose parallel computing environment for com-

puter aidecl design to be presented in Chapter 4, derive from the author's

experiences with both hardrvare design fol high performance processing, ancl

parallel processing software clevelopment for computer aided design.

The hardrvare design project, carried out early in the thesis work, consisted

of the design and construction of a real time subsystem (RTS) for a VAXr'

II1780 super-minicomputel used fol University lesearch. This subsystem

pr-ovides researchers with low cost real-time acquisition and control of ex-

ternal signals, which allows computer control of laboratory experiments ancl

direct processing of results. The design provided experience with a special-

ized distributed processing system, and rvith high speed communications'

The hards'are development led to an interest in parallel computer architec-

tures for providing cost effective performance beyond that achievable by sin-

gle low cost microprocessors. The University of Adelaide's strong backgrouncl

in teaching VLSI design and developing computer-aided design softrvare pro-

viclecl incentive to looking at using parallel processing to speed up the time

consuming stages of computer'-aided design.
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This led to an inr-estigation into the feasibility of using a general purpose,

message l-,ased muìtiprocessor to speed up the time consuming circuit extrac-

tion phase of circuit simulation. This investigation provided experience rvith

programning in a practical parallel processing environment, and highlighted

some of the limitations of parallel processing architectures.

This chapter details the s-ork on the RTS and on the parallel circuit ex-

traction sotirva,re. and points out the icleas for a general purpose parallel

computing system ibr cornputer-aided design that arose from the rvork.

2.L Real Tirne Subsystem (RTS)

2.L .t Introduction

The Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering at the University of

Adelaide. -\ustralia requirecl a general puÌpose computer system capable of

acc¡riring. and responding to, large bandrvidth external signals. Researchers

s'anted a sr-stem for conducting expeliments that could

o acquire data from erternal systems at high sampling rates,

o pror-icle real-time pre-processing of external data before storing it for

later off-line analysis.

o outpr:t external control signals that can respond to external events in

real time,

o and provide a user friendly computing environment for latel analysis

of results.
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At the time, the Department had a DEC VAXr 11/780 running the UNIX2

4.3 BSD operating system [Quarterman et al., 1985]. This system included

o secondary storage for storing results for future analysis,

o mathematical softrvare fol doing matrix arithmetic,

o graphics packages for displaying results on monochrome gr-aphics

terminals and producing hardcopy output on plotters,

o and softrvare development suppolt for writing programs to analyse re-

sults.

Resealchers usecl this system for general text processing, softlvare develop-

ment, and simulating complex systems.

The vAXt* has a bus called UNIBUS""t for interfacing with external pe-

ripherals such as disk drives, plinters, and terminals. Researchers could have

added modules to this bus to allow the input and output of external signals

for use in experiments, but the system rvas unsuitable for responding to ex-

ternal events that occur at high f-,-.equency (greater than 100kHz). Real-time

processes would have had to compete rvith other users for CPU time and

I/O access. If these real-time processes had higher CPU priority over other

processes, they would significantly degrade the response time for interactive

users, ancl the real-time response rvould still be unpredictable.

The next section discusses the characteristics of real-time systems and dis-

cusses the overheads in a general purpose system that prevent it from being

suitable for responding to critical exte,.-nal events.

1DEC, UNIBUS and VAX are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation

2UNIX is a trademark of .A.T&T Bell Laborato¡ies
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2.L .2 Real Time versus General Purpose Cornputer

Systerns

2.1.2.L Real time cornputer systerns

The correct operation of a real-time computer system depends not only on

the calculation of a correct response to an external event, but also on the time

it takes to respond to the event [Stankovic, 19E8]. For example, in a real-

time contlol system a computer might generate a control signal, and monitor

some parameter of an external system. After comparing this parameter with

a refe-,.'ence value, the computer may decide to change the value of the control

signal to cor-rect the paraneter before damage occurs in the exteirial system.

If the computer does not calculate the new value for the control signal quickly

enough, the system will fail.

It is impoltant that a computer in a real-time environment can guarantee to

meet the timing requirements of an external s1'stem; hence the computer's

timing behaviour needs to be predictable.

Sta,nkovic [Stankovic, 1988] gives a good oven'ierv of the issues involvecl in

leal-time computing.

2.7.2.2 General purpose computer systems

General pru-pose computer systems, such as the VAXTM 11/780 running the

UNIXrÀ{ operating system, try to minimize the average response time for

many tasks.

Operating systems achieve a high CPU utilizat,ion rate by switching to an-

other task when the current task is rvaiting for I/O. This may happen when

a task is rvaiting for data fi'om seconcla,ry stora,ge, or a response fi'om a useÌ's

terrrrinal.
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To make effectir.e use of limited primal1- memory, opelating sr-stems -sur¡2

processes, rvìrich have been idle, fron'r plirnary memory to seconclaly storage.

and retrieve them rvhen the plocesses aÌe leady for execution again. Operat-

ing systems also tse paging techniques to limit the primary memoly lequiled

by a process to the set of pages needed for the current series of operations.

As neu' pages are read in fi'om secondarl'storage, the least recently accessecl

pages are rvritten back.

Real-time plocesses ma¡- remain idle for Ìong periods of time before r-eceiving

an interrupt. \\'hen the¡- do receive an interrupt, they may neecl to service

the interrupt quickh,. The operating s¡rstem, horvever, may neecl to srvap the

process back in or retrier-e pages lì'om secondary storage before servicing the

interrupt. This leads to ',-rnpredictable lesponse times.

In a multit¿-qer sr-stem, the opelating system tries to clistribute the CPLI time

fairly antong a, set of ta-.ks. It cloes this by allocating time slices to each

ptocess: rvhen a pt'ocess s time slice is up, the operating system scheclules

another process for execr:tion. This pr-errents a useÌ flom stopping other- ttsers

getting responses from i¡rteractir-e pt'ogÌams) such as eclitors, by running a

CPU intensive program that does not need frecluent access to an erternal

device. The pliolity- of a task detelmines the size of a time slice, ancl the

fi'equency at rvhich the opelating system assigns it to a task. The opelating

system can d¡rnamicallr-alter this pliolitS' duling the execution of a task,

leading to unpr-edictable response tin'res.

Some multiuser operating systems inclucle features to make the lesponse

time to extelnal events more predictable. For example, N{asscornp's moclified

version of the LÌNIYTN{ operating s¡rstem allows real-time processes to have

fixed CPU priolities [Blackett, 1983]. The highest pliority real-time task

gets unlimìted cPU tir:re until it cornpletes, pauses, ivaits fol I/o. or a

highel priolit5' process lnterlupts it. \\'hen the cun'ent real-tine process
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waits for I/O, the opelating s1'stem will scheclule the real-tirne plocess with

the next highest priority. \\:hile there ale no leal-time pt'ocesses u-aiting

for execution, the operating systern will dist¡ibute CPU tin're fairly among

time-sharing processes in the normal way. To pr-event memol\- management

uncertainties, a real-time plocess can prevent the operating system swapping

it to disk, or paging parts of it to disk. Real-time plocesses can also assign

contiguous area,s of storage on disks, for storing ancl retlieving information

at a preclictable, sustainecl data rate.

The foilorving paragr-aphs discuss the main overheads incurred rvhen su'itch-

ing betrveen processes [Blackett, 1983] in response to an intellr-rpt.

Inten-upt latency rvithin the operating system is the time bets-een an exter-

nal system asserting an interlupt, and the operating s5'slsrn accepting the

interlupt. This latency resnlts from the operating systen su'itching off an

inter-rupt rvhile it executes a clitical section of code.

Contert-stuitchlimeis the tine the operating system takes to stop one process

and stalt another-. During this time, the operating system saves enough

information about the state of the curlent ptocess to allou- it to lestart

where it left off, and restoles any previous state for the next plocess. The

state of a process ma-v include the contents of the CPU's registers, nemoly

management informa,tion, and the status of open files. If the operating s¡"stem

needs to letrieve a pt'ocess, ol parts of a process, fì'om seconclary stora'ge

during a context srvitch, the context srvitch time inct'eases significantll'.

Although there ale techniques for- providing predictable lesponse times for

real-time events in a general purpose operating system, the or-erheads of in-

terrupt latency and context su'itch time limit the r-ate at rvhich the operating

system can respond to interlrpts. This rate is typically less than 10,000 inter-

rupts/sec, lvhich is inadequate fol responcling to extelna,l events that occur

at rates a,bove 100kllz. Genelal puÌpose file systerns also iinit the late at
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rçhich the system can store information data on disk

2.L.3 Real Time Systern Overview

The goal of the real time subsystem (RTS) rvas to preserve the existing com-

puting environment, provided by the VAXrM 11/î80 general purpose com-

puting sr.stem (GPS), and pr-ovide real-time facilities recluiled for laboratory

research. Figure 2.1 shotvs a block diagram for this system.

The RTS consists of a single board computer (SBC) that communicates with

external interfacing moclules over a standard backplane. These modules in-

clude a 16-channel Analog/Digital (A/D) conr-erter module, an 8-channel

Digital/Analog (D/A) converter module, a Timer/Parallel digital Interface

(TPI) module, and a datalink to the GPS. Figure t.2 shorvs a block diagram

oT the architecture of the RIS.

The SBC contains no operating s¡-stem. The GPS provides the facilities

for program development, and dorynloads pr-ograms to the SBC. A series of

softlvare routines are availa,ble on the GPS to assist plogrammers to inter-

face with the hardrvare available on the RTS. The simple softrvare system

removes the overheads that are ptesent rvith genera,ì Pur-pose operating sys-

tems, such as file system management, ntemorv ma,nagelnent. and plocess

scheduling. To lespond to an erternal interrupt. the RTS onlv needs to save

the CPU registers and progla,m counter, thus minimizing the response time

to an interrupt. Only one user at a time rvill use the RTS, so only plograms

needed for the current experiment reside in the RTS. Programs remain in

main memory for the duration of an experiment, thus lemoving paging and

srvapping overheads.

The RTS can a,cquile results ancl send them to tlre GPS for- later analysis

r-rsing the mathematical sollware ar-ailable on the GPS.
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Appendix A describes the system in more detail.

The next section will discuss ideas for the hardrvare and software charac-

teristics of a multiple processor computer system suitable for running CAD

softrvare, rvhich aÌose frorn rvork developing the RTS.

2.L.4 Conclusrons

The development of the RTS has provided some initial ideas for, and insights

into, the structure of a high per{ormance computing system for computer

aided design. The basic idea is that the s¡-stem should consist of both a

general purpose computing section (GPCS), and a special purpose cornputing

sectíon (SPCS). Designers will use the GPCS for the use-,.. interactive stages

of design, such as circuit layout, and also fol the general management of the

design using facilities such as text editors. The SPCS u'ill allow designers to

off-load the compute intensive design tasks, such as cilcuit simulation, from

the GPCS, to reduce the running time of these tasks. The aim is to provide a

high pelfoÌmance system that is affordable for small design teams. This is in

contrast to many large scale supercomputels that provicle high pelformance

that only large corporations can affold.

The following is a list of recorìrnendations fol the high pelformance computer

system derived from the development of the RTS:

. use high performance, high production volume, commet'cial tnicropro-

cessors)

. use as much local memory as possible,

. use open stanclards whele possible to talie advantage of other manu-

facturers expertise and to reduce costs.

o place the main use-,-. interaction facilities on the GPSC,
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o use a widespread operating sr-stem for the GPSC,

o support rnell knortn and understood programming languages,

o keep the operating system softrvare on the special purpose section as

simple as possible.

o allolv the riser softrvare full access to the low leveì facilities available on

the special purpose section as rvell as offer simple high ler-el routines,

o and provide high speed communications betrveen the GPCS and the

SPCS to allo'rv tlie exchange of large programs and data.

The use of commerciall¡' designed microprocessors substantialli- reduces the

development costs of a high performance design. The best per-formancef p.rice

ratio usually occurs rvhen using a nricr-oprocessor that is in high volume pro-

duction. This inplies that the microprocessor rvill be general purpose, and

not necessarily optimum for a particular application. It rvill hate the advan-

tage of a large base of clevelopnent tools from diffelent manufacturers, and

have reaclily available compilers lbl a range of languages. There are often sup-

port integrated circuits (ICs) arailable for high production micloplocessors,

including ICs for memorJ¡ management. and floating point acceleration. To

achieve the same performance as a highly optimized single pr-ocessor super-

computer, a system will require multiple microprocessors lvorking together

in parallel.

A system ivith a large amount of local memorl minimizes references to non

local storage, such as disk storage, and recluces the need for complex memory

management. To put the maximum amount of memory on the same board

as the CPU, hence leducing access dela¡'s, a s¡'stem needs to use the highest

densitS' memor\ available. The access speed of high density nemory is too

slow for lecent nicloprocessors. rvhich can operate u'ith clock t'ates above

40MHz. but the nse of cache menory can over-come this mismatch.
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The use of comrnonly used open sta,ndards in the design takes advantage of

the large base of products available that ale compatible. Parts of a clesign

that can use these standalds include the bus structure used to connect the

different elements of the design, and the intelfaces to standald cìevices such

as disk drives. The competition betrveen manufacturels producing equivalent

items, and the larger volumes of production, reduce the price/performance

ratio for essential items such a** menory boalds. CPU boards, disk controllers

and disk drives. Incorporating these items into the clesign saves on design

time, and allou's designels to take advantage of specialist expertise fron other

manufactur-ers. The disadvantage is that these ploducts are not optimum

for a palticulal design. and may contain functions that ar*e urìnecessary. By

customizing a design, highel pertbrmance is possible at the erpense of the

extra design and clevelopment time.

By placing the main user- interaction facilities on the GPCS, the system can

optimize the clesign of the softrvare system on the SPCS for executing the

compute intensive stages of design. This allorvs a user to benefit fi'om a

sophisticated uset' interface rr-ithout compronising sr.stem perfolma,nce.

By using a widespread operating slsten, such as the UNIXnI opelating sys-

tem [Ritchie & Thompson, 1974; Quartelman et al., 1985; Blair et a1., 1985],

as the basis of the opelating system for the GPCS, the high performance

computing system can take advantage of an environment that man]¡ users

are familiar with, and for which there is a lalge softrvare base. Featules that

such an envilonment plovides include commancl intelpletels, text editors,

text for-natters, file management, and softrvare clevelopment facilities. Users

are moïe likely to use a system that has a human/cornputer intelface that

they are familial with. The unclerlying cletails of the operating system can

be different fron the genelic r-ersion, but the pr'ogr-amnet-'s intelface should

appear the sane as for a stanclarcl operating s,r'stetn.
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By supporting well knorvn languages, such as C and FORTRAN, for pro-

gramming both the GPCS and the SPCS, the system can encour-age pro-

grarruners, who are alreadl' expert in these languages, to produce softrvare

for the system. It also allorvs prograrrnners to easily port popular softlvare,

already written in these languages, to the nerv machine. Designers can add

extensions to these languages to harness the special abilities of the high per-

formance system. The compilers for these languages produce reliable output,

and incorporate advanced optimization techniques.

By keeping the operating system softrvare on the SPCS as simple as possi-

ble, the system allorvs softrvare der-elopers to develop their orvn optimized

versions of facilities such as file management and memory management for

running specific applications. The operating s1'sten does not need to have

facilities for general purpose computing, such as fair process scheduling with

altomatic swapping out of idle processes, that can acld to the running time

of applications.

By allorving software developers full access to the lou' level facilities avaiiable

on the SPCS, the system lets them get the full benefit of the processing

power available. A libraly of softrvare loutines can simplify access to these

lorv level resoulces. High level softrvare routines that behave at the level

of general purpose opelating slstem calls u'ill allorv softrvare clevelopers to

produce prototype softu'ar-e quickll-.

In addition to providing the softrvare clevelopment facilities for the SPCS,

the GPCS will provide for dou'nloading plogIams rvith their input data, and

receiving their results. This interaction rvill requile high speed communica-

tions to prevent the data tra,nsfer tine from overcoming the speed advantages

of the SPCS.
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2.2 Parallel Circuit Extraction

2.2.L Introduction

Present uniprocessor general purpose computers, such as uniplocessor work-

stations, are inadequate for the compute intensive stages of computer aided

design of \,'LSI circuits, such as circuit simulation. Although large scale

single proce.sor supercomputers can provide large speed ups over general

purpose computels for vector based calculations, their cost is too hìgh for

most designers. For calculations that do not involve vector alithmetic, these

supercomputer-s aÌe not cost effective.

The alternatives available to designers range from using special purpose accel-

eratols to using netrvolked s'orkstations wolking together in parallel. Special

purpose accelerators usualll'only accelerate a few of the most time consum-

ing stages of design, such as logic simulation [Blank, 1984; SIGDA, 1988;

Lewis, 198S]. They offer the best performance but are inflexible; a new al-

gorithm can make them redundant if it provicles equivalent performance on

a general purpose computer.

Netlvorked u-orkstations allo*' designers to use the excess computing capacity

of other workstations. Typically each designer may have sole use of a work-

station to provide both a fast interactive response and good glaphics for the

interactive stages of design, such as circuit layout. Often these rvorkstations

have idle computing capacitl,- rvhile waiting for designers to input their next

instruction. By using thìs idle capacity in parallel, the compute intensive

stages of design can run in the background at a faster rate than if a single

workstation ran them exclusively. For this to be effective, it must be possible

to partition the task in a \va],- that minimizes the amount of communication

over the netn-ork. Since this is not possible fol all applications, distributed

rvorkstations clo not offer a genelal perfo-,*nance improvement for compute
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intensive tasks. Also running compute jntensive applications in the back-

glound can degrade the response time for the interactive useL, such ¿s when

pages of the interactive task are pushed out of primar¡r memory. There are

also problems of load balancing among'ivorkstations that have a dynamically

varying load. Widdorvson and Ferguson [\\-idclorvson .L Ferguson, 1988] dis-

cuss an application of netuorked u'orkstations. Agrarval and Jagadish discuss

methods for optimally partitioning a problem for running on a network of

workstations [Aglarval & Jagadish, 1988].

The development of the RTS plovicled ideas tbl the structure of a high per'-

formance computing system for computer-aided design. This system relies on

using high production volume conmercial microprocessors, couplecl together

with a fast intelconnection nets'ork. to achieve cost effective high perfor-

mance. It has the advantage of flexibilitv. and the potential for providing

lalge speed up factors rvhen softs'ar-e developers erploit the parallelism of an

application. Gordon Bell [Bell, 1989i presents a goocl overvieu' of the cost

effectiveness of multipÌ'ocessor-s velsus tra iitional slrpercomputers.

Ackland [Ackland et al., 1985; Ackland et al.. 1986i has shorvn that message-

based general purpose multiprocessors ca,n effectivell,-speecl up the simulation

of a circuit. These multiprocessors aclapt u-ell to the task of circuit simulation

because circuits operate br- passing signals bet*'een subcircuits; by assigning

these subcircuits to different plocessor-s, the evaluation of circuit operation

can proceed in parallel.

Circuit extractors derive accurate circuit parameters for input into circuit

simulators by analysing the circuit ma,sk ìavout, rrhich serves as input to the

fabrication stage of clesign. The circuit errract,ion tbr a lar-ge circuit (greater

than 100.000 transistols) takes several houls on a con\/entional lvor^kstation

(such as a SUN 31260). A clesigner mrtst reiun the ertlacto-,- a,fter each circuit

modification. Thus if circuit extraction is amenable to palallel processing,
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a computer system could significantly reduce the time for- designing a large

circuit.

This section describes the use of a general purpose messa,ge based multipro-

cessor (also called multicornputer as multiprocessor usually refers to a shared

memory multiple processor architecture) to speed up the task of VLSI cir-

cuit extra,ction [Tonkin, 1990]. This work began in February 1988 at AT&T

Bell Labolatolies, Holmdel, \J, USA. At the time, r'esearchers had not done

much work in this area since circuit extraction is not as amenable to parallel

processing as other design tasks such as circuit simulation. The aim was to

shorv that a multicomputer could offer significant speedups (i.e. > 10) for

tasks other than circuit simulation. This rviil help shorv the potential of using

parallel processing for speeding up the compute intensive integrated circuit

design tasks, and rvill provide additional information on the facilities needed

on a multiple processor machine to suppolt these tasks.

2.2.2 Overview of Circuit Extraction

Circuit extractors derive fi-om the circuit mask la1'out a list of tlansistors

along with net numbers for each transistol's terminals. and the length and

rvidth of each transistor's channel. Connected transistors rvill have the sarne

net numbel on corresponding terminals. Extractors natch the labels assigned

to electrical nodes by the designer with the extracted electrical nodes. Logic

simulators can use this information to verify the logical opelation of a circuit.

The electrical path betrveen tlansistor telninals complises several regions

that consist of different combinations of mask la¡'ers. These regions have

differing electlical ploperties. Extlactors calculate the area of each region,

along rvith the region's perimetel with each region touching its boundary. A

simulator can use this info¡mation to cletermine the capacitance associated

rvith each electrical node in the circuit.
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The circuit ìayout usually consists of a hieralch¡' of cells. Cells consist of

other smaller cells, and collections of polygons representing different mask

layers. Resea,rchers have taken advantage of this hierarchy to speed up la¡'out

analysis [Gregoretti & Segall. 1984], by analysing each cell only once. Prob-

lems occur, rvhen the cells overlap, hence altering the internal behaviour of

the cells. Solutions to this either ìnvolve restrictions on the designer such as

requiring the use of non-overlapping celìs [Stevens & À{cCabe, 1985; Schef-

fer & Soetalnan, 1985], ol involve techniclues that may resnlt in a longer'

running time for irregular designs [Nervell & Fitzpatrick, 1982].

The alternative is to flatten out the hierarchy and rvork on the mask la¡'e¡¡ o.

a single cell. It has the disadvantage of requiring a large amount of memory to

store the input mask description in its flattened form. For exampìe, a 130,000

transistor design requiled 6 negabytes to store the hielalchical descliption.

and 56 megabytes to store the flattened description. This rvork uses the

flattenecl descliption of a circuit, as it applies to all clesign techniques. and

shows how a multicomputer can handle such large quantities of data through

the use of seconclary storage.

2.2.3 Goalie

Goalie is a circuit extractor developed by Szymanski and Van 11tyk [Szi--

manski & Van Wyk, 1985] to extract circuit information from large mask

layouts. It uses edges to represent the mask polygons. Each edge has infor-

mation on the coordinates of its left and right endpoints, its electrical net

number, its mask layer, and the side of the polygon it lepresents. Goalie

suppolts non-olthogonal geometry.

The f,rst step in the extraction flattens the hieralchical cilcuit clescription

into a set of eclge files, one for each mask ler-el. It sorts the edges in ordel of

their left endpoints ancl on their slope
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The second step creates a series of intermecliate layels that represent the

resultant electrìcal characteristics produced by the boolean combinations of

the original mask layers. Examples of the intelmediate layers (for a MOS

circuit) are transistor layers, polysilicon wire layers, cliffusion wire layers,

metal to p.olysilicon contact cut layers, and metal to diffusion contact cut

layers. It can assign unique numbers to the edges of each separate tlansistor

legion.

The third súep assigns unique net numbers to the rviles connecting transistors

by considering the contact cuts betu'een the mask layels.

The fourth súep identifies the net numbers of the terminals of each transistor,

and determines the area of each transistor along with its channel type.

The final súep does region analysis on the rvires used to connect the transistor-s

to obtain al-ea and pelimeter information for calculating capa,citances.

The fundamental algor-ithm used by Goalie is the scanline algorithm [Lauther,

1981]. It sweeps a vertical line, called a scanline, across the layout. The

layout is reacl in as a list of eclge records sorted in order of their left enclpoints.

The scanline stops at each point where an edge begins, ends or intelsects with

another eclge.

Goalie conducts the necessary processing by running up the scanline accu-

mulating information about the edges crossing the scanline. It only needs

to keep the edges that currently intersect with the scanline in memory; this

is useful because the amount of main memory in most single plocessor com-

puters is insufficient to store and process the entire layout for a large circuit.

For the second and third steps of the extraction, Goalie rvrites the output

eclges, rvith temporary net numbers, out to disk as the scanline passes their

right end point. If it fincls two eclges rvith clifferent net numbels belonging to

the same net, it rvrites a record to clisk marking a melge betu'een the nets.
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Figure 2.3 shorvs a case u'here this occuls. Goalie sorts the output edge

records in order of their left endpoints so that it can use them as input for

the next step of the extraction. As it does this, it assigns final net numbers to

the edges. Sz,n*manski and Van Wyk developed efficient techniques to achieve

fast sorting,and region numbering without requiring that ali the output edges

remaln ln memory.

Large circuits t¡-pically require the input and output of over 50 \'Iegabytes

of data. Goalie needs fast and efficient access to disk storage to prevent the

I/O requirements of large circuits from seriously affecting its performance.

Researchers [Chiang, K-W et ai., 1989] have made improvements to Goalie

in GOALIE2. Thev have reduced the time taken to run up the scanline at

each scanline stop b1'using a trapezoidal representation for polygons, which

enables GO.ÀLItr2 to pledict the range of g coordìnates affected by a change

in the status of an edge. This work inr,-olves the algorithms used in Goalie

but the techniclues are easily transferable to GOALIF'2.

This work makes use of the techniques used in Goalie that allow large circuits

to be extracted b5, k""Otnt most of the data on seconclary'storage. It allows

nultiple processor machines rvith a feu' nodes to extract large circuits rvithout

needing a large amount of expensive random access memory. It desclibes how

to access secondar¡, storage efficiently to prevent accesses from becoming a

bottleneck. The techniques allow small scale multicomputers to achieve cost

effective speeclups compared to the serial machines currently in use.
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2.2.4 Strategy for Parallel Circuit Extraction

To show the feasibility of applying parallel processing techniques to the

Goalie cilcuit extlaction algorithns, this tvork will concentrate on the sec-

ond step of the extraction. The second step involves the boolean combination

of mask layers using a scanline algorithrn, and applying unique numbers to

the transistor regions. The third step of the extraction uses similar scanline

techniques. The final two steps a,re simpler because they clo not lequire a

separate solting and t-enumbering pass over the data.

The basic strategy is sirnilar to the stlategies of N'IACE [Levitin, 1986;

Marantz, 1986] and PACE [Betkhale & Banerjee, 1988]. It involves splitting

the flattened layout into sections, operating on these sections independentlS'

and in parallel, and combining the results in a merging stage. Figure 2.4

illustrates three stlategies for paltitioning the circuit. This wolk investi-

gates different strategies for splitting up the layout, and the use of secondatv

storage to extract complete VLSI circuits.

MACtr split the design up into eclual size, horizontal slices. The nunber of

slices corresponded to the number of processors available to do the extraction.

By using hor-izontal slices, \,IACE minimized the amount of data required

to be scanned at any scanline stop for a vertical scanline moving from left

to right. The use of slices of equal size leads to load balancing problems

among the processors handling the slices if the density of the circuit valies.

MACE hacl problems mer-ging transistors across slice boundaries. It lan in

a distributed computing environment using a VAXclusterrM [I(ronenberg et

al., 1986]. It did not achier.e a,ny performance improvements over the serial

circuit ext¡actol that served as its basis, because of overheads in mergìng

complete devices across boundalies.

PACE split the design into slices in a grid folmation. The numbel of slices

co¡responclecl to the number of processols av¿r,il¿ble in an Intel iPSC D4/Ì\4X
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hypelcube. It selected the number of slices in the ¿ ancl y direction to

minimize the perimeter of the rectangular regions, and hence leduce the

a,mount of wolk required to merge the results across slices. It used an efficient

merging strategy, and achieved speedups of around 11-12 on a 16 processor'

hypercube compared to the running time on a single plocessor. The amount

of main memorv available on the processors in the hypercube limits the size

of circuit that PACE can process. The largest circuit extracted contained

24,000 transistors. Load balancing would also cause a problem, as in trlACE,

if the density of the dsign was highly irregular.

Parallel Goalie split the circuit up into vertical slices to take advantage of

the techniques used in Goalie that optimize the speed of processing the edges

crossing a scanline. Er-en for large designs, it is feasible for processors to have

enough nlemor]'to store the informatìon associated with all the edges c-,-'ossing

a scanline. The amount of time to merge the results across the bounclary is

small enough compared to the time to process a slice that it is not rvorth

adopting a grid based scheme to minimize the perimeter.

lVlore recentl5' Belkhale and Banerjee used a revised partitioning algolithm

for PACE2, s'hich incorporated a parallel algorithm for extracting the ca-

pacitances and resistances associated with the electrical nets and tla,nsistors

[Belkhale & Banerjee. 1989]. They partitioned the circuit into veltical slices

with equal nunbers of mask rectangles, and further divided the slices into

seqments containing eciual numbers of rectangles. They achieved speedups

of 13-14 for large circuits, and showed results with an improved load balance

over their original partitioning method in PACtr.
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2.2.5 Parallel Goalie

2.2.5.1 General purpose multicomputer

Parallel Goalie, the parallel version of Goalie, uses the HPC/VORX local area

multicomputel system as the general purpose. message basecl multiproces-

sor [Gaglianello et al., 1989]. HPC/VORX is a multiple instruction stream,

multiple data stream (MIMD) architecture with distributed memoly, which

consists of clusters of conmunication links that provide low latency communi-

cations between processing nodes. Figure 2.5 illustrates this communications

architecture.

The links, which have a bandrvidth of 100 Mbits/sec, can either connect di-

rectly to a processing node, ol to another cluster. They consisted of twisted

pair libbon cable, transmitting S-bits rvith a 12.5 NIHz clock to give a com-

munications rate of 100 Nlbits/sec over distances up to 150 feet.

The clusters consist of 12 ports that buffer and route messages, and they

interconnect in a hypercube topology. As of October 1988, the system con-

tained four SUN 3 wolkstations and 70 adjunct pÌocessor-'s, rvith about 1.8

megabytes of memory available on each node. rvhich is enough to support

medium grain parallelism. The adjunct processols are Motolola 68020 based

ùfultibus single board computers, some of rvhich run at 16.67 MlIz and oth-

ers at 25MHz. It takes about 1ms to sencl a 1024 byte message using the

softrvare protocols provicled b¡i the \/OR\ opelating system [Gaglianello et

aÌ.,1989].

VORX, which is a direct clescenclent of \'Ieglos fGagliane]lo & Katseff, 1985;

Gaglianello & Katseff, 1986], an operating system for the S/NET multicom-

puter system fAhuja, i983], provides a UNIXttt operating s1-stem program-

ning interface. The SUN lvorkstations (3/260s) act as host machines,..'unning

SUN's version of the UNIXrÀr operating st'stem. They provide software cle-
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Figure 2.5: HPC ,A.rchitectule

lelopment facilities, and download cocle onto the acljunct processors. While

carr^ying out this work, the only secondary storage available was through the

SUN rvolkstations.

Figure 2.6 shows the plogrammeL's moclel of the HPC multicomputer. The

softrvare development facilities usecl in the development of Parallel Goalie

include a C compiler, a symbolic debugger and a communications clebugger.

The C compiler interacts with the facilities of the I{PC through C library

functions. Plograms comrnunicate through channels which appear to the

progÌammel lihe UNIX operating system files. Thele are library routines for

opening, closing, r-eading and wliting to these channels.
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2.2.5.2 Serial disk accesses

Parallel Goalie initially used a SUN q-orkstation to flatten the hierarchical

mask layout into the same set of edge files as the original Goalie. It divided

each edge file into subfiles, one for each processor on the HPC participating

in the extr-action. These subfiles contained the edges for equal area slices

of the la1'6¡¡. The SUN s'orkstation serving as the host machine provided

disk storage for these files. Parallel Goalie ran the section of the original

Goalie code that cleated the intermediate layers on each of the participating

processors. This test shos'ed that the time taken to access files from a single

disk limits the maximum speed up possible. \\;hen using one processor,

Parallel Goalie spent about 30To of the running time in disk accesses. The

maximum speed up was a factor of 3 r'.'ithout merging the results.

The load balance rvas particularly baci fol layouts rvith an irregular distribu-

tion of mask geometry. This occuls often because even though most of the

layout consists of blocks of circuitry that are legular, there is also a signifi-

cant amount of area used for routing. The routing often concentrates in one

area. The geometry in this area ìs usualll' sparse. and a plocessor assigned

to this area finishes processing the geometr¡- *'ell before the other processoÌs.

This causes a load imbalance that results in a low efficiency for the number of

processols used to solve the problem. To implove the load balance, Parallel

Goalie nou' divides the lar-out into slices that contain almost equal numbers

of edges.

2.2.5.3 Parallel disk accesses

To achieve significant speed ups, Parallel Goalie needed to improve the time

spent in accessing disk stolage. One option was to split the files across

multiple hosts, instead of using a single host to Process the requests from
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the adjunct processing nodes, to allorv Parallel Goalie to access disks in

parallel. The problem lvith this technique is that the operating system on

the rçorksta,tions must handle the read and write requests. Parallel Goalie

needs high speed, sequential access to large files; the workstation's file system

is suboptirr.ral for this task.

A more efficient technique is to use disks attached to the adjunct nodes, so

that Parallel Cìoalie can optimize the file system on these disks. This assumes

that Parallel Goalie has exclusive access to these disks while the program

is running. The high production volumes of disks for personal computers

has brought rhe costs of disks down. This makes it economical to provide

separate disks for each plocessing node. Accessing a large contiguous block

of data at a time is faster than incurring disk latencies to find several smaller'

blocks. Reducing the number of disk transactions also reduces the software

overhead to begin the dìsk transfers. The optimum size of the block depends

on the paraneters of the system such as: the layout of the disk, the amount

of main memory available for buffers on the processing node, the hardware

available to control the disk transfers and the processing time for one block

of data. If ar I/O processor is available to manage the transfers from disk

into main nemory, the disk transfers rvill occur while the CPU is processing

the previous block of data. \'Iultiple buffers lltai & Raz, 1988] for input and

output ensure that the I/O processor and the CPU do not interfere rvith each

other rvhile transferling data. When data are being read from one large file

and the resuìts sent to anothel large file after a small amount of processing,

rvhich occurs in the sorting and region numbering phase of Goalie, two disk

drives can reduce the number of seeks, and hence improve performance.

To shorv the advantage of using disks attached to the adjunct nodes, spare

adjunct nodes on the HPC u)ere programmed to behaue as storage nodes em-

ulating r/i-sk-.. Figure 2.7 shorvs this programming model. The storage nodes

used their local memory to store blocks of data. A simple file server ran on
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each of these nodes; it supported the standard UNIXTM operating system file

operations such as open, read, u'rite, unlink, and lseek. Each participating

processing node had access to tu'o storage nodes. One storage node suppliecl

the input clata. rvhile the other node received the output data. This provided

3.5 Megabytes of secondary stolage per processing node. The HPC has some

nodes that run at 25 NIFIz, and some that run at 16 t\'IHz. The 25 NIHz

nodes ran as processing nodes. rvhile the 16 l\'fHz nodes ran as storage nodes.

There rvas about a 4nts latency in setting up the communications whenever

accessing a block of storage from a stora,ge node. The storage nodes provided

a data transfer rate of 0.85 Xlbytes/sec. A conventional disk drive should be

able to provide higher perfornance.
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2.2.5.4 Circuit partitioning

The first step in the extraction required processing the hierarchical mask

layout and determining the slices to be sent to the processors. Parallel Goalie

did this rvith the following steps:

o Conuert hierarchical description into a -"ingle data structure. A SUN

u'orkstation read the hierarchical description from a file, and translated

it into a single data structure kept in main memory. An adjunct pro-

cessing nocle could not do this step, as the data structure was too large

to store for typical designs.

o ProdtLce edge based fl,attened description Parallel Goalie traversed the

data structule to produce an edge based. flattened description on a

single file, in contrast to Goalie, s-hich produces one file for each mask

layer. It cleated a table containing a napping betrveen layer numbers,

associated with each edge in the file, and la¡'er names, provided by the

user in the command line.

o Sort edges. Parallel Goalie sorted the edge based description file into a

format suitable for use in the scanline algorithms.

o Find slice boundaries. By seeking into the file to locations correspond-

ing to the end of equal size file partitions. rvhere the number of parti-

tions equals the number of processing nodes. Parallel Goalie found the

z coordinates of the slice boundalies.

o Send slices to storage nodes. Parallel Goalie read the file sequentially,

and wrote out the edges for each slice to the corresponding storage

nodes. It split edges that cross slice bounclalies, and stored the halves

on sepalate storage nodes.
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Researchers have found by measurement that the expected number of edges

in a cilcuit design cut by any vertical line is O(tß), rvhere 1/ is the number

of edges [Bentley et al., 1980]. Thus the expected number of new edges that

Parallel Goalie creates at each slice boundary is also O(vÆ), which for large

N rvill be a small percentage of N.

2.2.5.5 Layout analysis

Each processing node has a single file, stored in one of its storage nodes,

containing the layout description for the slice assigned to the processor. Ac-

cessing a single file stored on disk is more efficient than having many separate

files for each layer.

During the second step of the extraction, Parallel Goalie makes two passes

over the data stored in secondary storage.

The fr.st poss scans the layout, rvith the same scanline algorithm used in

Goalie, to produce a file on its other storage node containing the edges de-

scribing the intermediate layers produced by the boolean combination of the

input lar-ers.

The second pø-*sreads the edges from this file, sorts them in preparation for

the thild step of extlaction, and assigns unique numbers to the transistor

regions. It collects and stores the edges that touch the left and right bound-

aries of the slice in local nemory. The output of the second pass goes to the

storage node that stored the original edge file, which is no longer needed.

The second pass takes about 25% of the total time for the second step of the

ertraction.
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2.2.5.6 Merging region numbers

Parallel Cìoalie needs to merge the results f,.-om each of the slices before

beginning the third step of the ertraction. Each processing node assigns a

unique series of numbers. derived from its node number, to each region. Thus

the region numbers are unique across the design. The object of the merge is

to detect regions that belong to the sanìe unique region, and merge the region

numbers associatecl with these legions. The merging phase takes advantage

of most o: the geometrl' being local to a slice. N{ost unique regions do not

span more than tu'o slice=.

The follo¡';ing paragraphs describe the merging procedure. Figures 2.8 and

2.9 shorr an exa,mple of merging a set of n'ires split across 5 slices.

In the frst stage of the merge, each processing node transmits the edges

of its light boundar-y to the processor handling the slice on the right. The

plocessor receiving the edges from the left slice compares them rvith its orvn

edges touching that boundary. It produces a merge record for the region

numbels of each rnatching pair oi edges. It uses a hash table to index the

ner-ge records, ancl links records v,-ith the same hash key. Each merge lecord

can link ro a parent merge record. The parent record is the record containing

the least region number associated rvith a region. At a later time Parallel

Goalie cal link the parent record to a netv parent. This stage detects most

of the region number merges) and creates an array of mapping records; each

of lvhich contains a child region ntrmber and its corresponding parent region

number.

In the se,:ond, stage, each processor rçith an array of mapping recolds sends

the arrar- to the processor handling the slice to the right. The processor

receiving the array checks to see if it has any merge tecords, associated

s'ith its left bounclaly, s'ith a chiid legion number matching any of the ones

containeci in the mapping recolds. If it finds a match, it creates a melge
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Proc 0 Proc 1 P¡oc 2 Proc 3

After Stage 1 of the Merge: (childnet -> parentnet)

20 -> 10
21 -> 11

22 -> 15
23 -> 16

30 -> 20
31 -> 21

33 -> 22
24 -> 22
35 -> 25

Proc 4

40 -> 30
31 -> 30
41 -> 32
42 -> 34
43 -> 36

10 -> '1

11 ->2
3->2
12->4
13 ->5
14->6
17->4

After Stag e 2 of the Merge

10 -> 1

11 ->2
*3->2
12->4
13 ->5
14 -> 6
17->4

20 -> 10
21 -> 11

22 -> 15
23 -> 16
.10 -> 1

*11 -> 2

.30 -> 20

.31 -> 21

33 -> 22
.24 -> 22
35 -> 25
.20 -> 10
*21 -> 11
*22 -> 15

40 -> 30
*31 -> 30
41 -> 32
42 -> 34
43 -> 36
30 -> 20
21 -> 20

* Placed in array of common mappings

Figure 2.8: Example of merging across slice boundaries
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Afte.r Stage 3 of the Merge: (childnet -> parentnet)

10 -> 1

11 ->2
3->2
12->4
13 ->5
14->6
17->4
20->1
21 ->2

22 -> 15
24 -> 22
31 -> 30
30->1
2->1

2->1
3->1
10->1
11->1
12->4
13 ->5
14->6
17->4
20->1
21 ->1

22 -> 15
24 -> 15
30->1
31 ->1

20 -> 10
21 -> 11

22 -> 15
23 -> 16
10 -> 1

11 ->2
3->2

24 -> 15
31 -> 30
30->1
2->1

30 -> 20
31 -> 21

33 -> 22
24 -> 22
35 -> 25
20 -> 10
21 -> 11

22 -> 15
3->2

10 -> 1

11 ->2
2->1

40 -> 30
31 -> 30
41 -> 32
42 -> 34
43 -> 36
30 -> 20
21 -> 20
3->2

10 -> 1

11 ->2
20->1
2->1

22 -> 15
24 -> 15

After Stage 4 ol the Merge:

2->1
3->1

2->1
3 ->1
10 -> 1

11->1
20->1
21 ->1

22 -> 15
23 -> 16
24 -> 15
30->1
31 ->1

2->1
3->1
10 -> 1

11 -> 1

20->1
21 ->1

22 -> 15
24 -> 15
30->1
31 ->1
33 -> 15
35 -> 25

2->1
3->1
10 -> 1

11->1
20->1
21 ->1

22 -> 15
24->15
30->1
31 ->1
40->1

41 -> 32
42 -> 34
43 -> 36

Figure 2.9: Example of merging across slice boundaries (ctd.)
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record for the pa,r'ent legion number in the n-rapping record, provided one

does not alreacly exist. It links the parent merge recolds corresponding to

the matching child region numbers, according to rvhich has the least region

number. \\¡hen it finds a match, it enters the mapping record into an array

of common,mappings. This arra)¡ represents merges that have propagated

across tu'o boundaries. It also contains merges betrveen trvo region numbers

found to nerge rvithin the slice on the current processing node.

]n the third stage, each processor rvith an arraJi of common mappings sends

the arra-r' ro all the other processors that are plocessing a boundary between

slices. tisually this array will be small so the communication overhead of

this stage ivill be small. When each processor receives this array it creates

ne\v merge records for any regíon numbers that do not have a corresponding

nelge record. It links these records a,s for the second stage of the merge.

In the fnal stage, each processor that is processing a boundar)' finds the final

parent record for each of its merge ¡ecords by traversing the linked lists of

records. The processing node handling the first boundarl' sends the merges

for records to the processing node handling the first sìice. Each processing

node nort has a collection of melge recorcls inderecl by a hash table. When

the data stored on disk is read in for the next step of the circuit extraction,

Parallel (ioalie can use the data stored in the hash table to adjust the region

numbers associated rvith the incoming edges. Alternativel¡-. Parallel Goalie

could store the merging information in an array and rvrite it out to disk with

the edges it refers to.

The merging procedure described above is applicable to both the second and

third steps of the circuit extraction. rvhich assign unique region numbers to

transistors and the rvires that interconnect them.
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Parallel Goalie Performance
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Figure 2.LO: Performance results for the detection and numbering of tran-

sistor regions

2.2.6 Results

Figure 2.10 shorvs the perfornance of Parallel Goalie, for various MOS cir-

cuits desclibed in Table 2.1, relative to the linear speedup line. The results

are for the detection of diffusion rvires and polysilicon rvires, as rvell as the

detection and numbering of transistor regions. The speedups are relative to

the predicted processing time on one adjunct processing node, as there rvas

insufficient stolage capacity on the storage nodes to measure experimental

results for a single processor. The processing time on a single node is rvithin

ITo of the time the original Goalie would take on a single node. Table 2.1

shows the size of the intermediate file produced fi'om the first pass over the

input data. The input edge records can desclibe rectangles by storing the

bottom left and top right coorclinates. Parallel Goalie splits rectangles into

separate eclges chu'ing the processing. The average number of edges intelsect-
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circuitl circuit2 circuit3 circuit4

Number of transistors

Number of input edge records

Size of input file (kbytes)

Size of intermedia,te file (kbr-tes)

Number of scanline stops

Average no. of eclges in scanline

Ma;iimum no. of edges in scanline

Time for pass 1 on Sun :3126t (secs)

Time for pass 2 on Sun 312(i0 (secs)

Elapsed time ol Sun 3/260 ísecs)

Est. time for 1 processing node (secs)

53700

340830

8180

18872

1.7222

958

235r

410

161

631

950

35400

148600

3567

72324

14960

805

1631

259

106

365

560

27450

157220

3773

11031

14179

648

2064

247

91

338

400

900

4940

118

333

899

105

294

7

ó

10

10

Table 2.1: Characteristics of the circuits in Figure 2.10

ing a scanline agleed rvith the assumption that the number is plopoltional to

the scluare loot of the total numbel of edge,Iecords. The maximum numbeÌ

of edges that intersect u'ith ihe scanline varied betrveen 2 to 3 times the av-

erage. The position of the boundaries bet'ween slices can affect the speecl of

the merging stage. Tabìe 2.1 includes the times fol a SUN 3/260 executing

the original Goalie fol compalison.

Table 2.2 shorvs resr.rlts for the slo'tr-est processing node rvhen using 12 pro-

cessing nodes. The total number of nerv edge lecords created by splitting up

the circuit into l2 slices is small, relative to the total number of input edge

records, for all the cilcuits ercept circuit 4. The times for the second pass

over the data, rvhich cloes the region numbering and sorting, are a smaller'

percentage of the total time compa,r'ecl to the lesults of the single processol

SUN. This is because the second pass is more I/O intensive than the first
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circuit 1 circuit 2 circuit 3 circuit 4

Time for Passl (secs)

Time for Pass2 (secs)

Time fôr Nlerge (secs)

Number of messages

Total number of nerv edges

T3

13

0.09

33

8805

46

6

0.04

18

5606

37

7

0.04

20

7048

0.8

0.3

0.08

15

811

Table 2.2: Tirnes for the slorvest node out of 12 nodes

pass, and the advantages of parallel disk accesses are more pronounced. The

results shorv that the merging overhead is small. As the number of par-

ticipating processing nodes incleases, the number of nelv edges created will

become of the same order as the original numbel of input edges. The over-

head in accessing these edges on secondary stolage rvill affect the efficiency.

For smalì circuits such as circuit 4 there is little advantage in using mr.rltiple

processors, as the extraction time on a single processol is small.

The efficiency of Parallel Goalie is dependent on the cluality of the load

balance. Circuit 2 and circuit 3 are about the same size, but shorv differ-

ent performance characteristics. Circuit 3 has areas of dense circuitry and

sparse areas of routing. Figure 2.11 shorvs the partitioning fol cilcuit 3, and

Figure 2.12 shorvs the variation in loacl among 12 participating processing

nocles. The last two processing nodes have the most load and are responsible

for the poorer performance of the program for circuit 3.

From Fisure 2.13 the number of scanline stops in a partition appears to cor-

relate u-ith the processing time for a slice. Figures 2.I4 to 2.16 shorv the

results for circuit 2. These results also show a correlation bets'een the num-

ber of scanline stops ancl the plocessing time for a slice. The valiation in

processing load is still small, so the technique of assigning equal numbers of
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Figure 2.11: Paltitioning for circuit 3 with 12 processors
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Figure 2.12: Load i-ariation fo¡ circuit 3 rvith 12 processors
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Circuit 3 scanline stop profile
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Figure 2.13: Number of scanline stops for circuit 3 with 12 processors

edges to each slice is effective. The results shorv that the software overhea,d

in scheduling and processing the lesults of each scanline stop is significant,

whereas the processing of the data in the scanline is efficient. Thus to fur-

ther improve the load balance, Parallel Goalie could take into account the

estimated number of scanìine stops in a slice.
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Circuit 2 scanline stop profile
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2.2.7 Conclusions

A multipìe pÌocesso-r.. architectule nust plor-ide speedups for a range of compute-

intensive tasks with dìffering characteristics, to be cost effective in meeting

the needs of computer aided design. The minimization of execution time for

only one task, such as circuit simulation, nray result in another task becoming

the design bottleneck.

The 1.'esults from Palallel Cìoalie, rvhich for large circuits achieved speedups

of 15 s'hen using 17 processing nodes. shorv that it is feasible to carry out

circ¡it extlaction on a general pu..pose multicomputer. The task of extracting

a circuit from the flattened mask description of a complete circuit involves

lar-ge quantities of data. To plocess this data, the multicomputer requires

either a large amount of plimarl' menor\-. or the use of secondary storage

to hold intermediate results. The cost per megabyte of plimary memoly

packageci on a boalcl is t1'pically nore than one hundred times the cost of

magnetic disk storage [Hennessy & Patterson, 1990, pp. 51E,556]. Costs l'ill

limit the a,rnount of main memoï\' such that it is ìikelv to alrvays lag behind

the increasing needs of applications that Ltse a large amor,rnt of clata. Thus

secondary stolage will alu'ays be necessarï for these applications.

Parallel Goalie has simulatecl the use of secondarl' storage accessed in parallel

to shos, ho.çv to achieve speedups on a, general purpose multicomputer u'ith

parallel access to secondary storage. The technic¡res allorv a small scale

multicomputer.with few nocles to achieve useful speeclups in extracting a lalge

circuit, provided thele is enough secondarv storage available. As plocessors

become faster, clisks for secondan' storage rvill become more of a bottleneck.

The use of disks dedicated for use by the multicon'rputer, rvhich can optimize

the file systern on these disks for palticular applications, allows the full use

of the available clisk bandrviclth.

The efficiency of a multiple plocessor machine executing a palallel algolithm
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is a mea,sure of horv close its speedups are to the ideal linear case where

speeclup equals the number of plocessing nocles. Palallel Goalie has achievecl

efÊciencies as high as 88% for circuits with a regular mask geometly. Results

indicate that the quality of the load balance governs the efÊciency of the

extraction,,rather than the communications overhead in merging the results.

Thus an aÌea for further research is finding the most efficient rvay to partition

the circuit.

The development of Palallel Goalie has provided experience in using a mul-

ticomputer. This has led to the following lecommendations for a high per-

formance computing system, which consists of a general pulpose computing

section (GPCS) and a special purpose computing section (SPCS):

o use a multiple processor architecture,

o pr-ovide a high speed intelconnection structure'

o use processing nodes rvith large amounts of local primarS' memory'

o provide palallel access to secondaly storage,

o use a separate file system on the SPCS,

. use the GPCS to provide the user interface,

o provide a familiat softlvare development environment,

o support conventional programming languages'

o provide debugging facilities to aid parallel proglamming,

i\4ultiple ptocessor computers are a cost effective rvay of providing speedup

over uniprocessot' genelal purpose computers. They al'e more flexible than

special purpose accelerators, as they can execttte a var-iety of clifferent applica-

tions, and can take aclvantage of advances in algorithms. They also provicle
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faster comnt,-tnica,tions, ancì are easier to loacl balance, than a' clistributed

netlvork of rtolkstat,ions.

Both the sPcs ancl the GPCS can take advantage of parallel processing. For

the GPCS, n'hich provicles softs,are der-elopment facilities, and support for

the user inderactive stages of clesign, small scale parallel processing is suitable'

This is because most of the user interactive applications cannot make effective

use of more than 10 plocessors. A small scale multiplocessor can consist of

up to 10 processols intelconnectecl ivith an inclustry sta'ndald bus' The use

of shared memor\¡ u'ill ease the development of a general purpose operating

system. This simple at-chitectule rvill soon be cost effective enough to use

as a single user rvorkstation. Aithough many applications rvill not use more

than a felv processors simultaneously, indepenclent applications can run in

parallel. For eranple a compiier may run on one processor while an editor

runs on another.

For the SPCS, rvhich provides the support for the compute intensive stages of

design, medium scale (rvith betrveen 10 and 100 processors) parallel process-

ing is suitaìrle. This is because compute intensive applications can use over

20 processors simultaneouslr'. A machine rvith up to 100 pr.ocessols allows

several clesigners to execute applications on separate parts of the machine

simultaneousl,"-. The pr-'ocessot's can communicate using a sophisticated com-

munications nets,ork. The use of distributecl memory simplifies the design

of the interconnection netNoÌk by avoicling the shared memoÌy problem of

maintaining coherency betNeen clata stored in the local memory of different

ptocessors. A clistributecl memoly multiplocessor* communicating via mes-

sages suits the recluirement,s of event clriven circuit simulation algolithms'

High speed comrnunications aÌe essential to allow a multiple pl'ocessor com-

puter to efficiently erecute palailel algolithms that lecluire regulal exchanges

of information. For illany palallel algorithns, the cotnmunications speed can
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be the limiting factor in the speed up available trorn the multiprocessor'

The rnajor goal in most parallel algorithms is to maximize the amount of

u,ork a plocessol can do rvith local data before needing to communicate

¡,ith another node. This requiles large amounts of local memory to allorv

processing'nocles to ma,intain large data stluctures and keep intermediate

results.

To allorv the SPCS to process large amounts of clata, u'itìrout having to

rely on the GPCS to provide secondary storage, the SPCS needs its os'n

seconclary storage system. Distlibuting this stolage among the processing

nodes of the SPCS allows parallel access to seconclary storage' By using its

orvn file s);stem on this stoÌage independentll, ef the GPCS, the SPCS can

optimize the available banchvidth to secondar¡' storage'

By using the GPCS to pror.ide a usel interface for the SPCS, the system can

use a simple operating system for the SPCS, rvhile taking advantage of the so-

phisticated user-friendly facilities available on the GPCS. A familiar software

cleveÌopment envilonment on the GPCS' such as the UNIX operating system

pror-icles, speecls the development of softrvare tbr the SPCS- A system pro-

vicling conr-entional prograrnming languages, such as C, allou's plogrammeÌs

to get imnecliate use fron the system. and take advantage of many exist-

ing softrvare cìevelopment utilities. AÌthough several paralleÌ programming

languages are avaiìable, none of them are rvidely' used by proglammeÌs.

Progra¡rmers neecl aclclitional debugging facilities to help develop parallel

programs. Tjseful aicls would include tools to shorv the activitl'- and status of

each of the pt'ocessing nodes to detect communication problerns.
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Approaches to Acceleratittg

Chapter 3

Computer-Aided Design

Thìs chapter will briefly ler-ierv the different approaches to making faster

computels, before it recomrnends using a Multiple Instruction stream/ Mul-

tiple Data (MIMD) stream approach for accelerating computer-aided design.

It will then discuss the main characteristics of MIN'ID architectures. Finally

it will analyse recent research into parallel CAD algorithms for running on

MIMD architectures. On the basis of this analysis, the thesis will recommend

using a heterogeneous multicomputer architecture for accelerating computer-

aided design.

3.1- f ntroduction

To reduce the design time of complex circuits, computer-aided design tools

need faster computers. As simulation can take many hours, ideally design-

ers wo¡lcl like computers faster than current lvolkstations by factors of a

thousand or-. more, to allorv interactive evaluation of circuit performance. By
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reclucing design time, computers will allow designers to take advantage of the

benefits of high levels of integration for lorv production volume applications.

Faster computers are alrvays in demand, because they provide

. more âccurate results in a given time span,

o improved response time for interactive tasks,

o and allou' more design iterations in a given time span

For the same period of time, a fast computer can take calculations cìoser to

convergence than a slo*,er computer, thus providing more accurate results.

High accuracy is important to designers rvho want a high degree of conficlence

that their computer sin-rulations closely match the behaviour of the fabricated

circuit

For interactive tasks, a fast computer can bring the time to respond to a

user's request closer to being instantaneous. This ensures that a designer can

maintain concentration on the task at hand, hence imploving productivity'

Brady cliscusses horv distlactions can lower a designer''s productivity fBrady,

1e861.

Fast computers speed up the time to eva'luate the quality of each design

iteration. This encourages designers to experiment with more design options

to provide a better chance of finding an optimal solution'

Thus a large amount of research has gone into developing fast computers' The

next section u-ill brieflv revien, some of the different apploaches to achieving

high performance.
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3.2 Strategies for High Perforrnance

Researchers have come up with various taxonomies for classifying computers

[Giloi, 19ES: Hrvang, 1987; Haynes et al., 1982; Johnson, 1988; Solchenbach

& TrottenL,erg, 1988; Skillicoln, 1988; Kuck, 1982; Duncan, 1990]. This

section follolvs the classification used in llelin and Kaski's repolt on the

performance of high speed computers [Helin & I(aski, 1989]. They based

their classification on Flynn's taxonomy.

Fl¡-nn [Fl1-nn, 1966; Flynn,I972] introduced the following simple terminology

for classifl-ing high performance computers:

o Singie Instruction Stream - Single Data Stream (SISD)

o Single Instruction Str-eam - tVluttiple Data Stream (SIMD)

o \'Iultiple Instruction Stream - Single Data Stream (NIISD)

o \{ultiple Instruction Stream - Multiple Data Stream (MIMD)

A stream is the sequ.ence of data or instructions that a machine sees as it

executes a program. There is often disagreement among researchers about

the class to rvhich a particular computer design belongs.

Conventional uniprocessor computers, which execute one arithmetic opera-

tion for each arithmetic instruction, fall into the SISD category. lVhereas

arïay pr-oc6sols, rshich execute the same arithmetic operation on different

elements of an array simultaneously, fall into the SIMD category. Finally

multiproce,.sors that can execute independent streams of instructions on dif-

ferent data fall into the MIMD category. There are no typical examples of

the N'IISD category.

The follou-ing sections discuss corìmon types of high perfolmance computer,

organized according to the above classification. Some of these types may
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appear under more than one of Flynn's classifications, but for conr-enience,

this thesis discusses them in the context of only one of these classifications.

3.2.7 SISD

Most conventional generai purpose computers are SISD machines' They often

use pipelining techniclues to improve performance. By breaking the task of

executing an instruction into several subtasks, such as instruction fetching,

instruction decoding, operand fetching, and operating on the operands, an

SISD machine can execute a series of instructions like a production line. The

design trade off is betrveen a deep pipeline to overlap the execution of as many

instructions as possible, and a shallow pipeline to reduce the time to refill the

pipeline when there is a branch in the stream of instructions. Ramamoorthy

and Li [Ramamoorthy & Li, 1977] give a thor-ough treatment of pipelining.

SISD machines use the fastest available cilcuit technology to achieve the high-

est performance. B,v increasing the execution speed of simple instructions,

sucþ as integer addition, most programs wiìl run faster lvithout softu'are

modifications. This protects the investment in existing softu'are.

Modern microprocessors use high levels of integration to incor-porate many of

the features, such as pipelining, used by traditional SISD ma,inframes. There

are trço philosophies in microprocessor design: RISC (Reduced Instruction

Set Computer) and CISC (Complex Instruction Set Computer).

3.2.1.1 RISC versus CISC

RISC (Reducecl Instruction Set Computer) based microprocessors only exe-

cute simple instructions, such as loading a register from memory and adding

the contents of trvo registers, rather than more complex instr-uctions such as

adding the contents of two memory locations. They execute most of these in-
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structions in a single clock cycle. CISC (Complex Instruction Set Computer)

basecl microprocessors execute many complex instructions, which often con-

sist of a sequence of simple operations. These complex instructions support

many addressing modes, and ease the task of writing high level language

compilers.,

CISC pïocessors try to improve performance b1' using additional hardware

to replace common sequences of instructions with a single complex instruc-

tion that takes less time to execute. Often these complex instructions are

too general, however, and a compiler can replace them with several sim-

pler instructions that carry out a particular action in less time. Thus RISC

processors concentrate on improving the execution speed of the fundamen-

tal instructions by taking advantage oi siinpler circuitry. RISC processors

rely on efÊcient compilers to take advantage of the simple instruction set-

They use the circuit area saved by not supporting complex instructions, for

additional registers to avoid going off-chip to access variables. Many high

performance workstations are nolv using RISC technology. CISC processols

are incolpolating many of the features of RISC processors so that the dis-

tinctions between the two approaches are becoming blurred

Gimarc and Milutinovic [Gimarc & Milutinovic. 1987] discuss the features

of RISC processors in more detail. Stallings also presents a tutorial on the

RISC approach [Stallings, 1988].

3.2.2 SIMD

There are several subcategories of processing architectures that fall into the

SIMD category:

. processor aÌrays

- a,rray pÌocessols
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- associative arraY

- systolic ar-rays

o vector processors

o multi-operation processors

- VLIW (Very Long Instruction Word) processors

- Dataflorv plocessors

3.2.2.1 Processor arrays

Most processor arrays are designed for special purposes, such as image and

signal processing, where the algorithms possess properties such as regularit¡

recursiveness. and locality, which a processor array can exploit [Kung et al',

1e871.

Arral- processors consist of multiple arithmetic units executing the same op-

eration on different clata synchronously. A control unit broadcasts an in-

struction to all the processing elements. These elements may make minor-

modifications to the instruction, such as alter operand addresses, or they

may ignore the instruction depending on the state of a flag bit. Array pro-

cessors are suitable for rvell structured problems involving large arrays of

data. The MPP (ÙIassively Parallel Processor) and the Connection Machine

are examples of such a machine [Batcher, 1980; Tucker & Robertson, 1988]'

Associative arra)¡ processors contain one processing unit for each word, or

group of rvords, in memory. They operate on the memory as a whole, on a

bit by bit basis, allorving them to search the entire memory simultaneously.

The1,- can select memory rvords by their contents rather than by their address,

hence the term associative memory. This makes them suitable for database

appìications. The STARAN is an example of such a machine [Batcher', 197a];
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it uses 2õ6 bit rvords. The Connection Nlachine can also provide an associa-

tive memory function [Waltz, 19S7].

Systolic arrays consist of arrays of special purpose arithmetic units' Data

moves through these units in a single direction. Different sets of data can

enter the arÌaJ' from different sìdes. Systolic arrays pump data in a way

analogous to a heart beat; in one phase all the arithmetic units do a cal-

culation. in the next phase they pass the result onto the next unit. They

achieve speedup via the pipeline principle. Their interconnection netrvork is

optimal for the application. They are ideal for doing matrix multiplication

and Fourier transformations, and can support high input data rates. They

can pror-ide a useful preplocessing function before passing data onto a more

conventional genelal purpose computer.

Both SI\ID and MIMD implementations of systolic arrays are possible. Matrix-

1 is an example of an SIMD systolic array [FouÌser & Schreiber', 1987]. Warre-

front ar¡ay pïocessors rvork on the same principle as systolic ar-rays except

they work asynchronously. I(ung presents a good overview of the principle

of systolic aÌra]-s [I(ung, 1982]; Foltes and Wah give a more recent overview

[Fortes & lVah. 1987].

3.2.2.2 Vector processors

Supercomputers make use of multiple pipelìned functional units that can

operate in parallel to achieve high speed beyond that possible with a SISD

archìtecture. For example, the CRAY-I has 12 functional units including

separate units for vector addition, floating point addition for both vectors

and scalars, scalar addition, and memory address addition [Russell, 1978]'

A. aector js an orcler-ecl set of elements, whereas a scalar is a single independent

element. Vector computels ninimize the control, decoding, and reconfigura-
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tion overheacl of executing many identical operations, such as r-ector addition

ancl mnltiplication, by issuing a single aector instrtt,ction This instruction

sets up the functional units once, and specifies the start and end of the vec-

tor. Once a vector operation produces its first result, it produces subsequent

results at the rate of one per clock cycle. The initial latency comes from the

time taken to pass through the pipe of a functional unit. Chaining allows the

result of one functional unit to be fed into another functional unit, instead

of back to a register.

While a vector opelation is in plogress, a t'ector computel can initiate an-

other instruction that uses unassigned functional units. In this way' a vector

computer can execute multiple operations in parallel from a single instruction

stream

These computers are very efficient for applications that invoh'e many repett-

tive operations with regular structures, such as vectors and matrices, but are

not cost effective for applications that involve mainly scalar operations. This

leacls to Amclahl's famous law, which states that a machine u'ill waste a ma-

jor performance improvement in processing vectors, unless a similar perfor-

mance improvement occurs executing scalar operations [Amdahl, 1967]' This

is because most applications spend a significant percentage of their running

time on non-vectorizable data management tasks. These data management

tasks ri,ill clominate the running time, if only' the vectorizable sections of code

benefi t from performance improvements.

3.2.2.3 Multi-oPeration

Multi-operation processors can issue multiple operations per cycle' This rs

clistinct from vector plocessors, rvhich can onll issue one instruction per cy-

cle, and achieve parallelism by issuing more instluctions cluring the execution

of the previous instruction. The goal is to take aclvantage- of instruction level
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parallelism, by using multiple functìonal units to process multiple instruc-

tions in parallel.

yLIW (Ver¡' Long Instruction \\:ord) machines typically have instruction

words h¡ndrecls of bits long to specìfy operations with multiple functional

units. The,r need an efficient and complex compiler to reatrange program

code to extract the maximum parallelism from the resources available. They

are suitable for code that is not vectorizable but may have sevelal instructions

in an inner loop that can execute in parallel. Researchers have found that the

average instluction-level parallelism in unoptimized code is about 2 [Jouppi

& wall, 19E9; smith et al., 1989]. The iwarp microprocessor is a recent

example of this type of architecture [Cohn et al., 1989]'

Jouppi ancl Wall define the term superscalar to describe a machine that can

issue multiple instructions per cycle lJouppi & Wall, 1989; Nlurakami et al.,

1g89]. The intention is to provide perforrnance improvements for ordinary

non-vectorizable code. The instruction decode unit of a superscalar machine

looks at the incoming sequence of program instructions, and decides which

instructions can execute in parallel. It cloes this by considering the availabil-

ity of functional units. and the data dependencies between instructions. The

concept clìffers from \¡LIV machines, whele the multiple operations specifi-

able in one long instrr-rction 'n'ord do not exceed the resources of the machine.

A superscalar machine selects the operations to perform in parallel at run

time, whereas this is done at compile time for a VLIW plocessor. The po-

tential performance improvements rvith superscalar machines are similar to

those mentioned earlier for \¡LÑ\'- machines.

A recent revierv paper b-v Weiss discusses the above multi-operation archi-

tectures in more detail [\\ieiss. 19S9]'

Dataflow machi¡es rvork on the principle of executing an instruction when

its operands are available. Thel- use multiple functional units to execute
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these instructions in parallel. Their goal is to extract all the instruction

parallelism available. Data flow graphs shorv the parallelism available in a

progranì. Dennis clescribes the basic concepts of dataflow machines [Dennis,

lg7g]. A pure clataflos, machine extracts the parallelism at run time. Other

approaches rel1, on the proglammer or the compiler to specify the order of

execution. Dataflorv is not cost effective where most of the parallel processing

gain can come from exploiting data parallelism [Giloi. 19s8]. The cydra 5

superconìputer is a recent example of an SI\ID implementation of a dataflorv

machine [Rau et al., 1989]. It uses a modified r-ersion of dataflow called

directed-dataflorv, and uses a Fortran compiler to allou' existing FORTRAN

source code to run on the machine.

3.2.3 MIMD

\IIN4D architectur.es can process multiple instruction streams simultaneously.

They are the most flexible approach to high performance plocessing, and can

-cimulate many of the alchitectures mentioned previously. They can exploit

data parallelism by partitioning a problem into sections. and solving each

section inclepenclently in the same lvay as array processors. Each pl-ocessol'

operates inclependentlr., horvever, and can follorv data dependent proglam

branches. They can also use ploglam (or functional) parailelism by par-

titionìng a program into subprograms, and distributing these independent

subprograms among the processors. They are not as fast or efÊcient as spe-

cial purpose hardrvare based on aüay or pipeline processing principles, but

ofier the opportunity of accelerating the running time of a 'ivide range of

problenx rvithin one application area. Each processor is more complex than

an equir-alent pr-ocessor in an SIMD architecture because of the need to do

indepenclent instruction fetches.

],IINID machines allori- the use of a more cost effective circuit technology
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(e.g. çNIOS) to achieve the same level. or higher levels, of pelformance at

less cost, compa,recl to a conr-entional SISD nachine using the fastest available

circuit technology (e.g. ECL). Where cost is no object, they allow calculation

rates above rvhat is available from a uniprocessor approach using the fastest

available technology.

3.2.4 SummarY

The algorithms used in computer-aided design coveï a'rvide range of compu-

tational techniques (see Chapter 1). i\fany of these algorithms do not have

sufficient regularity to make use of arra)- plocessot's or vector pl'ocessors' The

most flexible environment that rvill support a u'ide range of design tools is the

MIMD environment. Within each independent processor in an N'IIMD ma-

chine, techniques used in multì-operation architectures can take advantage

of instruction level parallelism'

The next section will desclibe the characteristics of N'IIMD architectures in

more detail. This rvill provide some background for unde,rstanding the terms

used in the cliscussion on parallel CAD algorithms for MINID machines in

the following section.

3.3 characteristics of MIMD architectures

The next sections rvill cliscuss the follorving parameters of NIIMD architec-

tures

o circuit technology

o the trvo ma,in subcategories of N'II\'ÍD conputers

- N4ultiprocessor - shared menor-)-
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- Multicomputer - distributed memory

o number of processors - grain size

o type of processing node

o interconnection network

Seleral papers discuss the performance of commercially available MIMD ma-

chines [Gehringer.et al., 1988; Wasser.man et al., 1988; Helin & Kaski, 1989].

Dongarra brings together several papers on experimental parallel architec-

tures [Dongarra, 1987].

3.3.1 Circuit Technology

This section rvill briefly review the main circuit technology options for build-

ing computers.

Giìoi [Giloi, 1988] has identified the two main competing circuit technologies

for integrated circuits for high performance computers as VHSIC (Very High

Speed Integrated Circuit) and VLSI-

VHSIC technology has the following characteristics:

o ECL/GaAs fabrication,

o low to medium scale integrated cìrcuits (up to 1000 transistors pel

circuit),

o high power consumption - requires expensive cooling,

o high packaging costs,

o high clesign cost,

o and 3 - 10 ns clock cYcle time.
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\-LSI tecenolog¡' has the following characteristics

o N\IOS/Cl\lOS fabrication,

. verj-large scale integrated circuits (100,000 to 1,000,000 transistoÌs per

chrl ).

o lo¡¡- power consumption,

. m¿,:i1- standard components - decreasing design cost,

o higr producrion voìume components - low cost,

o conpact pa,:kaging

o an,- 30 - 100 ns clock cycle time

L ntil recently, the fastest supercomputer-s have used VHSIC technology,

along u-i.h r-ector processing, to achieve high performance. This is a unipt'o-

cessor a;,oroach: even thor-rgh there ale multiple functional units, these units

cannot c.'.rrrl' out indepenclent processing. Successive machines have achieved

higher s¡'eeds br- increased clock rates and improved packaging. The limits

in vector processing have forced manufacturers, such as CRAY. to use smail

scale (< -0 processors) parallel plocessing techniques to get the next advance

in speed iAugust et al., 1989]. These machines still use expensive VHSIC

technolo<1-. and r.rse parallelizing compilers to improve the performance of

eristing softu'ar-e. The cost of these machines is normall¡l beyond the budget

of everl-cne except the largest government organizations and corporations.

The cha:acteristics of \¡LSI technology have allowed the concept of micro-

pÌocesso: based. pet'sonal computers. As manufacturers have increased levels

of integra"tion a,ncl circuit speed, these computers norv rival the early main-

frames fc.r rarv integer processing power. N'Iany new manufactut'els aÌe now

attemptirg to take on the cutLent VHSIC superconptttet's, by using meclium
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to large scale parallel processing architectures based on cost effective VLSI

technology. to provicle the same performance at much less cost. Bell [Bell,

1985] discusses the aclvantages of microprocessot based multiprocessors. To

compete with current VHSIC supercomputers they must achieve at least

a factor of'10 speeclup from the use of parallelism [Giloi, 1983]. This can

be harcl to achieve rvith some pr-oblems. As levels of integration increase,

adding supercomputer features snch as vector processing to mass produced

VLSI processing nodes rvill become more cost effective'

Most circuit clesigners use single processor rvorkstations based on VLSI tech-

nology for their computer-aided design requirements. This thesis proposes

using par-allelism in a cost effective n'ay to provide performance improve-

ments about 20 times the performance of a single plocessor workstation' To

allow smail clesign teams affordable access to this performance, this high

performance computing system will use VLSI technology'

3 .3 .2 M ult ipro cessor

A Multiprocessor consists of multiple processols that execute independent

streams of instructions, and share a comnlon memoly address space' If tlvo

or more processors access the same memory location, hardware and software

protocols must arbitrate among the plocessors. This shared memoly can

become a bottleneck to per{ormance fStenström, i988]. Often the plocessors

use cache memoly to reduce the frec¡uency of main memory accesses, and

provide plocessors u,ith faster access to memory. The cost of providing high

speed memory access and efficient arbitration limits the number of processors

in this type of computer. A system rvith shared memory is easier to plogram,

as processors can share variables ancl data structures. Mechanisms ale nec-

essary to coorclinate access to sharecl r-ariables. Dinning gives an overview of

some of these synchronization techniques [Dinning, 1989]'
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Recent supercomputels such as the CRAY X-IV{P [August et al., 1989] and

the Conver C2 [Jones. 19E9] have used multiplocessor architectures with

up to 4 processing nodes. The processors use high speed interconnection

nettvorks to the shared memory. Lolver cost mini-supelcomputers such as

the Sequent Balance [Thakkar et al., 1988] use a shared bus to interconnect

the processors and shared memory.

3.3.3 Multicomputer

A \{ulticomputer (also called a message based multiprocessor) consists of in-

terconnected independent computers. Each computer has its own processor

ancl memor1,, rvith an independent address space. Pt*ocessors communicate

þ1, passing messages. Softu'are developels arrange for each processor to have

most of the infolmation it needs, to minimize the number of messages. When

there are large nunbers of processors, each processor only connects directly

to a subset of other pr-ocessors, to reduce the number of connections needed.

lvlessages l-retrçeen processols rrot directly connectecl pass through either in-

termecliate plocessors ol routing nodes. Tasks that recluire extensive inter-

communication leside on neighbouring processors for efficiency. These com-

puters har-e less hards'are complexity than multiprocessors, ailorving mol'e

processors. but thel,- are harder to program. They are a loosely coupled

architecture. in contrast to the tightly coupled multiprocessor architecture.

Athas and Seitz cliscuss these computers in more detail fAthas & Seitz, 1988].

Commercial examples include the NCUBE [Hayes et a,1., 1986] and the In-

tel iPSC/2 computels: Ranka et al. discuss some of the considerations in

programming such machines [Ranka et al., 1988]. The BBN Butterfly com-

puter has a multicomputer architecture, but allos's the processors to treat

the memot'\' on the other nodes as palt of a single address space' as for a

multiprocessor' [Clol'ther et al., 1985; Waterman, 1987]'
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3.3 .4 Grain S ize

A parallel program consists of tasks that can run simultaneously. Stone

[Stone, 1987] defines granularity as a measure of the size of an individual

task on a parallel machine. Howe and Moxon [Horve & Moxon, 1987a] define

it as a way of expressing the ratio of computation to communication in a

parallel program. In coarse-grained parallelism, the ratio is high, and the

individual tasks are large and requile little communication. For example.

these tasks may consist of several subroutines, and may be as large as a

typical uniprocessor program. The tasks in medium-grained parallelism are

smaller, for example simple loops of a subroutine. In fine-grained parallelism,

the ratio is lolv, and the tasks are very small and simple. These tasks ma¡'

consist of a single instruction, and have a high level of inter-communication.

A softwale developer trades off bets'een getting the highest degree of par-

allelism in a problem with fine granularity, rvhich offers the potential of the

highest speedup, and minimizing the amount of communication, to reduce

the overall run time of a task.

The number of processors in a parallel conputer determines the grain of

parallelism available to application programs. The follolving classification

shows the correlation between the grain of parallelism and the number of

available processors:

o Very Coarse: 2 - I0 processors

¡ Coarse: 10 - i00 processors

o Medium: 100 - 1,000 plocessors

o Fine: 1,000 - 10,000 processols

o Very Fine: ) 10,000 pÌocessors
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Very coarse glained systems use a few (< 10) high pelfolmance complex pro-

cessing nodes. 'Ihese plocessing nodes may be lecent 32-bit microprocessols

incorporating floating point support and internal caches. They are often bus

based, ancl execute tasks that easily divide into subtasks rvith little inter'-

communication. Coarse grained s1'stems may still use a bus, but there may

be several processors per bus module.

Fine grain systems use sirnple plocessing nodes. and need tasks that are

capable o{ fine subdivision. These processing nodes usuaìly use custom de-

signed circuits, and can integlate ser-eral processing ncloes into one VLSI

circuit. Ferv ver-y fine systems are available. The Connection N4achine, with

an SIMD architecture, is t,he most notable erample [Hillis, 1982; Tucker &

Robertson. 1988; Hillis & Steele, 19S6]. It uses 64,000 one bit processors

that each run the same instluction stream on diffelent pieces of data. The

MasPar is a more r-ecent erample rvhich can support r-rp to 16,384 ptocessors

with 4-bit rvide integer ALUs [Blank, 1990; Nickolls, 1990; Christy, 1990].

The finei- the grain of the sr-stem, the hardel it is to subdivide a task. At high

levels of subdivision the subtasks usually need to communicate often. This

implies that flne grain alchitectures need efficient comrnunication netlvorks.

Eager eú a1. discuss the tracle offs betrveen speeclup ancl efficiency for the

number of processors applied to a particular ploblem [Eager et al., 1989].

They conclude that the a\-erage parallelism ai'ailable in a ploblem, n'hich is

the avera,ge number of processols bus¡' dur-ing pÌoglam execution assuming

an unlimited number of processors. rvill help cletelmine horv many processors

to use. Applications using too many processor-s rvill have lorv efficiencies

(ratios of speedup to the number- of processors), as some processors will be

idle waiting for otheÌ processoLs, hence r-educing the cost effectiveness of a

palticulal implementation. Applications using a 1èrl' plocessors u,ill have

high efficiencies, but rvill not achieve the marimum potential speedup, as
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some calculations that could proceed in parallel will be waiting for a free

processor.

Curves sholving the speedup in the execution time versus the number of

processors often show an asymptotic characteristic. Once the number of pro-

cessors passes the knee in the curve, the speedup only increases marginally.

A number of processors equal to the average parallelism rvill yield a speedup

close to the knee of the cu-rve.

3.3.5 Type of Processing Node

Coarse grained palallel machines tend to use complex, high performance pro-

cessing nodes. Some machines use processing nodes that incorporate support

for vector- plocessing. Vector processing offers substantial performance gains

for calculations that involve operations with large vectors and matrices. For-

application aleas that cannot use this facility, it is better to allocate the cost

of pror-iding vector processing to provicling faster or additional memory.

Some machines provide demand paged virtual memory support, at the cost

of additional software and hardware complexity. Machines with this facil-

ity are usually coarse grained, shared memory, bus-based systems. Demand

paged virtual memory allows applications to execute assuming there is mole

memory than is physically available. Secondary storage provides this illu-

sion b¡'storing parts of an application's memory space, and swapping these

parts in and out of main memory rvhen required by an application. Denning

describes the concepts of virtual memory in detail [Denning, 1970].

Medium grained machines often use standard microprocessors to reduce the

cost per processing node. Most machines have used CISC microprocessors

rvith scalar floating point support. Now that RISC technology has matured,

the next generation of machines may use micropÌocessors incorporating RISC
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features

Fine grained machinæ use very'simple processing nocles that require custom

design. The aim is to provide huge numbers of these nodes by taking advan-

tage of a simple design, enaÌ,ling multiple processing nodes per integrated

circuit.

3.3.6 Interconnection Network

A parallel n-iachine's intercorrrection netrvork has a major influence on how

the system l'ill perform for -uarticular applications. Nlany of the concepts

of telephone srvitching appll' :o processor interconnection networks' A fully

inter-connected system using a crossbar srvitch guarantees that every proces-

sor can access any resour-ce e: any time. This scheme is expensive and the

number of connections lise a,s -V2. u'here N is the number of nodes. Alterna-

tives to this scheme include nultistage srvitching netrvorks (as for telephone

switching), shared buses, and point to point connection schemes.

In point to point connection schemes. proce-sors connect to a subset of the

other processots. A networi can arlange the topology of point to point

connections to slit the comrnunications structure of particular applications.

Special purpose parallel machines often use structutes such as two and three

dimensional meshes. rvhele ca.culations onlS'involve nearest neighbour inter-

actions. Other sttuctures, such as h1-percubes' try to reduce the maximum

number of inter-mediate nod.: that separate any trto nodes in the network

[Wiley, 1987: Hayes .\: ÀIudge. 19S9]-

The choice of connection net\Çork depends on the number of nodes, the type

of application to run on the nachine. and the cost'

Feng [Feng. 1981] provides a thorough sllr'\-ev of intelconnection networks'

Broomell ancl Heath fBroon:ell & Heath, 19S3] discnss the categolies and
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historical development of cilcuit slvitching topologies. Seigel fSiegel, 1

presents a study of interconnection netrvorks for large-scale parallel process-

ing in text book form.

Feng identifies four design decisions for a netrvork:

o operation mode - asynchronous' svnchronous or combined

o control strategy - centralized or distributed

o su'itching method - circuit, packet or integrated

o netrvork topology - static, or dynamic

Synchronous operation provides for instruction or data broadca-'t. Asyn-

chronous operation allows connection requests to be issued dynamically dur-

ing the running of a program. Some netrvorks combine these trvo approaches.

Centralized control uses a centra,l controller to set up the netu'ork switching

elements to route a message. Distributed control uses the individual switch-

ing elen'rents to route the message according to infolmation in the message

header.

Circuit srvitching establishes a physical path betu-een a source and destina-

tion before sending data. Packet switching sends clata in packets that pass

through intermediate switches, without ever establishing a complete physi-

cal connection between souÌce and destination. It allorvs a source node to

send a packet into the netrvork, and let the netrvork route the packet to the

destination.

A static topology uses dedicated links betu'een netrvork nodes. Exampies in-

clude mesh, hypelcube and ling topologies. A dynamic topology uses active

srvitches to dynamically configure the links betrveen netu'ork nodes. Exam-

ples inclucle multi-stage and crossbar netu'orks.

'J
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Jesshope et al. revierv packet routing techniques [Jesshope et al., 1989], for

processor networks including:

o store and forrtard,

o worrrihole,

o virtual cut-through,

o and double-buffering

Store and forward net'*,orks completely store each packet in an intermedi-

ate node before transmitting to the next node. This causes a hìgh latency

in transmission, 'rvhich is proportional to the length of the packet and the

number links traversed.

Wormhole r-outing reduces the latency of store and forward networks. It does

this by advancing the head of an incoming packet to the next node, without

waiting for the rest of the message to arrive, thus sending messages in a

pipelined fashion. \odes only need to buffer the smallest unit of a packet

called a fl.it. If the header flit blocks, all flits in the netrvork stop advancing,

which ties up the communication links'

Virtual cut-through routing is similar to wormhole routing, but uses buffers to

store messages rvhen they block. This frees up the pr-eceding communication

links for other messages, hence increasing thloughput.

Double-buffering routing uses buffers at the sender and receiver. If a message

blocks, the sencler rtill try to retransmit the whole message after a delay. The

receiver buffers a nessage until the local processor is ready to process it.
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9.4 Parallel processing for CAD

This section u,ill revierv parallel processing algorithms for solving some of

the compute intensive problems in the computer-aided design of integrated

circuits. \{ost of these algorithms make use oi general purpose MIN'ID parallel

processing architectures. From a study of these algorithms, the thesis can

determine the important characteristics needed by a NIIMD architecture to

support the design of integrated circuits'

The section is o¡ganized, in a similar rvav to the discussion of CAD algorithms

in Chapter 1, as follo'rvs:

o Synthesis tools

o Static anall'sis tools

o Dynamic analysis tools

3.4.L Synthesis Tools - Sirnulated Annealing

Researchers have designed several special purpose architectures to aid the

time consuming steps of design synthesis. such as placement and routing'

Blank fBlank, 1981] discusses several examples of these ar-chitectures, which

mostly use pipeline and arra¡i processing techniques'

In the area of general purpose parallel processing, simulated annealing (Sec-

tion 1.2.1.2) has attracted the most attention from researchers' It is an

extremely time consuming method for optimizing designs, but can offer the

highest quality solution; thus making it an i,leal problem to show the advan-

tages of parallel processing'

Kravitz ancl Rutenbar [I{ravitz & Rutenba:. 1987] gir-e an overvierv of the

strategies foÌ parallel simulatecl annealing in the context of stanclard cell
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placement (Section 7.2.2'4). The t-ivo main approaches are

o move-decomposition,

o and parallel-move.

lVIoue-d,ecomposition works by decomposing the task of evaluating the cost

function, after moving a cell or swapping the positions of two cells, into sev-

eral subtasks that can run in parallel. Both functional and data parallelism

are possible. In functional parallelism each plocessor performs a specific

subtask, such as rvire length evaluation, whereas in data parallelism each

processor cloes all the calculations for a subset of the cells in a design. The

decomposition of a task is either static or dynamic. Static decomposition

allocates cells or functions to processors at initialization, wheleas dynamic

decomposition allorvs the allocation to vary in response to the load on each

processor. The dynamic strategy suffers increased overhead during run time,

but avoicls load balancing problems. Move-decomposition has limited poten-

tial data parallelism, since each move only influences a small proportion of

cells.

The pamllel-moue strategy executes multiple, complete moves in parallel' If

each processor chooses moves independently, it is possible for the moves to

affect each other. A processor may accept a move because the cost function

is better locally, but the effect on the global solution may be worse' The

trvo approaches are to allow interacting parallel moves, even though this rvill

affect the convergence of the simulating annealing algoÌithm, or to prohibit

the parallel acceptance of interacting moves. The first approach assumes

that moYing only a few cells out of many cells will have a negligible effect

on the convergence properties of the algorithm' The second approach can

either bias the initial selection of moves, to ensttre processols only evaluate

non-intelacting moves, or filter out the effects of accepting interacting moves'
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I(ravitz a,ncl Rutenbar clid experiments on a VAX"' IIl784 multiproces-

sor, consisting of four VÄX"nn 11/7S0 plocessors connected to S-N4bytes of

sharecl memory, running the MACH operating system. They stored the en-

tire database for the placement problem in shared memory. By using static

functional clecomposition rvith 3 processors, they achieved a speedup over a

serial algoÌithm of about 2. By splitting each move into up to 15 subtasks,

and using a woÌk queue to implement dynamic decomposition on up to 4

processor-s, they founcl that the scheduling overhead outweighed the advan-

tages of clynamic scheduling. They developed a parallel move str-ategy that

pr.eserved the integlity of the simulated annealing algorithm by only accept-

ing one move at once, ancl aboÌting any other move evaluations in progress

at the time of accepting the move. This strategy is only effective at lorv

temperatures in the annealing algorithm rvhere the algolithm rejects most of

the moves. Thus they pr-oposed using a move decomposition strategy at high

temperatures, ancl a parallel mo\/e decomposition at low temperatures. Their

net strategy achievecl speeclups of about 2 rvith 4 plocessors' They concluded

that with a large multiprocessor-, clusters of plocessors could execute each

move, ancl multiple clustels could erecute sevetal moves in parallel'

Durand gives an extensile overviett' of some of the other approaches used by

researchels for stancìard cell placement fDurand, 1989]'

Rose eú ¿/. usecl a multipÌocessor consisting of six National Semiconduc-

tor 32016 microprocessot's, each rvith I Nlbyte of local memory' a common

MULTIBUS backplane, ancl 1 X'Ibyte of global memory [Rose et al', 1988]'

They replacecl the high ternperature part of the annealing algorithm with a

heuristic, rvhich usecl the pÌocessor-s in parallel to generate about 10 diverse'

but plausible, solutions. Even $,ith one pr-.ocessor, this method is about 1'5

times as fast as stanclar-cì annealing. They chose the solution with the lo$'est

cost function to anneal fr-rrther at lorver tempeÌatuÌes.
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During the low temperature annealing, each processol' had its own copy of

the database containing the cell locations, and is responsible for a portion of

the chip area. A processor can displace cells from its assigned area to another

processor s area. but it can only exchange cells rvithin its own area' If the

number of cells in a processor's area drops belorç 75% of its original level, the

algorithm lvill rebalance the cells among processors. Each processor performs

its own nìoves asvnchronouslyl rvhen a processor accepts a move it transmits

this information globaily to the other processors. At low temperatures the

number of morre acceptances is lorv, hence leducing the amount of global

communication needed. Errors occur betrveen the time a processor mo\€s a

cell, and rvhen it informs other processors of the move; if another processor

makes a move during this time it is acting on inaccurate information.

Rose ef a/. found that their solutìon still conr-erged to the same final cost

function as regular annealing. They have predicted a total speedup over

standard simulated annealing of betrveen 10 and 13 using 10 processors. As

Durand has concluded. the con\-ergence of the annealing technique is resistant

to small Iocal errors in calculation.

Casotto ¿l ¿/. used an eight processor Sequent Balance [Thakkar et al', 1988],

rvhich is a shared memory multiprocessor [Casotto et al., 1987]. They stored

the cell data base in shared memor-J¡, and used a single parallel annealing al-

gorithm tbr all temperatures that uses processors to do moves asynchronously

and in parallel. They dynamically varl' the assignment of cells to processors

to reduce the effects of errors. They achieve a speedup of about 6 using 8

processors.

Darema and Pfister [Darema & Pfister, 1987] used a six processor IBN{ 3090

multiprocessor to simulate the operation of their parallel simulated annealing

algorithm on the expelimental IBNI RP3 (Research Parallel Processing Pro-

totype) iG.F. Pfister et al., 19S71. The RP3 is an I\'IIMD multiprocessor that
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can accorrìmodate up to 512 processing nodes. Each processing node has a

32-bit microprocessor- from the IBM PC RT, vector and scalar floating point

support, a 32 kilobyte high-speed cache memory, and up to 8 Mbytes of main

storage. The entire memory system, with up to 4 Gb1'tes of main memoly'

is clynamically configurable into global and local sections during application

execution. Accesses to any other processor)s local memor\'' take a uniform

1.6 times as ìong as local references. This is a feature of the interconnection

network that avoicìs applications having to take into account the physical

location of clata outside local memory. Darema and Pfister point out that

this flexible memory system allows the nachine to adapt to verr- different

algorithn'r characteristics. Greater peak speed is possible rvith local compu-

tations and message passing, but access to large, compler data structures,

and the er-en distribution of irregular amounts of rtork. are easier to achieve

rvith shared memorY.

Darema and Pfister store a single copy of the cell pìacement data in shared

memory. and use multiple plocessors to do mo\:es in parallel. Each pro-

cessor r-anclomly selects two cells, locks them, and er-aluates the effect on

the cost function of exchanging their locations. \\;hen a Processor accepts a

move it upclates the shared clatabase. Darema and Pfister evaluated several

techniques to reduce the error in allolving moves simultaneousll-: the best

technique synchronized the database each time it changed the temperature'

Their si¡rulation preclicted speedups of 14 using 32 plocessols, but this rvas

rvith onll' 81 cells; they expect better efficiencies for larger circuits'

Jones ancl Baner-jee developed a parallel annealing algorithm for standard

cell placement for a 64-node Intel Hypercube using the Intel iPSC Simu-

lator running on a suN 3/50 workstation fJones & Banerjee, 1987]' The

Intel H¡,per.c¡be is a distributed memory multicomputer that uses message

passing to communicat,e between pÌocessors interconnectecl in a hypercube

topologS-. They assigned an equal ar-ea poltion of the chip to each processor',
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and initialìy assigned cells randoml¡' to different plocessols' At each time

step, pairs of processols participate in a mo\¡e operation. A master processol'

can exchange cells, or displace a cell, within its orvn area; or it can exchange

cells with, or displace a cell to, a slave processor. Between iterations, the

algorithm alternates a processor's role as sla'r'e or master. When proces-

sors accept a move, thel'- send the move information to other processors to

upclate local clatabases. Jones and Banerjee have estimated a speedup of

betrveen 11 ancl 21, using a 64-node machine, o\-er a uniprocessor version of

the algorithm.

\Iore recent work by Sargent and Banerjee impror-ed on the rvork of Jones

and Banerjee for the Intel hypercube [Sargent & Banerjee, 1989; Banerjee

et al., 1gg0]. They used a different partitioning scheme that allocated to

each processor in the h¡'percube an entire row or set of lotvs of the standard

cell layout. This scheme localized the computations needed to calculate the

cost function. The simuÌated annealing algorithm used an adaptive cooling

schedule based on the characteristics of the cost distr-ibution and the anneal-

ing curr-e. Sargent and Banerjee included techniques to control the error

associat,ecl with allorving several parallel move-ç to occut in sequence before

cloing a global cell position update. Sargent ancl Banerjee reported that the

resulting algorithm per-formed better than the Jones and Baneljee algorithm,

and experimental results showed close to linear speedups on the hypercube

for ìarge circuits.

Durand iDurand, 1989] reportecl *'ork by Jayaraman and Rutenbar [Jayara-

man & Rutenbar, 1987] rvho have developed an algorithm for floorplanning

on the lntel Hypercube. They used a combination of move decomposition

and parallel moves to achieve speedups betrveen.l and 7.5 rvith 16 processors.

Durand iDurand, 1989] also reported resealch on par-allel simulated anneal-

ing algorithms on the massiveì1- par:allel, SI\lD. Connection IVIachine us-
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ing 16,000 processols [Casotto & Sangiovanni-Vincentelli, 1987; lVong &

Fiebrich, 1987]. Sequences of adjacent processors store data structures for

each cell and net. Bach processor is responsible for maintaining its portion

of the data structure. -\t each iteration several hundred cell data structures

consider a ,move simultaneously. The researchers reported that their algo-

rithm converged despite the errors induced by simultaneous moves.

Kling and Banerjee developed a new algorithm called SimtLlated Eaolution,

which is analogous to the pÌocess of natural selection in a biological environ-

ment, for standard cell placement [Kling & Banerjee, 1989; Kling & Banerjee,

1990]. The algorithm determines a goodness value, which is high rvhen neigh-

bouring cells cluster close together and indicates the survival chance of a ceJl

in its present location, for each cell in a placement. The algorithm removes all

cells with a gooclness below a random number from the placement, and then

constructively le-inserts these cells into the placement to genelate the next

placement in the iteration. Periodically the algorithm randomll' changes, or

mutates, the placement to avoid falling into local minima.

Kling and Banerjee inplemented a parallel version of the Simulated Evolu-

tion algor-ithm on a netlvork of Sun workstations. A master processor sends

the locations of all the cells on a placement gr-id to slave processors at the

beginning of each iteration. Each slave processor executes the simulated evo-

lution algorithm on a subset of the cells, and transfels the nerv placement

back to the master processor ready for the next iteration. Kling and Banerjee

reported speedups close to 4 using 4 workstations for large circuits.

Brouwer and Banerjee implemented a parallel simulated annealing algorithm

on an Intel Hypercube rvith 16 processors to solve the channel routing prob-

lem [Brourver & Banerjee, 19EE]. Each processor was responsible for an equal

number of routing tracks in a routing channel. The algorithm distributecì

the nets to ¡oute arrlorìg the processors. The processor.s pair up to allorv net
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exchanges and net displacements in a similar lvay to Jones and Banerjee's

standard cell placement technique. During the opelation of the algorithm,

connections betrveen nets can overlap over the same routing track; the ob-

jective is to reduce this overlap to zero. Brouwer and Banerjee reported near

linear speedups for large circuits.

Zargham implemented a parallel channel routing algorithm on a Sequent Bal-

ance 8000 (shaled memory multiprocessor) using up to 6 processors [Zargham,

1988]. The results for one example showed a speedup o12.6 rvith no improve-

ment beyond .l processors.

Brouwer and Banerjee have recently implemented a parallel implementation

of a hierarchical global router, on an Encore Multimax (an eight processor'

shared memory multiprocessor), that produces high quality routes [Brouwer

& Banerjee, 1990]. They achieved speedups gleater than 6 for up to 8 pro-

cessors: and predict that their algorithm is scalable to lalger numbers of

processol'S

Rose evaluated several techniques for speeding up global routing on the En-

core MULTII\IAX [Rose, 1988]. The two most promising methods u'ere dis-

tributing the task of routing complete multi-terminal wires among pÌocessors,

and distributing the task of evaluating the alternative loutes of a two termi-

nal segment. Boih methods used a shared cost array that contained, for each

routing position in a channel, the number of rvires passing horizontally and

the cost of traversing a row of circuit elements into the next channel. Proces-

sors update this arra)¡ as they lay or rip up wires. Rose achieved speedups of

7.6 with 8 processors for large circuits with wire-based parallelism, and 4.6

using I processors with route-based parallelism. Rose stated that the two

techniques can be combined rvhen more processors are available.
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3.4.1.1 Surnmary

The most rime consuming computation steps in circuit synthesis are in the

optimization tasks such as placement and routing. Optimizing a design can

lead to substantial gains in performance and yield.

Simulated annealing provides high quality solutions, but with a high com-

putation cost. Researchers have implemented parallel algorithms on both

shared memory multiprocessors, and distributed memory multicomputers.

The most common technique is to allorv processors to evaluate changes to the

design in parallel. The machines with shared memory tend to keep a single

copy of the current cell la1-out in shared memory, whereas distributed mem-

ory machines tend to distribute this information among processot's, because

no single processor typically can accommodate the entire design. Results

quoted for shared menlor-]- machines ale typically fol up to 10 processors,

where good processor utilization ratios are evident. Distributed memory

implementations quote results for up to 64 pr-ocessors, but suffel from low

utilization ratios for high numbels of processors, presumably because of the

communications or-erheads of keeping other processors informed of design

decisions. It rvould be useful to see results for algorithms implemented on

tightly coupled shared memory machines rvith up to 100 processors' to see

holv the algorithms scale rvith the number of processors.

The best architecture solution, as Darema and Pfister pointed out, appears to

be to support both shared and local memory. This supports the use of large

shared data structules, and allorvs processors to have their own local memory

for storing their orvn copy of program code and for local computations.

So far parallel algorithms for simulated anneaìing on MIMD processors have

shown maximum levels of concurlencv of about 20 for large circuits. The

overall computation time rvill depend heavily on the power of the individual

pÌocessors. Clearl¡'. for this level of ar-ailable palallelism, a parallel machine
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must consist of processors that each at least match the performance of cur-

rent uniplocessot u'orkstations, to provide a pelfolmance advantage over a

modern uniprocessor workstation.

Techniques other than simulated annealing have shorvn promising results for

routing.

For other design synthesis tasks, such as interactive design ìnput. individ-

ual cell generation, and compaction, which are not as compute-intensive, a

modern uniprocessor workstation is appropriate.

3.4.2 Static Analysis Tools

3.4.2.1 Design rule checking

Geometrical design rule checking is amenable to parallel processing because of

the locality of the design rules, allowing multiple pÌocessors to check different

areas of a circuit independently. The main function of design rule checkers

is checking the clearance between mask polygons, rvhich is a local operation.

This is in contrast to the task of circuit extraction, rvhere a singìe net, such

as a power net, may extend over large areas of the circuit'

Researchers have investigated sevelal special purpose approaches to speeding

up this time consuming task. Macomber and Mott discussed the architecture

of the FAST-MASI( Engine for layout verification, rvhich uses \Iotorola 68020

based processing boards (each with 2 megabytes of local memory) that share

a common bus called QBUS [Macomber & Mott, 1985]. Each processor

checks different pieces of a design simultaneously'

Blank eú ø/. clesclibed an array architecture with single bit processors for

processing mask layouts represented as bit maPS [Blank et aì.. 1981j' Ruten-

bar et a/. gave a goocl overview of array processing architectures for layout
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analysis, and clescribed a class of architectures called raster pipeline subarrays

that consist of a pipeline of subarral'stages [Rutenbar et al., 1984]. These

subarral's are small atrays, such as 3r3, that act like a window on a bit map

image, rvhich feecls into the pipeline in a serial stream (raster order). They

can identify a pattern in a bit map image of a mask layout that corresponds

to a design rule r-iolation [Seiler, 19S2].

Kane and Sahni cliscussed an edge-based systolic array architecturefor design

rule checking [Iiane & Sahni. 19S7]. Carlson and Rutenbar discuss the design

of hardrvare to accelerate the scanline maintenance and scanline processing

stages of eclge-based la5'e¡¡ anah'sis fcarlson & Rutenbar, 1987]. Their scan-

line processing hardrvale design makes use of pipeline processing techniques.

Researchers hase also developed design rule checkers for general purpose par'-

allel machines. Gregoretti and Segall used the Cm* multiprocessor system,

containing 50 processor-s rvith access to shared memory, to implement their

clesign rule checker- [Gregoretti & Segall, 1984; Gregoretti & Segall, 1987].

The Cm* multiprocessor consists of clusters of processor/memory modules,

whe¡e each processor has its ol'n local memor-y, and can address the local

memor].of other processors lsrvan et al., 19771. There are buses for both in-

terconnecting modules in a cluster and interconnecting clusters. Gregoretti

and Segall nake nse of the hierarchical description of a circuit, and use shared

memorJ¡ to store both the description of the circuit and the task queue. Ini-

tially the algorithm places a task on the queue for finding the intersections

between elements in each cell of the design. Processors take tasks from the

queue ancl execute them simultaneously. lVhen a processor finds an intersec-

tion betrveen elements of a cell invoh'ing a subcell, it creates a new task on

the quer-re. Gregoletti and Segall achieved neally ideal speedups for highly

regular cilcuits. using r.rp to 16 plocessors, but the performance dl'opped off

for irregula,r' circuits rvhere a fes' large leaf cells dominated the lunning time.
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Bier and Pleszkun made use of the locality in design rule checking by identify-

ing the maximum design rule interaction distance (DRID) [Bier & Pleszkun,

1985]. They divide a flattened circuit description ìnto partitions such that

each partition overlaps its neighbours by at least the DRID. Vlultiple pro-

cessors can process each of these partitions independently. Ä. post plocessing

step removes the design rule violations found in the overlap area of each par-

tition. The variation in the processing time for each of these partitions ìimits

the potentìal speedup of using multiple processors because of ìoad balancing

problems. Bier and Pleszkun predicted a potential speedup of 8 for a large

circuit that they checked on a uniprocessor'

Carlson and Rutenbar developed algorithms for design rule checking on the

massively parallel, SI\,ID Connection lVlachine [Carlson & Rutenbar, 1988].

Their algorithm assigns a separate edge of a flat, edge-based layout to each

processor. If the number of edges exceeds the numbel of ph1'-sical ploces-

sors, the operating sr-stem can partition the Ph]'sical memor)'of each node

into segments to allorr. virtual processors to share a physical processor'. Each

processor is responsible for operations involving its edge. and can communi-

cate rvith processor-s managing neighbouling edges. Carlson and Rutenbal

put together a benchmark of tasks needed for layout verification, including

sorting, booÌean combination of mask layers and region numbering, to shorv

the potential speedups available. They achieved speedups of betrveen 59 and

244 (cornpared to a serial version of the benchmark running on a Vax 11/785

running BSD4.2 UNIX) for a 16,000 one bit processor machine. ignoring the

time to load the data onto the machine. Note horvever', that the serial version

uses file I/O between each operation, because of limited rnain memoly' so

the speedups don't necessarily represent the level of parallelisrn achieved by

the algorithm.

Carlson and Rutenbar extencled the work to produce a complete mask check-

ing system callecl JIGSAW fCarlson & Rutenbar. 1990]. They compaled the
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perfor-mance of their proglam on the Connection machine with the DRAC-

ULA package from Cadence Design Systems running on an Apollo DN4000

workstation. They shorved speedups of 112, using parallel I/O and 64,000

processors, for an industrial circuit rvith 76,000 edges.

3.4.2.2 Circuit extraction

Researchels have ma,de use of general purpose parallel machines for circuit

extraction, using similar techniques to those used in design rule checking

[Levitin. 1986; Belkhale & Banerjee, 1988; Belkhale & Banerjee, 1989; Carl-

son & Rutenbar, 1988: Tonkin, 1990]. Section 2.2 discusses this in more

detail.

3.4.2.3 Test generation

Fujiwara and l\Iotohara used a 64 node multicomputer called LINI(S-1 to de-

velop a parallel test generation algorithm [Fujirvara & N4otohara, 1988]. The

processing nodes contained a 2E000 CPU u'ith 1 MB of memory. The palal-

lel algorithm interleaved test generation with fault simulation. The strategy

involved allocating different faults to separate processors, and allowing each

processo¡ to generate a test vector for its fault. Othei- processors apply fault

simulation for each generated test r-ectol to determine which other faults the

vector can detect. Both fault simulation and test generation can occur in

parallel. Fujirvala and Nlotohara Progr*ammed the processors to act as ei-

ther test generators or fault simulators; a single processor acted as the fault

table manager and allocated tasks to the other processors. They obtained

speedups of 20 using 40 processors. To avoid bottlenecks at the fault table

manager plocessor they suggestecl using independent groups of processors

with theil own fault manager. each handling a subset of all the faults'
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Fujiwara and Inoue analysed a parallel algorithm for distributed test simu-

lation that allocated clusters of faults to networked server computers, which

perform test generation and fault simulation [Fujirvara & Inoue, 1989]. They

investigated the optimum size of the clusters taking into account varying

communication overheads.

Banerjee [Banerjee, 1988] discussed methods for parallel test simulation ancl

referred to previous work [Kramer, 1983; Chandra & Patel, 1988].

Patil and Banerjee give a good overview of parallel test genelation tech-

niques [Patil & Banerjee, 1990]. They mention fault parallelism, heuristic

parallelism, simulation parallelism, AND parallelism and OR parallelism:

o Fault parallelism divides the fault set among processors fFujiwara &

Motohara, 1988]. The use of indepenclent fault sets reduces the chance

of a processor deriving a test vector that could also be used for a fault

assigned to another plocessor) and gives good speedup. The faults that

are hard-to-detect with a uniprocessor algolithm rvill still cause long

computation times, because of the large number of backtla'cks neces-

sarl'. Typically the algorithm abor-ts geneÌating a test afteÌ exceeding

a backtrack limit.

o HetLristic parallelislr¿ involves using several different heuristics (up to 5

or 6) in parallel to find a test vector for a fault, hence taking advantage

of the best heuristic for a particular case.

o Simltlation parullelisrn partitions the circuit among the processors, and

uses parallel logic simulation techniques to speed up the folward im-

plication step of test generation, which checks for conflicts between the

primary input values. This will reduce the time to evaluate backtracks,

improving the chances of finding a test for harcl-to-cletect faults. The

level of cir-cuit activity in test generation can be lorv, however', limiting
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the arnount of parallelisn.

-4ND ¡tornllelism invoh-e. dividing test generation into subtasks, which

must all be completed. in a divide and conquer apploach. \lultiple

processors ca,n erecute these subtasks in parallel, but if there is a large

amount of shared data. lhe access overheads will limit the speedup

OR paralleli-sm refers to evaluating in parallel different choice points of

the deci=ion tree used tc, find a test vector. Searching disjoint portions

of the search space colculrently, leads to high processor utilization

ratios as the anount of :nterplocessot' communication is lo'w.

Patil and Banerjee inplemented a parallel version of the branch and bound

search of the input space of a circuit used in the PODEM algorithm. When

a conffict occurs in the choice of circuit inputs, the algolithm must backtrack

throush the cÌroices made in ¡rer-iousiy assigned inputs. Multiple processors

can evaluate in paraliel alte¡:ative choices for the previous assignn-rents to

find the choice u'hich Ìed to t;e conflict. The algorithm ensures that proces-

sors are searching disjoint seartrh spaces. Patil and Banerjee irnplemented the

algorirhm on an Intei iPSC/'Ì h1-percube. and used a single pr-'ocessor to act

as a d1-namic scheduler. The communications requirements are lox', which

s¡its the dist¡ibuted mernoÌ\- r1'percube. Fol the same total backtrack limit,

the parallel algorithm has a luch better chance of finding a test vector for

a harC-to-detect fault than t"e uniprocessor algorithm. Patil and Banerjee

quoted near linear speedups. over a ttniprocessor algolithm rvith the same

net backtrack limit, using up io 16 processols.

3.4.2.4 Suntmar¡'

Techniclues for both design r;le checking ancl cilcuit extraction mainly in-

r.oh,e partitìoring the cilcuit into sections. alrcl opela.ting on these sections
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independentì¡-. Similar techniques should apply to electrical rule checking.

The main limitation to performance is the regularity of the circuit. Near

ideal speedups are possible with highly regular circuits, but the algorithms

shols much poorer performance for irregular circuits.

Researchels have used both shared memot'y and distributed memory ma-

chines. Distributed memory machines seem more appropriate for this form

of data partitioning, shich involves mainly local operations lvith low com-

munications or-erhead. The high efficiencies achieved with regular circuits

offers hope for effecti'r-e use of larger numbers (e.g 50 - 100) of conventional

processors, u'ith a cheaper interconnection network than for shared memory

machines.

Further research into better partitioning schemes may allou' more effective

use of larger nttmbers of plocessors, when cilcuits are irregular'

Test genera,tion can make use of ma,ny processoÌs for large designs, by parti-

tioning the faults to be detected among the plocessors. Each processor can

generate tests for its set of faults. Once a Plocessor finds a test, it can use

another procæsor to find ivhich other faults the test rvill detect, using fault

simulation. Again a distributed memory arrangement seems appropriate be-

cause of the localized computations involved.

'Timing analS-sis could benefit fi'om parallel processing, and further work is

necessar\- in this area. Techniques similar to those used in parallel iogic

simulation ma¡' be applicable.
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3.4.3 Dynamic Analysis Tools

3.4.3.1 Circuit simulation

Saleh et al. gat-e a good overview of the parallel approaches to both direct

and relaration methods of circuit simulation, with an emphasis on the use

of shared memory mr.rltiprocessors [Saleh et al-, 1989]. They concluded that

techniques that improve the amount of parallelism in an algorithm come at

the expense of mole computation (lvhich may negate the effect of increased

parallelism). increased storage, and increased overhead. Flequently a soft-

wa,re developer must modif¡' an algorithm to fully exploit the performance

of a particular computel architecture. applying special attention to the data

access schene.

In the direcl method of circuit simulation, the most time consuming steps

are forming ihe matlix of the set of coupled lineal equations and solving this

spaïse matri:r. For large circuits, the solution step dominates the execution

time. Nlultiprocessors can speed up the matlix forming step by evaluating

the models oi individual devices in palallel, ancl upclating the shared matrix

data structuie [Cox et al., 1986]. Solving the spa,r'se matrix in parallel is more

difficult. \,Iultiprocessors can exploit fine-grain parallelism in a single pivot of

LU decompo.ition, or they can carry out several independent pivot opelations

in parallel. .,,,-ith possibly limited paralìelism. Other methods include node

tearing techliques that partition the circuit into subcircuits connected by

interconnecrion nodes. Multiple processors can evaluate the subcircuits in

parallel rvith the disadvantage of adclitional matlix ter-ms [Cox et al., 1986;

Yeh & Rao. lgS.t].

Chang and Hajj reported speedups of 7 using an 8 processol Alliant FX/8

for clilect nethod simulation [Chang & Hajj, 1988]. Sadayappan and Vis-

vanathan di.cus-.ed the use of sharecl-memor')/ vector multiprocessing, and
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showed speedups betueen 6 and 7 over a single scalar processor, using 6 vec-

tor processors [Sadayappan & Visvanathan, 1988]. Yang has shown speedups

of 4.5 (for circLrits up to 330 transistors) over the SPICtr2 direct method sim-

ulator on an S processor Alliant FX/S [Yang, 1990]. Yang reports that the

speedup irnproves as circuits become larger generating more paÌallel tasks.

Lewis describecl the Arvsim-3 hardware accelerator for circuit simulation,

which consists of a special purpose device evaluator, and a programrnable

general puÌpose processor [Lervis, 1988]. The general purpose processor uses

a VLIW architecture, rvhich can execute up to 5 instructions per cycle. with

a pipeline 13 clock cycles long.

Deutsch and \ervton discussed the IvISPLICB program, which uses the Iter-

ated Timing -\nalvsis relaration method [Deutsch & Newton. 1984; \\¡ater'-

man, 1987]. The¡' partition circuits into subcircuits fol parallel evaluation,

and can use direct n'iethods to soive tightly coupled subcircuits. They re-

ported speedups of 7 using a 10 processor BBN Butterfly multiprocessor-,

making use of local memory fol nodes internal to a subcircuit, and shared

memoly fol nocles leferenced by multiple processors.

Jacob et al. canied out further rvolk with MSPLICE using up to 99 pr-oces-

sors on the BBN Butterfl5' [Jacob et al., 1986]. They identified bottlenecks

resulting fron contention for shared data structures as the number of pro-

cessors increasecl. They state that effolt must go into reclucing the size of

dynamically r-arying global data structures, lvhich the algorithm cannot sim-

ply copy and store in the local memory of processors, as lvell as reducing

the number of references to these structures. Their results sho'iv nea,r' Iinear

speedups up to about 25 pr-ocessors, rvith the speeclup levelling off at about

20.

Saleh et al. reported results for parallel implementations of iterated timing

analysis and l-aveforn relaxation algorithms showing speedups betu'een 4
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and 5 on an 8 plocessor Alliant FX/E [Saleh et al., 1989]. They used a

simulator called PARASITE to predict the performance of their algorithm

for larger numbers of processors. Their predictions show speedup levelling

off at about 10 for their test circuits.

Hung et al. discussed relaxation techniques that exploit the hierarchical

memory organization of the Cedar machine [Hung et al., 1990]. The Cedar'

machine consists of sevela,l shared memory Alliant FX/80 machines con-

nected to a shared global rnemory. Thus the machine has two levels of

shared memory. The strateg!' was to divide a circuit into large subcircuits,

and distribute them among the Alliant machines. These machines cooper-

ate to solve the circuit rvith parallel waveform relaxation techniques, using

the shared global memory to pass the rvaveforms betrveen subcircuits. Each

Alliant machine uses para,llel pr-ocessing internally to solve its subcircuits.

Hrng et al. compared the per{ormance of parallel implementations of dl-

rect method, iterated tinr.ing analysis (PSLICE), and waveform relaxation

(PRELAX) algorithms. Thei'concluded that direct methods performed best

for very tightly coupled subcircuits, PSLICE performed best for- large mod-

erately coupled subcircuits, and PRELAX performed best fol large loosely

coupled subcircuits (making the method suitable for using at the Cedar level

of the machine). Their solution n as to allow the Alliant machines to dynam-

ically choose betrveen using parallel direct method or PSLICtr at run time,

based on statistics gathered during the circuit partitioning plocess. Their re-

sults showed a speedup of about 9 using 4 Alliant machines with 4 processors

each.

Deutsch eú ø/. discussed a commercial softwale package called PowerSPICE,

which runs on a Sequent multiprocessor with hardrvare acceleration mod-

ules (SPICEngines), that uses both direct and parallel relaxation methods

[Deutsch et al., 1986].
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Odent et ¿/. discussed a multiprocessor velsion of the CS\\¡AN program'

l'hich uses tlìe wavefolm relaxation method [Odent et al., 1989; Dumlugöl

et al., i987]. They discuss techniques for partitioning feedback loops into

.mall subcircuits, so that they can simulate severa,l subcircuits in parallel

using direct methods. This contrasts with previous approaches to partition

circuits rvhich result in large feedback loops assigned to one subcircuit. The

simulation of the large subcircuit can dominate the simulation time. Odent

r-t al. iterate the simulation of the subcircuits until the node rvaveforms in

rhe feedback loop converge. They use dataflorv techniques to schedule the

simulation of subcircuits so as to achieve good processing-load balancing. In

addition, they use parallel element evaluation and time-segment pipelining.

Parallel element evaluation speeds up the formation of the matrix used in the

direct nrethod simulation of subcircuits. Time--"egment pipelining involves di-

r-iding the simulation interval into time-segments and scheduling subcircuits

íor evaluation over a time-interval rvhen its inputs are available over the same

iime-interval. Odent et al. achieved near linear speedups for large circuits,

using up to 8 processors on a shared memory Sequent Balance. Parallel el-

ement evaluation rvas more useful for small circuits, lvhere the number of

subcircuits that the algoÌithm could execute in parallel was small.

\\¡ebber and Sangiovanni-Vincentelli discussed a parallel relaxation algo-

¡1thm for the massively parallel Connection Machine [Webber & Sangiovanni-

\¡incentelli, 1987]. The algorithm uses Gauss-Jacobi relaxation with point

decomposition, where the algorithm decouples each equation from the oth-

ers, in conttast to block methods rvhere equations gÌoup into subsystems.

It maps each data item to a unique pïocessor. and uses pointers to other

Ðrocessors to indicate the interconnections bet's'een devices and nodes. The

Connection Machine allows a Programmer to specify the number of bits of

foating point resolution needed for each variable, hence providing a tracle off

betrveen execution speed and memoly usage) and the level of precision. The
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disadr,antage of Gauss-Jacobi is it can take a long time to converge for some

circuits. The running time of the algorithm is independent of the circuit size,

but a 65,536 processor Connection Machine limits the largest circuit to about

10.000 nodes. Webber and Sangiovanni-Vincentelli quoted results for a 630

node EPROM circuit, compared to both a waveform reìaxation and direct

method sinulator running on a MicroVax under Ultrix, with speedups of 8

and 30 respectivel¡'.

3.4.3.2 Timing sirnulation

fsr';is described both a uniprocessor (Arvsim-1) and a multiprocessor (Awsim-

2) hardrva¡e acceleratol for timing simulation (Alvsim-1,Awsim-2) [Lewis,

19SS]. Ther-both use hardrvare table look up techniques for device evalua-

tion. and use a folrvard Euler integration algorithm rvith a smaìl time step.

The multiprocessor accelerator partitions a circuit into subcircuits with ar-

bitrary colìections of nodes, allorving each processor to simulate a separate

subcircuit in parallel. When the simulation of a subcircuit requires knorvledge

of rhe node voltages flom a subcilcnit on another processor, the algorithm

replicates the voltages of the shaled nodes on each sharing pr-ocessor. At the

end of each time step, each pr..ocessor managing a sha,red node broadcasts

its updaterj value to the other ptocessors sharing that node. This method

relies on the calculation time at a time step being much larger than the in-

terprocessor communication time. Allou'ing arbitrary collections of nodes in

a subcircuit gives better control of load balance, but there is still a trade

off u'ith communication bandwidth between subcircuits. Lewis designed the

hardu,are accelerator with 32 special purpose processors, and simulated a

speedup of 19 for a 13,317 transistor test circuit.

Acklancl ef ¿/. used a message based multiprocessor (or multicomputer) to

implement a parallel version of a N'IOS timing simulator [Ackland et al.,
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1985; Ackland et al., 1986] . The parallel algorithm generates a data flou'

graph for the circuit descliption, which shows the dependencies and potential

concurrency [Ashok et al., 1985a; Ashok et al., 1985b]. It uses aforward inte-

gration scheme that leduces the time step whenever a node voltage changes

by more than a pleset threshold, or increases the time step when a node is

relativel¡- inactive. This method ensures accuracy and stability of the in-

tegration scheme, and takes advantage of circuit inactivity. The algorithm

partitions the circuit into regions containing tightly coupled nodes, rvhich

have a biclirectional constant current source) such as a pass transistor, join-

ing them together. The regions connect to one another using uni-directional

signals; this maps rvell onto a message passing architectule. The algorithm

sets the tine step for- each region independently, and uses a separate process

to simulate each region as inputs become available. Each processor handles

several regions, and uses buffering for messages betrveen regions to allorv

source nocles to proceed ahead of their destination nodes. When a process

simulating a region runs out of input data, or it has a blocked output chan-

nel, a processor suspends the process and resumes a process for a differ-ent

legion. Ackland et al. tested the algorithm on a M68000 based, 12 processor

multicomputer and achieved speedups of about 5 with 7 processors. The

disadvantage of this method is that some regions can be much larger than

others, causing load balancing problems [Lewis, 1988].

3.4.3.3 Logicsimulation

N{ost logic simulators (see Section 1.4.2.3) use a form of event-driven sim-

ulation (see Section 1.a.1.3) to take advantage of lorv levels of activity in a

circuit. Smith [Smith, II, 1986] gives a thorough treatment of the design

issues fol implementing a parallel logic simulator-. Franklin eú ¿/. [Franklin

et al., 19E4] aìso clescribe parallel logic simulation techniques.
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Blank [Blank, 1984] and Franklin eú ø/. fFranklin et al., 1984] survey several

ha,rdware simulators including HAL [Takasaki et al., 1987] and the Zycad,

logic evaluator [van Brunt, 1983]. These accelerators use multiple, special

purpose) pipelined units to achieve high performance. Ashok eú ¿/. describe

the possibility of using a special purpose dataflorv machine for event-driven

simulation [Ashok et al., 1985a; Ashok et al., 1985b].

Kravtiz et al. developed a parallel implementation of the COSMOS (COmpiled

Simulator for MOS) switch level simulator for the Connection Machine [I(ravitz

et al., 1989a; Kravitz et al., 1989b; Bryant, 198S]. COSMOS breaks the cir-

cuit into subnetlvorks, and generates a booÌean description fol each subnet-

work. The parallel algorithm divides the boolean operations for a subnetwork

into logical ranks, and assigns a processor for each operation in a rank. The

time to evaluate a module is proportional to the nurnber of ranks. The algo-

rithm schedules the modules for execution taking into account the number of

available processors. The module with the most ranks determines the limit

to the parallelism. In contrast to most parallel logic simulation techniques,

the algorithm does not use an event driven model: it evaluates the entire

circuit model each simulation step. Lorv levels of circuit activity, horvever,

cause most of the evaluations to be redundant. I(rar-itz et al. point out that

in the presence of massively parallel resorlrces this is not a concern. They

have achìeved levels of parallelism in the thousands. but have not compared

the running time with a serial algorithm on a conventional processor.

Chung eú ø/. discussed an implementation of the asynchronous tir4e-warp

[Jefferson, 1985] event driven algorithm for gate level simulation on the Con-

nection Machine [Chung & Chung, 1989]. They assigned a separate processor

for each gate, and dynamically assigned the management of each event to a

separate processor. They also ctid not compare results u'ith the running time

of a similal algorithm on a conventional processor.
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The MARS (\,licroprogrammable Accelerator for Rapid Simulations) accel-

erator consists of multiple units called clusters [Agrarval et al.. i987; Agrawal

& Dally, 1990]. Each cluster handles a partition of a circuit. and contains

14 special purpose processing elements interconnected by a crossbar slvitch,

which are rnicroprogrammable to form a multistage pipeline for a particular

algorithm. In addition a cluster contains a M68020 based housekeeping pro-

cessor for loading circuits, managing local disk storage for circuit partitions,

and hanclling exceptions. The designers initialll'designed the accelerator for

event-driven logic simulation, where the pipeline stages ma1' handle steps

such as event scheduling, fanout updating, or logic device evaluation. This

simulator is an attempt to provide a special purpose architecture that is pro-

grammable to execute several different CAD tasks. Horvever, it does not have

the flexibility and ease of programming of a general purpose multiprocessor.

The key to maximizing the performance from a multiple processor machine

that simulates separate partitions of a circuit in parallel is the partitioning

scheme. An optimal partioning scheme maximizes the concurlency by keep-

ing a]Ì processors busy at each time step, and minimizes the interprocessor'

communication. Finding this optimal partition is an NP-Complete ploblem,

and could require more time than the simulation itself, hence heuristics are

necessary for this task. Several researchers have examined the concurrency

available in test logic circuits, and evaluated the effects of diferent partition-

ing schemes on architectures with different communication costs [Agrawal,

1gg6; Frank, 1986; Briner et al., 1988; chamberlain & Franklin, 1988; smith

et al., 1988; Xlueller-Thuns et al., 1939].

Static partitioning heuristics include:

o ranclom,

o tra,ce,
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o and ninimum distance partitioning [Deutsch & Newton, 19E4].

A. randorr, partitioning heulistic randomly allocates circuit nodes to proces-

sors rvith en even distribution.

A trace partitioning heuristic allocates nodes, connected in a serial path, to

the same processor; if more than one fanout element is present, it allocates

the other:anout nodes to different processors.

A minimurn distance heuristic allocates adjacent, non-local nodes, such as

other fanout nodes, to adjacent processors in a communication netrvork rvhere

the interp:ocessor communication time varies with the processor location.

The overhead of dynamic partitioning to balance the load can be excessive,

because o. either movement of the circuit description data, or additional

remote nemory references.

Smith el c/. ran computer simulations on 11 test circuits for-different mes-

sage basei (local memoÌy only) parallel computer architecture models rvith

both 4 ard 16 plocessor configurations [Smith et al., 1988]. They tested

r-ar1,-ing reiios of logic element evaluation time to message transrnission time,

and three riifferent partitioning heuristics, with a separate partition for each

processor. One of the heuristics involved aclding a circuit element to the par-

tition rvith the most fan-in connections, while another worked u'ith the most

fan-out connections. These heuristics sought to group connected devices in

the same partition to minimize interprocessor communications. The third

heuristic used random partitioning. Smith et al. quoted results as an aver-

age for the 11 test circuits. They found that with ideal communications the

random partitioning gave the best speedup with values of 3.5 for -l partitions,

and 10.5 íor'16 partitions. However, the random partitioning caused man]'-

interpartirion messages. lVhen using higher communication to device evalu-

ation cosi latios, the other heulistics pelfolmed better. Smith el ¿/. found
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that the concutrenc)'fell dramatically as the communications cost incleased.

Agrawal also ran computer simulations on several test cilcuits using random

partitioning, and concluded that the level of concullency was dependent on

the level of circuit activity rvith values ranging from 3.7 to 7.6 for 10 parti-

tions [Agraival, 1986]. For large numbers of partitions the concurrency satu-

rated because of the higher r-ariance in circuit activity among the partitions.

Agrawal described a partitioning heuristic, similar to trace partitioning, for

multiple-delay simuìation, u'here multiple fan out gates can reside in the same

partition if they have different delays. The heuristic also tries to balance the

number of gates in each Partition.

Soulé and Blank implemented three parallel algorithms for logic simulation

on a 16 processor, shared memory Encore llultimax fSoulé & Blank, 1988].

The shared memory stores the circuit description. The first algorithm rvas

a synchronous event-driven algorithm (also called time wheel simulation),

where processors process all events in one time step before moving onto the

next time step. When using a single er-ent queue the speedup was 2 rvith

8 processors. To avoid queue contention, Souìé ancl Blank used distributed

queues, where each processor had one queue for each of the other ptocessors.

When a processor generates a new event for a node, it picks another processor

in round-robin fashion, and adds the event to its queue on that processor. If a

processor runs out of events on its incoming queues, it can take events from

queues on other processols. Soulé and Blank achieved speedups of about

6 with 8 processors, and found that using larger numbers of processors to

increase speedup required high levels of circuit activity.

Soulé and Blank implemented a compiled mode parallel simulator that eval-

uated every element at every time step. They statically partitioned the

elements among the processors of the Encore Nlultimax and achieved high

processor utilization rates, but most of this is unnecessary wolk as the out-
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puts of most of the elements remain unchanged each time step. They also

clevelopeci an asgnchronousevent driven algoúthm to avoid the overheads ancl

waste of idle processors, associated with s1'nchronizing at every time step.

Normalll- asynchronous algorithms have problems lvhen a processor simu-

Iates too far aìread in time, and receives an event from the past. When this

happens a processor must rollback the state of the circuit to that time, ancl

cancel any events that it has generated since then [Jefferson, 1985]. Handling

the rollbacks limits the advantage of simuìating ahead of time. The method

also neecls more memory for state storage. Soulé and Blank's method rvorks

on a logic element by logic element basis. A processor evaluates the output of

an element as far into the future as possible over the time rvhere it knows the

behaviour of all the input nodes. It then queues all ihe fan-out elements for

evaluation on queues located on other processors. Feedback paths reduce the

algorithrn to a standald synchronous event-driven algolithm, rvhich leduces

the parallelism if the l'eedback path includes a large portion of the cilcuit.

Soulé ancl Blank quoted expelimental results that show a performance im-

provement using the asynchlonous algorithm, rvith speedups up to 11 using

16 processors.

Bailey and Snyder discussed svnchronous and asynchronous synchronization

methods. and concluded that asynchronous rvill perform better or equal to

synchronous algolithms [Bailey & Snyder, 1989].

Soulé ancl Gupta evaluated the suitability of the Chandy-Misra algorithm

fChand¡' & Misra, 19E1] for parallel logic simulation, using a shared memory

Encore },lultimax with 16 processors [Soulé.li Gupta, i989]. In the Chandy-

Misra distributed-time discrete-event algorithm, each logic element uses a

local clock ancl sends time-stamped messages to the elements connected to

it. A logic element r-rpdates its local clock and output rvhen its receives time

stamped messages on all its inputs. A logic element onl¡' sends a message

when its output changes. Deadlock occurs u-hen each element has an input
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with no pending events. The algolithm can resolve this by scauning all un-

processed events in the system and finding their minimum time-stamp. It

uses this to update the valid-time of all logic elements with no inputs at that

time. Thus the algorithm oscillates between a compute phase and a deadlock

resolution phase. Soulé and Gupta discussed the selective use of NULL mes-

sages (sent rvhen a,n output remains the same after advancing the local clock)

to reduce the numbers of deadlocks to improve performance. They reported

that the original Chandy-ilIisra algorithm generated an average theoretical

concurrency of 68 for industrial test circuits. When the overheads of syn-

chronization and scheduling are included, however, only a 20-fold speedup

is likely. Soulé and Gupta discussed techniques that may improve this by a

factor of 3 or 4.

Subramanian and Zargham discussed the use of demand driven techniques

for parallel logic simulation which they implemented on a shared memory

Sequent Balance 8000 multiprocessor [Subramanian & Zatgham,1990]. Con-

ventional discrete-event simulation evaluates the values at all nodes in the

circuit even though the designer may only be interested in the signal values

at a particular nocle at a particular time. Demand driven technicques only

evaluate nodes that are necessary to evaluate the node signals requested by

the designer. They can save substantial computation when the number of

output pins of interest are sma,ll and the time intervals at which values are

needed are small. Demand dliven techniques have the disadvantage of requir-

ing memory to store the output values of intermediate nodes for the duration

of the simulation.

The algorithm used by Subramanian and Zargham uses demand driven tech-

niques to pleprocess the cilcuit information, in response to the required

output information, to reduce the number of input events and select the

logic elements that it needs to evaluate. It then carries out clistributed-time

discrete-event simulation (Chandy-N{isra technique) using the pleplocessed
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information, avoiding the lalge memoly requirements of pule demancl driven

simulation. Their results indicated a trvo to thlee times performance im-

provement ovel pule discrete event simulation. Using up to 5 processors,

they achieved parallel speedups of about 3.

Mueller-Tliuns eú ¿/. looked at the effect of communications speed on the

speedup available from parallel logic simulation [r\'fueller-Thuns et al., 1989].

They defined a comrtunication to cornpntation ratio r to be the ratio of the

cost of synchronizing trvo processors (achieved by sending a short message

in a multicomputer) to the cost of evaluating a logic element. They plotted

theoretical curves of speedup \-ersus the number of processors (up to 16), for

r :3,5,10 with maximum speedups of .1.5,6.5, and 8.5 respectively. For

r : 10, the speedup reached a naximum rvith about 10 processors and then

began to decline.

Chambe¡lain and Franklin pìottecl similar theoretical curves for hypercubes

with up to 60 processols) rvith ecluir-alent r-alues for r of 0.75, 3, and 9 [Cham-

berlain & Franklin, i9S8]. Their results showed a50% speedup improvement

for lar.ge numbels of plocessols rvhen reclucing r from 3 to 0.75. Curves with

r : I reached a maximum speeclup of Ìess than half those of r : 3; thìs

maximum occurred with about 40 processors-

Smith eú ¿/. derived theoretical speedup results for several communication

networks, with equivalent values for r of I13.1, and 3 [Smith et al., 1988].

Their results sholved speedups rvith 16 processors connected u'ith a crossbar

switch, using ranclom partitioning- of 10.1, .1.7 and 1.6 respectively. \,vith

values of r above 1, they found that more complex partitioning heuristics

were necessaly to improve the speedup (e.g from 1.6 to 2.4 with r - 3).

With r : lf 3, random partitioning gave the best results. This was most

noticeable when using a crossbar srvitch to hanclle the extla intelpartition

messages; the crossbar srvitch improvecl speedup by about 30% over a hyper-
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cube connection.

Using the above definition of the communica,tion to computation latio r, the

HPC architecture (discussed in Section 2-2.5.1) has an r of about 3. This

assumes that short messages are sent where the latency to set up the Dlessage

dominates ih" -.rroge time. Better performance will result if the iata for

several messages is sent as a single message, taking advantage of the ar ailable

communicat ions bandwidth.

The theoretical simulation of the effect of communication speed shorç that r

must be less than 3 to make effective use of more than 10 processors. Nluch

lower values of r can simplify' the task of partitioning the logic circuit among

the processors and can allou'for a better load balance.

3.4.3.4 Fault simulation

Multiple processors can speed up fault simulation using similar circuit parti-

tioning techniques to logic sinulation, except, the amount of data transferred

between partitions is much greater. Other techniques inclucle part;tioning

the list of faults to simulate. or partitioning the test vectors.

Levendel eú ¿/. discussed a multiple, special purpose processor implementa-

tion of a parallel fault simulation algorithm (simulates multiple faults in one

simulation pass, see Section I.+.2.4) [Levendel et al.. 1983]' Their strategy

was to partition the circuit into subcircuits for each processor, using similar

considerations as in for parallel logic simulation.

Markas eú a/. discussed using a netrvork of rvorkstations to speed up con-

current fault simulation (see section I.4.2.4\ [Markas et al., 1990i. They

looked at either partitioning the fault lists or partitioning the test vector'

list. Both methods involve minimum interprocessor communication. rvhich

suits a distributed netu'ork implementation. \Iarkas et al' pointed out that
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partitioning the test set can cause problems for sequential circuits where the

orcler of applying test patterns is crucial. Test list partitioning ma5- also

result in redundant work when more than one test vector can detect a par-

ticular fault. Markas et ¿/. chosefault list partitioning, and evaluated several

partitioning schemes. They incorporated techniques to dynamically load bal-

ance calculations, and recover from breakdowns in the distributecl computing

netlvo¡k. They achieved near linear speedups for up to 4 workstations, but

the speedup dlopped off with more workstations, beca,use of smaller fault

lists per processol.

3.4.3.5 Summary

Researchers have used shared memory machines for parallel direct-method

cir.cuit simula,tols. The machines use multiple processors to operate on a

sharecì matrix representing the set of circuit equations. They have also taken

advantage of vector processing facilities on the individual ptocessors. These

implementations have used less than 8 processors and, although speedups

are close to linear, they do not offer hope for simulating large circuits in

reasonaìrle time.

Relaxation techniques allorv par-titioning of the circuit into subcircuits, al-

lorving multiple processols to simulate each subcircuit independently. These

techniques suit a distributed memory implementation, where the limitations

to performance are the interplocess communication speed, and the quality

of the load balance. Circuits that have large groups of tightly coupled nodes

are hard to partition for uniform load balance, and subcircuits rvith many

external interconnections, place loads on the communication netlvork.

Parallel logic simulation involves par-titioning the circuit, and simulating each

partition using an event driven approa.ch that takes advantage of the lorv

levels of activitv in a circuit. This again suits a distributed memory alchi-
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tecture. .llleasr:rements of the maximum level of concnrrency, assuming ideal

communication of results betrçeen circuit part,itions, sholv a maximum level

of concurrenc¡- of about 10. The level of concurrency depended on the level

of circuit actir-ity. Using large numbers of partitions led to a saturation of

concurrenc5/ because of a higher variance of circuit activity.

Parallel fault simulation can use similar circuit partitioning techniques as

for logic simulation, although the communication requirements are more de-

manding, and mal'not suit a distributed memory architecture. Alternative

techniques include partitioning either the fault list or the test vector set

among processor-s, rvhich suits a distributed implementation, and provides

potential for high speedups for large problems.

3.5 Conclusions

MIMD machines are the most flexible approach to a.ccelerating the computer-

aided clesign process. Recent research has der-eloped efficient parallel algo-

rithms suitable for running on ÙIIMD machines. In the area of computer-

aided design of integrated circuits, holever, the speedups obtained are gener--

ally less than a factor of 20. This is not sufficient to revolutionize the current

computational limitations. For example, direct method circuit simulation is

still not feasible for an integrated circuit rvith or-er 100,000 transistors, lvhich

implies that mixed-level and mixed-mode simulators rvill become increasingly

important as circuits become lalger and more complex. Horvever, a speedup

of 20 can still substantially increase the efÊciency of a circuit designer. For

example, tasks that normally take an hour can complete in a felv minutes,

allowing a more interactive design development cycle.

Special putpose accelerators nolv offer better performance than multiproces-

sors, n'hich use standald \¡LSI technologr', for particular applications such
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as logic simulation. Large companies can afford to use these machines in

addition to general purpose machines.

Advances in micloprocessol design allow a MIMD machine to be built with

cost effective and leadily available components, to provide substantial perfor-

mance impiovement oveÌ a uniprocessor design 'rvorkstation for a large range

of CAD applications. These machines also offer performance advantages to

other application areas, such as simulations of natural phenomena, allotving

spreading of the development costs of communication networks, operating

systems, and program development facilities.

MI\'{D machines u'ith a ferv (less than 20) powelful processors will perform

better than ones s'ith many less porverful processors for most circuit design

tasks, because of the limited concurlenc)' avaìlable' When larger numbels

of processoÌs ale present, multiple users can partition the machine into in-

dependent submachines, to make effective use of the resources. Accurate

sirnulation also lequires high speed floating point support.

N4any design tasks perfo-,-.med on large VLSI circuits require a considelable

amount of clata. \lany existing parallel machines only perform well rvhen

they keep all the circuit information in main memory for the duration of

the algorithm, limiting their use to medium size circuits. A \'IIMD machine

should suppolt fast access to seconclaly storage to support operations on

circuits with rvell or-er 100,000 transistors.

The programming model of a MIX'ID machine can be different from the un-

clerlying alchitecture, although a shared memoly multiprocessor can provide

a nÌessage passing programming envilonment more easily than a distributed

memory multicomputer can provide a shared memory programming environ-

ment. Distributed memory multicomputers ar-e simpler to build, and allow

mole processors for a given cost. tr'Iany parallel CAD algorithms use a dis-

trib¡ted melrlory noclel that encourages localized cornputations, with a small
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amount of interprocess communication, implying the use of a distributed

memory ma,chine. Some applications, horvever, such as simulated annealing

and circuit simulation, favour large shared data structures that 'would be

hard to store on one serveï processor. For these applications, a distlibuted

memory machine should support a shared memoly prograûlming paradigm

that allows the manipulation of large distributed data structures. A pÌogram-

ming environment, supporting both shared memory and distributed memory

programming techniques, rvill enhance the portability of parallel algorithms.

Providing a standar-d user interface will also allow designers to use different

machines rvithout being awaÌe of the underlying hardware structure.

Tasks such a,s logic simulation, rvhich use a significant amount of interplo-

cess communication, are highly dependent on the speed of the interprocessor

communications. This implies that a distributed memory machine should use

an efficient hardrçare supported communications structure. The use of a fast

communications structure also allows the programmer to ignore the intercon-

nection topology. greatly simplifying the programming task, and improving

portability.

Many integrated circuit design teams have access to a distributed computing

environment consisting of multiple 'rvorkstations connected via a local area

network such as Ethernet. These lvorkstations could be part of the com-

munications netrvork of a À,IINID machine to make efficient use of existing

facilities, and take advantage of mature user interfaces. Design tasks requir-

ing interactive input, such as schematic entry, still suit the capabilities of a

uniprocessor u-orkst ation.
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Chapter 4

Computer architecture for

VI,SI CAD

4.L Introduction

This section rvill describe aspects of a computer system proposecl for the

computer-aided design of large integrated circuits. The system architec-

ture consists of a comrnunications netrvork interconnecting high performance

computer nodes and workstations to form an N{IMD parallel computer. Fig-

ure 4.1 illustrates this architecture.

The high performance computing nodes rvill cooperate in parallel to speecl

up man): of the compute intensir-e design tasks such as placement, routing,

design rule checking, test generation. and simulation. Each node will have

its own nemory, and can opelate as an independent computer. The nodes

u-ill have binary compatibility: the same machine code will run on each of

the nodes. although some of the nodes may run at diffelent clock speeds.

Softrvare support lvill allow prograrìrners to use both shared memory and

message passing plogramming techniques.
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Computer nodes

Workstations

Figure 4.1: System Architecture

I ntercon nection Network
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Special purpose accelerators, such as ava,ilable for logic simulation, could

connect into the netrvork if higlì ploduction volumes lead to low plices-

The rvorkstations rvill pror-ide the support for the user interactive stages of

design such as schematic entry. Initiall¡- these u'orkstations will be standard

uniprocessor workstations. allos'ing an organization to take advantage of an

existing base of rvorkstations. As multipr-ocessing becomes mot'e cost effec-

tive rvith high production r-olumes, these u'orkstations rvill contain multiple

processo¡s. This rvill increase the demand for eflÊcient palallel algorithms for

the interactive stages of design to take advantage of the available computing

resources.

Designers can have exclusive access to a, u'orkstation u-hile sharing the pool

of high performance computing nodes. Although nan]' design tasks cannot

cost effectively use moÌe than 20 processors, gleater- numbers of processors

can support multiple design tasks simr-rltaneously.

The follorving sections lvill discuss the s¡'stem architecture in more detail:

o rvorkstations,

o computer node architectule,

o interconnection netil-ork.

o secondary storage,

o operating system,

o and parallel ptogramming facilities-
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4.2 'Workstations

The workstations rvill support the rvide range of existing design tools that use

a graphical interface to improve the productivity of designers. Designels rvill

use the wotkstations to enter cilcuit design details using such abstractions as

block diagrams and logic gates. The rvorkstations u'iìl provide visualization

facilities for the display of diagnostic and simulation data generated by the

pool of processols, and for the display of the design at diffelent levels of

the representation hierarchy. Color graphics are necessary for distinguishing

features of the design.

Workstations that meet the user intelactive needs of most designers are al-

ready available as high ploduction volume items. The cost effectiveness of

these machines has allorved designers to use them as single user machines-

Exclusive use of a workstation allows a desiqner to get a fast response to

commands, hence impr-oving the productivit¡-of the designer.

Several researchers have examined the effect of the response time to com-

mands on the pr-oductivity of a user. Thadhani collected results that show

that as the system response time for user interactive tasks declea,ses below

l second, the productivity begins to rise sharply [Thadhani. 19S1]. A user's

productivity with a 0.3 second response time rvas about double that with

a 3 second response time. Further work at IBI{ [Brad1., 19E6][Hennessy &

Patterson. 1990, pp. 509-510] has shos'n that an expert user can improve

productir.ity by a factor of 8 at 0.3 seconds response time, compared to the

productivity at 1.5 seconds response time. A novice user can equal the plo-

ductivity of an expelt when the novice has access to a rvorkstation u-ith faster

response time. Blacly has developed a model that attempts to explain the

effect of response time on a user's behaviour'[Brady, 19S6]. Blady also notes

that as the lesponse time decreases, the efficiency at s'hich a user can entel

a comma,ncl becomes mole impor-tant.
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As the cost of workstation hardrvare has dininished, the time a designer

spends on a design becomes more dominant in the over-all cost of the design.

Thus the improvement in productivity avaiìable with a fast response time

justifies the exclusive use of a rvorkstation by a designer' even though the

workstation may lie idle while a designer thinks about the next step in the

design process.

The rvor.kstations rvill also provide the facilities necessary to develop software

to run on the pool of processors. Computer-aided design techniques, such as

automatic synthesis, which have greatly improled the productivity of circuit

design, are now improving the productivity of softrvare development [Murphy

& voelcker, 1990]. These computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE)

tools also make use of a graphical interface to help a softrvare developer

manage the complexity of softrtare.

Architectural advances in microprocessors and their low cost (relative to

multiple chip central processing units used in super-minicomputers) has led

to research into the use of tightly coupled shared memory multiprocessing

to improve the performance of rvorkstations fThacker et al., 1988; Hill et

al., 1986]. These multiprocessor s.orkstations consist of multiple processors

accessing shared memory via a shared bus. The processors each have a cache

to minimize the traffic across the bus. The niachines use cache coherency

techniques to ensure that all processors have a consistent view of memory

[Stenström, 1990].

The Leopard workstation, implemented at Adelaide University, is an exam-

ple of such a multiprocessor workstation [Ashenden et al., 1987]. Figure 4'2

illustrates the alchitecture of the Leopard rvorkstation. Up to four General

Data Processors do general computation tasks. The operating system can

allocate a task to any of these processors, and the operating system kernel

is distributed across the processors [Vaughan et al., 1988]. The plocessols
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consist of National Semiconductor NS32532 microprocessors with 512 l(bytes

of cache memory, and 4 Mbytes of local memory for local operating system

code and data. The processors access 16 Mbytes of shared memory ovel a

bus designed to the IEEE Futurebus standard. They use caches to reduce

bus traffic,,with bus snooping hardware to maintain coherency [Ashenden &

Marlin, 1988]. The Special Data Processors can be additional special pur-

pose processors for accelerating a particular task, such as image processing

or logic simulation. The Device Processors are processors for handling par-

ticular external devices such as disk drives, network interfaces, and graphics

terminals. The Device controlleÌs are non-intelligent device interfaces con-

trolled by tasks running on the General Data Processors.

Multiprocessor rvorkstations are becoming commercially available (such as

the SPARC1 compatible workstations from Solbourne Computer, Longmont,

Colorado). N,Iost of the softl'aÌe on these machines does not take advantage

of the multiple processors to reduce the running time of a single application.

The multiple processors mostly provide a faster response time for a group of

independent applications running at once. As higher numbers of these work-

stations reach the marketplace, there will be incentive for software developers

to begin producing software that uses parallel processing techniques to re-

duce the running time of single applications. This will also provide incentive

for developing computer'-aided software engineering techniques to ease the

task of writing parallel softrvare.

The UNIXTM operating system is becoming the dominant operating system

for workstations used for computer aided design. There have been recent

moves to try t,o standardize the operating system [Murphy & Voelcker, 1990].

At the same time there has been much emphasis on providing a standard

graphical user interface to prevent users having to learn a new interface for

lSPARC is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
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each new software application [Harrison et al., 1990].

As multiplocessor workstations come onto the marketplace, efforts are also

underway to provide an efficient multiprocessor version of the UNIXtt oper-

ating system. Early attempts at this have simpl¡' run the operating system

kernel on óne processor, which becomes a bottleneck lthen the other pro-

cessors need to make frequent calls to operating system functions. More

recently the operating system kernel is distributed among the processor"s

[Cajani, 1987; Russell & Waterman, 1987].

Thus rvorkstations suitable for supporting the user interactive stages of inte-

grated circuit design will need to support industry standard operating sys-

tems and graphical user interfaces [Harrison et al., 1990]. This allows de-

signers to take aclvantage of the large base of softrvare developed to run on

such workstations. The performance of these workstations must be suf,Êcient

to allow designers to receive responses to their commands before they can

become distracted from their design task. To make the graphical interface

productive, the workstations must be able to update the graphics display

almost instantaneously in response to simple graphical interface commands

(such as moving windows). Otherrvise the time in rvaiting for rvindolv up-

dates will become a distraction to the designer. and remove many of the

advantages of a graphical interface.

As the costs of multiprocessor workstations decrease, and the software tech-

nology for making use of multiple processors improves, multiprocessor rvork-

stations will become the workstations of choice.
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4.3 Cornputer Node Architecture

As discussed in Chapte¡ 3. most current parallel algorithms for the design of

integrated circuits have only achieved srnall scale speedups over uniprocessor

algorithms, generally less than a factor of 20. Thus the system will perform

most efficiently u-ith low numbers of high performance processing nodes,

rather than with hundreds of simple proce-.sing nodes. It is economical to

spend more on the performance of these nodes, because designers in a design

team share the high performance nods.

The requirements of the computing nodes suitable for CAD of integrated

circuits are:

o VLSI microprocessor technologl'-

o high speed floating point support,

o memory management to provide virtual addless spaces,

o and large amounts of local memory

The follorving subsections rvill discuss these requirements in more detail.

4.3.L VLSI Microprocessor Technology

To remain cost effectir.e the nodes shou.ld take advantage of the developments

in VLSI microprocessor design, rather than use expensive VHSIC technol-

ogy (see Section 3.3.1). These developments have allowed microprocessor

manufacturers to incorporate many o{ the tìrnctions and techniques used in

mainframes and supercomputers onto a single chip at much lower cost.

Typical functions found on a single chip micloprocessor include data and

instruction caches. and nemory managenent. Recent RISC based micro-
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processors have included multiple pipelined functional units, and can issue

mnltiple operations per cycle (see Sections 3.2.2.2 and 3.2.2.3) [Jouppi et

al., 1989]. These microprocessors make use of instruction level parallelism,

independently of the programmer, with the aid of compilers. The¡- achieve

high perfoçmance on plogram code that is amenable to vector processing

techniques for little extra cost, while still providing good performance for'

scalar code.

The Intel i860 microprocessor is a recent example of these microprocessors

[Kohn & llargulis, 1989; Piepho & Wu, 1989; Margulis, 1990]. Figure 4.3

shows the layout of the 1,000,000 transistor. 10mm x 15mm chip. It has

a RISC based integer core, a 3-stage pipelined floating point multiplier, a

3-stage pipelined floating point adder, an instruction cache, a data cache, a

memory nanagement unit that supports paged virtual memoly, and a 64-bit

external data bus. Using the 64-bit wide instruction cache it can execute

one 32-bit integer instruction and one 32-bit floating point instruction per

clock cycle. The floating point adder and multiplier can operate in parallel"

A compiler can make use of the pipelining to get results from floating point

adds and multiplies at the rate of one per clock cycle once the pipeline is full.

The 64-bit wide external data bus can read in a 64-bit rvord everr/ two clock

cycles.

The performance of the i860 integer unit is about 30 ù'IIPS lvhen running

with a clock rate of 40 I\IHz (where one MIP is equivalent to the performance

of a VAX 111780, actual numbels will vary depending on the code being run).

The performance of the i860 on floating point code is highly dependent on

the quality of the compiler. Margulis claims performance above 10 \IFLOPS

for the LINPACI{ benchmalk [Margulis, 19S9]. \À¡ith a non-vectorizing c

compiler the performance may be half that. To get the best performance' a

library of hancl optimizecl routines may be necessa,r\- to expìoit the internal

parallelism of the microprocessor.
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Thus recent microprocessors, running at highel clock speeds, run integer code

about 8 times faster than the Motorola 68020 microplocessors operating at

16.6MHz on the HPC (see section 2.2.5.I). Floating point performance has

increased by about 30 to 60 times that achievable with the 68881 coprocessor

used rvith tlre 68020 microprocessor. Most of this performance improvement

is a result of integrating the floating point unit onto the micloprocessor.

The most important parameter in choosing a microprocessor fol the high

performance nodes is the performance on scalar code. Florvever, the potential

for higher performance on vectorizable code is advantageous for applications

such as direct method circuit simulation if the additional cost is minimal.

4.3.2 Floating Point Support

High speed floating point support is necessary for accurate circuit simula-

tion. Previously high performance microcomputers used separate chips for

this, but increasing levels of integration have made it possible to incorporate

this on the micropÌocessor chip. Incorporating the floating point hardrvare

on chip allows for larger bandwidth data paths betrveen cache memoly and

floating point registers. Multiported register sets allow the integer processing

unit to update the contents of some floating point registers, while floating

point operations are taking place.

4.3.3 Virtual Memory Management

Memory management facilities allolv programs to use large virtual address

spaces rvithout knotvledge of their physical location in memory. An operat-

ing system can then decide where to load them in memory and can relocate

them as necessary. Memory management hardware can save on the overhead

of translating from virtual to physical addresses by using a cache of lecently
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used mappings, called a translation lookaside buffer (TLB) [Denning, 1970].

This ha¡chvare is now commonlv arzilable rvithin a microprocessot. Provid-

ing these facilities on a high perfonma,nce node gives the opelating s)'stem

flexibilirf in managing the physical memory available, and allows for the use

of a disk to, pror-icle demand paged virtual memory.

Milenkoric pror-ides a good or-erview of virtual memory management tech-

niques, and reviervs several recent eramples of commercial memory manage-

ment hardrvare f\Iilenkovic, 19901.

4.3.4 Local Memory

Each processing node should have a large amount of local memory to sup-

port larqe ploglams, and allou large data structures. This means that high

densitl' dynamic RAl\f is necessarr-. Although recent microprocessors have

internal caches to prevent external menory accesses becoming a bottleneck,

another level of caching between the microprocessor and the dynamic RAX'I

can be beneficial. Dynamic RA\I chips (such a,s those supporting page mode

and staric column accesses) can achieve band'q'idths matching recent micro-

processor bus bandwidths for multipìe accesses to single rows in their memorl'

arrays. Dynamic RA\,ls still suffer higher latency to access the first bit com-

pared to a static RAII. High speed static RA\'I can act as a zero latenc,v

cache for the nricroprocessor to minimize the effects of the dynamic RAI\'I

latencie.

The goal is to plovide as much local memory as possible given area and cost

constraints [Kung, 1986]. Keeping locaì memory on the same board as the

microprocessor al-oids the overheads of accessing memory over a bus. Com-

mercialì1- available single board computer modules (double-eurocard size),

such as available for \-VIEbus. t1¡picalll' have 'l N'Ibytes of on-board local

memor\- using 1 \,Ibit DRA\4s. l]Íbit DRAMs offer the potential fol up to
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16 Mb,vtes of on-boa¡d local memory. Larger board sizes used rvith standards

such as IEEE Futurebus can support additional memory.

The steacl,v- impror-ernent in storage densities (DRAM density has quadrupled

about e\¡er\' 3 ¡-ears- and magnetic disk density has doubled about evety 2

years) shor*s that additional address bits will be necessary on the next gen-

eration of lricroprocessors to allorv the possibility of address spaces above

4 Gigabytes. Hennessy and Patterson leport that the average memory Ie-

quired by a program has increased by a factor of 1.5 to 2 per year [Hennessy

& Patterson, 19110. pp. 1€;-17]-

4.4 Interconnection Network

This section will start b¡'discussing a nets'ork design for heterogeneous mul-

ticomputers called Nectar. The Nectar design goals closely match the design

requirements of the netrrork required to interconnect the computing nodes

in Figure 4.1. In addition. the Nectar design has addressed the main sources

of inefficiency that cause long message latencies.

This section then goes on to discuss the trend in network topology back to

networks rvith higher diameter, and dimensions that suit physical construc-

tion in 2 or 3 dimensions. Next, it discusses an emerging interconnection

standarcl called the Scalable Coherent Interconnect (SCI), for connecting

processors in a large high performance multiplocessor system. It will also

introduce two nore emerging standards for interconnecting compute-,-s: the

HSC standard and the FDDI standard. Finally it will discuss the require-

ments of the interconnection netrvork for interconnecting the workstations

and computing nodes; the discussion takes into account the recent advances

discussed in the preceding sections.

This section consists of the follorving subsections:
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o Nectar,

o Net,rvork topology,

o Scalable Coherent Interconnect (SCI),

o High,Speed Channel (HSC) standard,

o Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) standard,

o and Interconnection network requirements

4.4.I Nectar

Arnould eú ¿/. discussed the design of a netu'ork for heterogeneous multl-

computers called Nectar [Arnould et al., 1989]. The three major goals for

their interconnect network rvere

o to support heterogeneity,

o to provide scalability,

o and to provide lol' latencl', high bandwidth communication.

Different pa,rts of an application ma1- have diffelent computing requirements,

therefore a netrvork should support different types of nodes, hence making

it heterogeneous. For example. in computer aided design the computing

requirements of design specification are different from those of design simu-

lation. A conventional rvorkstation can suppolt the entry of design details,

and a high performance computing node can support simulation.

A scalable netu'ork allorvs the adclition of nodes rvithout major alterations

to the computing system. The addition should not affect the communication

latency and bandwidth of existing nodes, and should not requit'e major al-

terations to the system softrvare. \Iost netrvorks are only scalable rvithin a
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limited r¿.nge. For exa,mple a network clesigned to handle about 100 nodes

may not scale to 100,000 nodes, because of the effects of the extra distances

signals must travel.

The latency to set up the communication path and handle the communication

protocols u3ualll'donrinates the time to send a short message betrveen nodes.

The bandrvidth of the communicatìon link dominates the time to send a long

message. Both low latency and high bandwidth are necessan' to support

communications for a variety of applications.

-\nnaraton e et al. have simulated the effect of different communication speeds

on the performance of a variety of applications [Annaratone et al., 1989].

Thel' defined a communication ratio q as the ratio of the time to send or

receive a double precision floating point number over the time to do a double-

precision multiply-add operation. They examined the effect of varying this

ratio for corìlnon applications using 64 processors connected together in a

torus arrangement. They concluded that a q < 8 ìMas necessary for high

performance. The performance degrades quickly for ratios above 8, whereas

ratios beÌorv 8 only achieve malginally imploved performance.

On the HPC architecture discussed in Section 2.2.5.1', q is about 60 using

the abole definition. The latency to set up the message dominates this

ratio, ralhel than the network transmission time. If a processor node can

do several floating point operations and send the results as a single message,

g can drop to about 1.3. Thus an application should try to send data in a

felv large messages, rather than many small messages, to make use of the

communìcation bandrvidth available.

-\ comrnunications system can increase its bandrvidth more easily than it

can reduce its latency. A system can increase the width of its data path,

or use hìgh banchvidth media like fibre optics, to increase the bandwidth.

Communication softrvare tends to dominate the latency. and this is hard to
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speed up

For example, the transfer rate between trvo processes running on separate

processors (25MHz 68020) of the HPC, using the VORX communication

primitives, is about 1 Mbytes/sec over a communication link capable of

12.5 Mbytés/sec [Gaglianello et al., 1989]. The time to transfer 4 bytes

is about 300 microseconds; most of this time is for the software overheads.

Arnould el ¿/. state the three main sources of netrvork inefficiency as

o context srvitching and data copying,

¡ ovelhead of high level protocols,

o and interrupt handling and header processing for each packet

Context srvitching overhead occurs when a user process invokes an operating

system function to do a netrvork transfer. Often the operating system func-

tion copies data from user space to the kernel space before doing a transfer.

A communications function uses high level protocols to ensure reliable com-

munications; these add to latency. Normally the node processor exeeütes

the high level protocol softrvare. The reliable transmissìon of a message may

require handling several control packets, resulting in interrupting the node

processor to do the necessary processing.

Nectar provides a communications accelerator board (CAB) to handle the

network tasks for each netrvork node. User processes have direct access to

a high-level network interface mapped into their address spaces, lemoving

the need for system calls. The CAB handles the communication protocols,

and informs the node processor when a complete transaction is successful.

The disadvantage is the added cost of t.he CAB to each processing node, as

the CAB contains a SPARCTNT ptocessor along rvith memory and a DMA

controller.
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-\ recenr paper by Ramachandran ¿f ¿/. also suggests using hardrvar-e accel-

eration tor the communications iRamachandran et al., 1990]. They sr,rggest

that hardware should accelerate local communications as rvell as netwolk

communications. This is because recent message-based operating s1'stems

benefit frorp faster local communications betrveen client processes and server

processes.

The Nectar netrvork consists of HIJB crossbar netrvorks rvith fibre optic lines

i.rvith 100 Mbits/sec peak band-*'idth) to the C.\B boards. Figure 4.-1 illus-

rrates a single HUB cluster. Initially each HUB consisted of an S-bit rvide

16 x 16 crossbar srvitch. Arnould et al. report that S-bit wide 32 x 32 cross-

bars are practical using off-the-shelf components, and 128 x 128 crossbars

are possible using custom VLSI. The HUB clusters can interconnect in any

topologi- to suit the application. Communication between nodes on separate

HUBs can use either circuit or packet sn'itching (see Section 3.3.6) to route

data th¡ough the HUBs.

The HPC netrçork (see Section 2.2.5.i) uses similar ideas rvith clusters of

12 x 12 crossbar connected nodes interconnected in a hypercube topology

fGaglianello et al., 19S-'f]. The netrçork uses hardrvare routing using virtual

cut-through (Section 3.3.6), bu¡ relies on the node processor for processing

the conrmunication protocols.

As the processing speed of microprocessors has increased (see Section 4.3.1),

the speed of communications must also increase to prevent communications

becoming the bottleneck. For erample, processing speeds for integer code

have in-rproved by about a factor of S over the processors used in the HPC. As

the microprocessor on an HPC node handles the communications protocols'

the softrvare ìatencies ¡vill also scale with advances in processing speed (if

memor\- speed has also increased). The bands'idth of the communications

links y'ill need to increase to match increases in processing speed, or it u'ill
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become the bottleneck instead of the comrnunications softrvare.

The follorving subsection discusses t,rends in the network topologies used to

build multiple processor machines.

4.4.2 Network Topology

Most commercial multicomputers such as the Intel iPSC and the NCUBE

have used a hypercube interconnection topology. The topology' has the ad-

vantage of reducing the number of intermediate nodes that a message must

traverse in the rvorst case, compared to networks such as meshes and trees.

Programs written for these ma,chines must often take into account the net-

work topology to maximize the performance.

Many real world problems, including static analysis problems (see Section3.4.2),

suit a grid like mapping onto a parallel machine. Annaratone et al. pointed

out that this mapping onto a hardrvare hypercube topology is only efficient

if the communication time is lorv relative to the calculation time (i.e. ratio

of communication time to calculation time less than 8) fAnnaratone et al.,

1e8el.

Ideally parallel programs should run on any MIMD machine, irrespective

of the underlying netu'ork topologl'. Athas and Seitz pointed out that ad-

vances in netwot'k design, such as the use of wormhole routing techniques, are

making networks fast enough fol the programmer to ignore the underlying

architecture fAthas & Seitz, 19SS]. Efficient routing techniques have removed

some of the problems of travelsing many intermediate nodes. Recently re-

searchers have favoured net'ivork topologies such as rings and toruses, lvhich

have higher diameter, and dimensions that suit physical construction in trvo

or three dimensions (higher radix versions of k-ary n-cubes) [Annaratone et

al., 1989: Vitányi, 198S1. Athas alrcl Seitz reported a result derived by Dally
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[Dally, 19E7] stating that a tno dimensional netrvork minimizes netrvork la-

tency for 256 processors.

Trvo dimensional networks such as meshes are easier to rvire together, because

individual rvires are short and do not need to pass around or over othel

processors.' This allou's mole parallel rvires for the same path, providing

higher bandwidth, in contrast to hypercube topologies that need longer wires.

Breaking toruses into 2-D meshes makes it easier to route messages and

partition the netrvork into equivalent subnetworks for multiple users. Athas

and Seitz predict that 2-D networks rvill be standard for the next generation

of multicomputers [Athas & Seitz, 1988].

The follorving subsection discusses an emerging interconnection standard,

which provides for high bandrridth point to point links to allorv systems to

use simple topologies such as rings.

4.4.3 Scalable Coherent Interconnect (SCI)

Trvo standards are en'rerging tor high perforrlance multiprocessor systems

rvith shaled memory:

o Futurebus,

o and Scalable Coherent Interface.

Futurebus* is a high perfolmance bus, n'hich supports cache coherence, for

small scale multiprocessol systems [IEEE P896.1, 1990]. Using asynchronous

handshaking, Futurebus* is expected to support burst transfers of between

20 and 25 million transfers/sec. In source-svnchronous mode, Futurebus*

shoulcl support greater than 50 million transfers/sec, rvhere the standard

supports bus widths of 32,64. 128, and 2ö6 bits [Has-ley, 19E9].
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The SCI (Scalable Coherent Interface) sta,ndard defines a transaction set and

protocols that support a variety of communication technologies [IEEE P1596,

1990; Warren, 1990]. The aim of SCI is to provide a coherent shared memory

model scalable to 64,000 nodes.

The SCI uðes unidirectional, point-to-point links instead of a backplane bus

such as Futurebus. Modules connecting to a shared bus disturb the electrical

transmission characteristics of the bus. limiting the bandwidth of the bus.

Also a bus only supports one transaction at a time, which can cause a bot-

tleneck as the number of processors increases. Point-to-point links allow a

higher clock rate, hence saving on the number of signals in the link for the

same effective bandwidth. Reducing the number of signals in a link, reduces

the pin count for bus interface logic. This allows the integration of the entire

bus interface on one chip, effectively improving the matching between signal

lines, thus reducing the skew and allorving higher clock rates' An experi-

mental implementation of the SCI standard uses 16-bit wide point-to-point

links on an ECl/copper-backplane to achieve a link speed of 1 Gigabyte/sec,

using both edges of a 250 NIHz clock.

A low cost SCI system would use a passive backplane with the plocessors

connected in a ring topology using unidirectional links. A large scale, high

performance system would use an actir-e, multistage switching netrvork with

SCI interfaces at the node and at the node's port into the switching network.

Each interface includes a response and a, request buffer. Figure 4.5 illustrates

these two possible applications of the SCI standard.

The SCI protocols are packet based and support shared memory transac-

tions. The protocol uses 64-bit wide addresses, with 16 bits used as node

identifiers and the remaining 48 bits available for addressing within a node.

Transactions include reads and writes . A reque.súer begins a transaction and

a responrlercompletes it. A read tlansaction begins rvith the requester send-
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Figure 4.6: SCI Transaction phases IIEEE P1596, 1990]

ing a request packet into the netrvork. lntermediate nodes or switches route

the packet by examining the destination address. If the destination node has

space for the packet, it will send a done-echo packet: otheru'ise it will send a

retry-echo packet to the requester, informing the rec¡uester that the request

packet must be resent. When the destination is ready, it will send a response

packet containing the requested data. The requester can either confirm re-

ceipt of the data, or request that the responder resend the data packet. Thus

the protocol uses a minimum of four packets for a read transaction. Write

transactions occur in a similal manner. Figure 4.6 illustrates this protocol.

The SCI maintains cache coherence in a shared memory environment by using

a directory-based cache coherence protocol [Agarwal et al., 1988; Chaiken et

al., 1990; James et al., 1990]. Every memory block (usually the size of a cache

line) has a directory, with a pointer to a linked list of processors sharing it.

When a pÌocessor wants to modify a cached block, it inserts itself at the hea.d

of the list and purges the remaining ìist entries. Thus only one processor can

have write access at a time.
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Protocols proposed for SCI allow for addlessing processing nodes and their

memorv. A messa,ge passing environment is simple to implement rvith these

protocols. There is the possibility of partitioning the memory space on each

node as local and shared memory. The cache coherency protocols will allow

for sharing,of the distributed memory.

In a recent article, Chlamtac and Franta review recent work in high speed

net'rvorks [Chlamtac & Franta, 1990]. They discuss two emerging standards

for high speed networks: HSC (High Speed Channel) and FDDI (Fiber Dis-

tributed Data Interface). The next two subsections will overview these stan-

dards.

4.4.4 High Speed Channel (HSC) standard

The HSC channel standard derives from the pr-oprietary HSX channel used in

Cray computers. It uses twisted pair cable to transmit data at 800 Mbits/sec

in a single direction over distances up to 25 metres. The use of fibre optics

could improve on this distance. It is suitable for a circuit switching envi-

ronment with networks made up of crossbar switches, and transmits data in

bursts of 256 x 32-bit words followed by an error check, once it establishes a

connection. Figure 4.7 shows the signals used in an 800 Mbit/sec interface.

Chlamtac and Franta report that HSC interfaces are beginning to appear on

supercomputers and superminis [Chlamtac & Franta, 1990].

The next subsection will discuss a Ìower performance standard that allows

connection over much longer distances'
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4.4.5 Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI)

Currentll-the 10 \4bits/sec Bthernet is the most common local area network

for interconnecting workstations and their file servers fMetcalfe & Boggs.

1976]. As the performance of workst,ations improve, this network is becom-

ing a bottleneck. The 100 Mbits/sec FDDI network standard [Ross, 1986]

may replace Ethernet in the workstation environment. It uses token ring

techniques ivith a fibre optic medium, and can operate over distances up to

2 km. Chlamtac and Franta repor-t on the use of two counter-rotating token

rings to provide fault tolerance [Chlamtac & Franta, 1990]. They also point

out that. at present, FDDI interfaces for lvorkstations a e expensive, but

should come down as their use becomes more widespread.
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4.4.6 Interconnection Network Requirements

The goals for tlie interconnection netu'ork suitable for CAD of circuits are

similar to the design goals of the Nectar netrvork. They are as follows:

¡ allorv heterogeneit¡'.

o provide scalabilit5,.

o adhere to applicable standards - e.g SCI, HSC, FDDI,

. use a crossbar slvitch,

o and allow long distance links

Although it is possible to build netrvorks using ECL technology, rvhich op-

erate rvith very high clock frequencies, the cost is prohibitive. Systems rvith

r-ery high communication rates can use simple connection networks such as

the ring rvithout concern for the number of intermediate nodes a message

must pa.ss through. Using more compler interconnections, networks such as

in the Nectar and the HPC netrçorks (see Section 2.2.51) can achieve high

throughput using slower communication link lates. Por example a system

rvith several hunclred nodes ma,\'tlse a mesh connection network.

The design decision to use low numbers of high performance nodes allows the

use of a crossbar interconnect for connecting the nodes. Larger scale systems

can consist of a netlvork of clusters- where each cluster consists of clossbar

connected nodes. For lorv numbers of these clusters, a completély connected

topology could also be cost effectir-e. This will allow the network to scale

1p to about 100 nodes. A crossbar connected system reduces the chances

of netrvork contention for a hear-il1'- loaded system. The ability to multicast

messages rvould also be useful. Figure 4.E illustrates this ar-chitecture.
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A system that uses connection standa,rds ensttÌes compatibility rvith high

volume production components such as interfaces for workstations. Many

of the features of the proposed SCI standard are compatible with the goals

above. The network can use point to point links, compatible with the SCI

standard, between the crossbar interconnect and the nodes. This requires

a SCI interface at both ends of the link, with trvo unidirectional links to

make up a bidirectionaì communication link. The computing nodes may

connect o\-er a backplane to the crossbar interconnect to achieve high speed

communication, although this makes packaging the system more difficult.

Alternatir-ely if HSC interfaces become widely available, the network could

use HSC links operating at up to 800 Mbits/sec. Twisted pair cable would

be aclequate as the computing nodes will not need to be apart by more than

25 metres. For connecting distributed workstations, the links may be serial

fibre optic links, as used in the Nectar netu'ork. These links may make

use of standard 100 Mbits/sec FDDI interfaces if they become common on

u,orkstations. The system can use special purpose accelerators connected

into the network with the short high speed links.

The netri-ork shoúld pror-icle distributed hardrvare routing. Programmabie

louting tables to route packets through the network, such as used in the

HPC multicomputer, allorv flexibility in adding or removing nodes from the

network.

As levels of integration get higher it will become more cost effective to pro-

vide a programmable communications chip for handling the protocols. At

present a high performance processing node with efÊcient interrupt handling

can provide processing of the communication protocols. The system should

give user pÌograms access to the netrvork interface to allolv programmers to

clevelop communications primitives specific to an application if required.
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With an 800 Mbits/sec communication link, the communications softrvale

will still dominate the transfel time across the nets'ork for small transfers.

The system rvill only achieve the communication to computation ratios re-

quired for logic simulation (see section 3.4.3.3) and many other applications

[Annaratone et al., 1989] when sending data u'ith large transfers (i'e above

1 kilobyte). Large transfers take advantage of the available bandwìdth'

4.5 Secondary Storage

A parallel application needs to receive data and instructions from secondary

storage, and then return the results to secondarl' storage. For C-\D of circuits

with over 100,000 transistors, this data is large, and the time to transfer'

this data can form a significant proportion of the total computing time'

When the size of the problem is too large for all its data to remain in the

primary memory of the machine during processing, secondary storage must

hold intermediate results as the calculation progresses (see Section 2.2 on

parallel Goalie). If the I/O system perfolmance remains constant as the

processing speed of the system increases, the I/O system rvill limit the net

performance improvement.

For a distributed workstation environment. the trend has been torvards using

a high performance centralized file server for a netrvork of diskless u'orksta-

tions. Smith and Maguire have presented results showing that accessing files

on a high performance file seÌver over a local area netrvork is faster than

accessing files on a standard local disk [Smith .k lvlaguire, 19S9].

There are several techniques, such as the use of disk caches and d¡'namic

schecluling of accesses, available to increase the performance of a file server

lsmith, 1981; Kim, 1986; Kim, 1985; I(atz et al., 19S9a]. The mechanical

characteristics of a clisk, such as the seek time, rotational latenc¡-' and transfer
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late, provide an upper limit to the performance of a single disk. Optical disks

*'ith larger capacity than magnetic disks may offer high transfer rates in the

future, but their access and write times may be slow [Belra et al., 1989].

The t¡aditional approach to improving the performance of a file system is to

use severaì'disks, with each file residing on only one disk, to provide a uniform

spread of file access requests. This system is suitable for applications making

many requests to different files, such as in a transaction processing system,

as it reduces the average time that a request waits in a device queue. The

method has pool performance if the I/O requests are nonuniform across the

disks. It does not help an application that makes infrequent accesses to a

single large file, such as in many scientific applications.

The follos-ing subsection will describe techniques to improve the raw I/O

bandrvidth of secondary storage with disk arrays. The next subsection will

discuss the techniques used in the Bridge file system for managing clata in-

terleaved across disks attached to separate processors. Finally there will be a

discussion of the secondary storage requirements derived from the recent re-

search in secondary storage systems mentioned in the preceding subsections.

The organization of the following subsections is as follo'n's

o Disk arrays,

o Bridge file system,

o and Secondary storage requirements.

4.5.L Disk Arrays

The large scale production of disks for the personal computer and worksta-

tion market has led to the availability of high-density hard disk assemblies

at very lorv cost fI{atz et al., 1989b; I{atz et al., 1989a]. This has led to
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research in using arrays of di=ks in parallel to achieve high performance. The

basic concept involves interlear-ing data across the disks (called disk striping),

and accessing this data in parallel to provide an incleased I/O bandwidth

fSalem & Garcia-Nlolina, 19S6]. Figure 4.9 illustrates this concept shorving

the bandwidth of n disks combined together'

I(im describes the use of a s¡-nchronized array of disks with b¡-te interleaving

[Kim, 1986; I(im, 1985]. A s1'nchronous motor controls each disk. A cen-

tral clock, along rvith a feedback control loop. synchronizes the disks. The

technique ofers substantiaì improvenents in I/O bandrvidth, which suits

scientific applications that read large sections of a single file infrequently'

It does not provide improvements in rhe initial seek and rotational latency

overheads, hence it rvill not help applications rvith many small requests to
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different files, rvhere the tlansfer times a,re small. Fault tolerance is easy to

provìcle b1' adding extra disks to allorv error correction and continued opera-

tion if a disk fails. The disadvantage is the difÊculty, and hence expense, of

building large synchronous arrays'

Iiatz et a/.' have looked at using asynchronous arrays of disks, which allow

cheap off-the-shelf drives to operate as an array s'ith a single controller lKatz

et al., 19E9b; I(atz et al., 1989a; Pattelson et al., 1988]. The drives inde-

penclentlS' return interleaved data into a shared buffer. The disadvantage of

this scheme is that each tlansfer incurs the worst case seek and rotational

latencies for each access across the group. For large transfers the additional

disk latencies will have less effect. The advantage is the saving in cost over

a synchronized alray.

One clisadvantage of spreading each data transfer across several disks is that

it cloes not give any advantage for large numbers of independent small trans-

fers. Pattelson et al. suggested intelleaving data on a disk sector basis

(rather than byte), allorving several independent small transfers to occur in

parallel fPatterson et al., 1988]. For- fault tolerance, they rely on the disk

controller to identify which disk has an error, and use an extra disk to allow

the recording of parities for correcting the error [Gibson et al., 1989]. Dis-

triblting the parity sectors across the disks, prevents one disk becoming a

bottleneck in write operations. A single sector read operation only involves

one clisk. Figure 4.10 illustrates the arrangement of parity blocks among the

disks. Note that a write to block 0 of disk 2 can occur in parallel with a

n-rite to block 1 of disk 1. A lead fr-om block 0 of disks 1 and 2 can occur in

parallel.

Reddy ancl Banerjee have simulated the perforn-rance of various combinations

of traditional multiple disk systems, b)'te interleaved synchronized arrays'

and block interleaved asynchronous alrays (which they call declustered ar-
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rays) [Reddy & Banerjee, 1989]. They predict that disk synchronization is

impracticable beyond 8 or 16 disks, hos'ever the individual disks in a tra-

ditional or declustered system could consist of synchronous arrays. They

obtained results for both a typical UNIX"' file system rvorkload, and a sci-

entific workload consisting of matrix arithmetic algorithms.

For the UNIXTM file system workload, synchronized arrays gave better results

at low request rates, and conversely, declusteled systems gave better results

at high request rates. Combinations of declustered and synchronous systems

worked best with large block sizes.

For the scientific workload, the best performance occurred rvhen all available

disks participated in large transfers by having each file spread across all the

disks, maximizing the available palallelism. There was little performance dif-

ference betlveen the various combinations of synchronized and asynchronous

W
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systems for a scientific workload-

Recent work by Reddy and Banerjee extended the above rvork to simulate

using multiple dìsks distributed among the nodes in a hypercube multicom-

puter (with the communication characteristics of a Intel IPSCl2 hypercube)

fReddy & Banerjee, 1990]. They found that rvhen separate plocessols ac-

cessed blocks in a file in random order rvith the file system workload, the

cleclustered system gave better results er-en at lotv request rates. This was

because the synchronous arrav could not take advantage of one processor.. re-

questing multiple blocks in a contiguous order thus incurring the disk latency

only once.

Reddy and Banerjee also found that rvith a scientific rvorkload the time to

read a file clid not scale linearl¡'with the number of disks in the array fReddy

& Banerjee, 1990]. This u'as because the transfer time across the inter-

processor communication links became the bottleneck rather than the disk

transfer time.

Olson has also shorvn that disk arrays can improve the performance for ran-

clom I/O enyironments, such as transaction processing and file servers [Olson,

1eSel.

Parallel arrays of disks can offer substantial performance improvements for a

file server. A high speed nets'ork allorvs the file server to provide the benefits

of increased I/O banclwidth to processor-s on the netrvork. In a multiple

processor environment, horvever, the file selver may become a bottleneck

rvhen many simultaneous requests for data occur'

The approach used in Parallel Goalie rvas to allorv each processor to access its

own local files on local disks (see Section 2.2.5.3). This gives the programmeÌ

the task of clata partitioning and organization for each application. Consider'

a design verification task that begins by extlacting a,n electlical circuit from a

mask layout, ancl then simulating this circuit for- different input combinations.
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The optimal partitioning of data for these tasks is usually different. Running

multiple tasks on the same set of initial data may requile a Ìearrangement

of data for each task. Predicting the optimal arrangement of data before

running a task is often difficult, leading to load balancing problems.

The follos ing subsection discusses the Bridge file system, which simplifies

the problem of organizing the data into local files by interleaving the data

across all the disks in the s1''stem.

4.5.2 Bridge File Systern

The Bridge file system provides an environment for managing data on a mul-

tiple processor system fDibble et al., 1988; Dibble & Scott, 1989]. It inter-

leaves blocks of data among storage devices attached to separate pr.ocessors.

A local file system (LFS) r'uns on each processor that has an attached storage

device. For high pelformance, these stolage devices can consist of arra-\'s of

disks operating in parallel. A Bridge Server forms the interface between the

file system and user programs. Usels have a choice of thlee interfaces: ac-

cessing data through standard sequential operations using the Bridge Server

to forward requests transparently to the appropriate LFS; using the Bridge

Server to transfer data in a single parallel operation to a group of processes

working on one task; or using user defined tools to interact with the LFS

level of the system, after obtaining details from the Bridge Server- Tools

can create processes on the storage nodes to preprocess information before

sending it across the netu'ork to the requesting processor.

The assignment of interleaved blocks to disks depends on the application' In

scientific applications, where applications typically access files sequentially' a

round robin scheme is suitable. For transaction processing, howet-et, when a

transaction deletes a recold in the niddle of the file, all the follorving blocks

would neecl to move. Bridge supports a linked list representation for block
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distributions other than round robin.

The implementation of the Bridge Server depends on the frequency of re-

quests to the server. Where most of the compute intensive processing tasks

use tools to interface with the LFS level of the system, programs only request

informatiotï f.o- the Server s.hen they first access files. This implies that a

centralizecl server rvould not become a bottleneck [Dibble et al', 1988].

A disadvantage of the system is that a disk failure will corrupt all the files.

Dibble and Scott suggest that the improved reliability of storage atrat's, via

the use of extra clisks for err-or correction, rvill ensure overali reliability [Dibble

& Scott, 1989].

Reddy eú a/. have analysed the problem of embedding I/O nodes into a

netrvork of processing nodes, such that each processing node is adjacent to

at least one I/O node, which is a processing node with I/O facilities [Reddy

et al., 1988; Recldy & Baneljee' 1990].

4.5.3 Secondary Storage Requirements

The trvo main options for an I/O system suitable for a multicomputer archi-

tecture for CAD of circuits ale:

o a centralized high performance file server,

o ol a file system distributed among the processing nodes

A centralized file servel is the simplest option' It has the advantage of mak-

ing the ¡se of synchronized storage arrays more cost effective, by centralizing

the storage costs. For the compute intensive CAD tasks, such as circuit

extraction, sequential file access to large blocks of data is most common'

For lorv numbels of disks a sr-nchronized organization offers the best perfor-

mance. For large numbers of disks, groups of synchronized disks operating
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as a declustered array are rìecessary- A round robin arrangement of blocks

in a declustered a.rray suits the sequential access patterns of CAD tasks. For

a parallel processing system where the processing nodes make many simul-

taneous I/O requests, hos-ever, especially for applications that need to store

intermediate data. the file server will become a bottleneck despite its high

I/O bandwidth.

A system using a file system distlibuted among the processing nodes, as in

the Bridge file system. avoids the bottlenecks of centralized file system soft-

'ware. The use of standard disks (rvith bandrvidths about 3 Megabytes/sec)

would keep the costs dorvn, but for better performance the storage devices

should consist of arral.s of disks. Asynchronous disks appear to offer the best

cost trade off betu'een a centlalized disk sïstem using expensive synchronous

disk arrays, and a distlibuted system of cheap standard disks."Processes lo-

cal to the storage nodes can preptocess data, by extracting only the requirecl

information, to reduce the interprocess communication overheads. Process-

ing nodes rvith attached disks would need to allorv I/O requests to interrupt

the current process to allorv local i/O processing. Alternatively, an attachecl

I/O processor could manage the disk, as in the arrangement discussed by

Reddy and Banerjee [Reddy & Banerjee, 1990]. Ideally in a system of 20

processing nodes, each node would have an attached storage device to ensure

maximum paralleìism. For a crossbar interconnection the placing of fewer

storage devices than processors is not important. The operating system soft-

ware can initially allocate processes to plocessing nodes without storage to

try to overlap storage operations rvith processing.
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Figure 4.11 illustrates the arrangement of disks in the system. The u'orksta-

tions will use their orvn disks with a file system supported by an industry

stanclard operating system. The workstation disks may be local to each work-

station (as Figure 4.11 shows), or they may be at some central file server.

This file server could be on either a local netrvork connecting the rvorksta-

tions, or connected directl¡- to the crossbar switch with a high speed (e.g 800

Mb/s) link.

The workstation disks will store the master copies of the design description

and copies of the application software for the pool of processing nodes- For

non-interactive tasks, the system downloads the necessary programs and data

to the processing nodes and their disks. A series o{ applications can work

on the data stored amongst the pool of processing nodes without sending

intermediate results back to the workstation disks. For example, a useL

could interactivell' design a cell, specify parameters of some cells ready fol

automatic generation, and specify the interconnection requirements of the

cells. The user can send this information to the pool of processing nodes,

which can do cell generation, cell placement, routing and compaction, using

multiple processors as necessary. If the user is h.ppy with the area of the

generated design, the pool of processing nodes could do design rule checking

and simulation tasks. After a processing session on the pool of processol-s,

the system updates the data stored on the workstation disks. Other designers

will access the consistent data base on the workstation disks.

If a fault occurs on a processing nodes, or on a disk amongst the processing

nodes, the system can reconfigure to avoid the fault. The user, however,

will need to rerun the applications in progress at the time of system failure.

The overhead required to ensure that an application can contìnue where it

halted would not be cost effective. Computer aided design tasks do not need

the fault tolerance necessary for a transaction processing s1'stem (such as a

system handling bank accounts).
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Again to take aclvantage of bandrvidth inprovements, Iarge data transfers ale

necessary t,o spread the softrvare latencies o\-er a la,rger amount of data. High

bandwidth links ensure that the data transfer betrveen the disks attached

to the storage nodes and the rvorkstation disks does not become a serious

bottleneck..

4.6 Operating System

This section rvill briefly rer-iel two prototype distributed operating systems

in advanced stages of development: the Amoeba distributed operating system

and the Mach operating system. It rvill then discuss aspects of these systems

suitable for CAD of integrated circuits.

With the trend tou'ards distributed rvorkstation computing environments,

there has been much incentive for research into distributed operating sys-

terns. Tanenbaum and van Renesse har-e written a good overview of the key

concepts of distributed operating systems [Tanenbaurn & Renesse, 1985].

The-"* define a distributed operating system as one that looks to its users like

an ordina,r¡' centralized operating svsten, but runs on muìtiple independent

processors. The distributed operating svstem manages the available comput-

ing resources automaticallr'. This is distinct from a netu'ork operating system

that allows users to access files and processing facilities on other computers

on a network, but makes the user a\\:are of the location of files in the network

and makes the user choose a processor to run a particular application.

Most of the research on distributed operating systems has aimed at general

purpose uses of computers. such as text editing and program development,

rather than at scientific applications that use multiple processors on one

problem. -\ typical use of a distributed operating sy-stem rvould be to split

up automatically the task of compiling several modules of a program' among
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several processols. This is in effect multiprogramming, rather than multi-

processing. Thele is a need to provide programming facilities that allow a

softu-are der-eloper to take advantage of parallelism provided by the underly-

ing hard'lva¡e for a single application. The operating system can provide low

level suppo¡r to implement these facilities, such as providing for interprocess

communlcatton.

The rest of rhis section consists of the following subsections:

o Amoeba,

o Mach

o and Opelating system requirements for the CAD computer system.

4.6.L Amoeba

The Amoeba clistributed operating system [Mullender et al., 1990; van Re-

nesse et al.. 19S9b] suppolts a hardware architecture consisting of

. a processor pool,

¡ rvorkstations.

o specialized servers,

o and gateways connected to a local area network.

The pool of processors, consisting of single board computers' provides most

of the computing power. The workstations behave as telminals, and only

execute plocesses that interact intensively with the user, such as window

managets that accept commands from a keyboard and a mouse. These work-

stations could be X-terminals designed to run X Window software [Scheifler &

Gettys, 19.q6]. The specialized servers provide access to dedicated resources
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such as disk drives. The gateways provide access to computing facilities

located large distances away.

This is a similar architecture to the one this thesis proposes for designing

integrated circuits. Thus some of the techniques used in Amoeba may be

applicable to the operating system needed for integrated circuit design.

Amoeba is object based, and uses a client server modei to operate on these

objects. Examples of objects include memory segments and files. A server

process can apply operations to an object on a client process's behalf. These

operations must be in an object's predefined set of allowable operations.

A process must possess a capo,bility,, which is a ticket specifying the object

operations the ticket holder has access to, for each object it rvishes to access.

Client processes use rernote procedure calls to send requests to servers for

operating on objects [Birrell & Nelson, 1984]. Amoeba determines the server

to send the request to from the contents of the capability used to access

the object. The client need not be arvare of the location of an object in

the network. A directory service provides a mapping between ASCII object

names and their corresponding capabilities.

The Amoeba designers have kept the kernel as small as possible. User level

processes do most operations, making the system flexible. For example users

can use their olvn file systems. The Amoeba kernel handies

o the sending and receiving of messages'

o the scheduling of processes,

o I/O,

o and lorv level memory management

Processes in Amoeba have a segmented virtual address space lvith one ot'

more threads. Threads are lightweight subprocesses, with separate program
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counters and stacks, u'hich share segments in the process's address space.

When one thread blocks rvaiting for a remote procedure call to complete, the

kernel can schedule another thread to execute.

Processes can explicitli- map segments in and out of their address space.

They can àlso map files into their a,ddress space to allow mapped file I/O.

This allows a process to access the contents of a file like any other software

data structure rvithout erplicitl¡' performing file reads and writes.

Amoeba researchers har-e s'ritten a file server called Bullet that uses in¿-

mutable files [r-an Renesse et al.. 1989a]. The file server can only create,

read, or delete files. Bullet stores files in contiguous areas on disk. File reads

involve reading the whole file'into the memory of the processor running the

file server. Modifi-ing a file requires reading in the old file from disk, modi-

fying it, creating a ne\ï file on disk rvith the modifications, deleting the old

file. The Bullet ser\¡er tries to take advantage of statistics that show that for

general puÌpose computing. gg% of the files contain less than 64kbytes. The

simplicity of file operatìons, and the use of contiguous areas in memory and

on disk, leads to high perfolmance. It is not so'suitable for scientific uses

such as integratecl circuit design (rvith over 100,000 transistors), where files

containing more than 10 tr'Iegabl'tes of data are common.

Amoeba has a UNIX enulation package to allow many of the UNIXTM oper-

ating system utilities to run.

The follorving section discusses the \{ach operating system, which the Open

Software Foundation (OSF) is using as a basis for their variant of the UNIXTM

operating system [\{urphy & Voelcker, 1990]. Most applications of the Mach

operating system seem to be in tightly coupled shared memory multiprocessor

systems, in contra-st to the Amoeba distlibuted environment.
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4.6.2 Mach

Mach is an operating system designed to be compatible rvith the 1.3BSD

UNIXTM operating system [Quarterman et al., 1985], with support for both

distributed computing and multiprocessing [Russell & Waterman, 1987; Rashid

et al., 1988; \',oung et al., 1937]. The open softrvare Foundation is using it as

a basis for their version of the UNIXTM operating system, called the OSF/I

operating svstem [Black, i990]. It uses virtual memory management tech-

niques based on the Accent network operating system [Rashid & Robertson,

1e811.

Mach uses õ basic abstractions [Rashid et al., 1988]:

o task,

o threa,d,

o port,

. message,

o and nemory object

A task consists of a paged virtual address space in tvhich multiple threads

of control are possible. Threads are lightweight processes u'ith independent

program counters that operate ivithin a task. Åll threads rvithin a task share

the same task resources, such as the task addless space and open files.

The Mach kernel uses an object oriented interface to system objects, and

uses messages for communication. To apply an operation to an object, an

application must send a message to the port associated s'ith the object.

Ports are corununication channels that respond to tu'o primitives: send and

receive. A port has only one receiver, but mal have multiple senders. Mach

uses capabilities to control access to polts, as does Amoeba. A process can
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give anothel process access to a port by sending a message containing the

port's capability. Access to most lvlach facilities is thlough remote procedure

calls on ports [Birrell & Nelson, 19S4].

A message contains a typed collection of data objects. It can transfer the

entire contënts of a ta,sk's address space. Nfach uses copy-on-rvrite memory

mapping techniques to send large messages betu-een tasks on the same pro-

cessor in a distributed memory system. With this technique data copies only

occur when either of the two tasks alters the data in the message. These

data copies occur on a page by page basis; the rest of the message remains

shared.

A. memory objectis a collection of data managed by a server. A task's address

space consists of an ordered collection of mappings to memory objects. A

user-level task can create a memory object and servìce requests. Tasks or

threads can access objects through ports without knowing their physical

location in the netrvork. Mach treats secondarr- storage in the same \¡r'ay as

other objects in the system, b1'creating a memory object for the storage. It

can map files into the address space of a task, hence providing a single level

store. This allows file data to be read from disk directly into a task's address

space) avoiding the copying operation from kernel buffers typically used in

UNIX systems.

Mach supports sharing of memor¡' betrveen ta.sks rvith common ancestors

on the same processor. When a task spawns a child task' the child task

can either receive copies of data objects, using cop)'-on-write techniques for

efficiency, or it can receive access to shared data.

Yotng et aI. describe an exa,mple of a shared memory implementation for

a distributed netrvork of processors [Young et aì.. 1987]. They use a shared

memory server to implement shared memor\¡. The server allows multiple read

copies, but when a rvrite occuls to one cop¡-, the server sends an invalidation
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message to the other copies.

The Mach designers have kept the kernel as simple as possible, in common

rvith Amoeba. The kernel is a multiple threaded task, which acts as a server

that implements tasks, threads, and memory objects. When the kernel cre-

ates a nerv task, thread, or memory object for a client, it returns access rights

to a port representing the new object. When a page fault occurs lvhile access-

ing non-memory resident memory object data, the kernel fault handler sends

a message to the port for that object, requesting the data from secondary

storage. The server process associated rvith the port can be user defined.

The kernel effectively acts like a cache manager using physical memory as a

cache for the contents of memory objects.

A recent paper by Black discusses techniques for scheduling tasks on a shared

memor\- multiprocessor in a time sharing multi-user environment [Black,

1eeol.

Recent versions of the UNIX operating system such as SunOS also include

more advanced virtual memorl- management facilities such as copy-on-write

memorJ- mapping, and the ability to map files into the address space [Gingell

et al., 1987].

4.6.3 Operating System Requirements

The computer system this thesis recommends for CAD of integrated circuits

has the following resources:

o multiple high performance processing nodes,

o special purpose nodes such as hardrvare logic simulators,

o multiple rvorkstations for interactive use,

o high performance interconnection network,
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. and distlibuted secondary storage.

These resources are similar to those of the modeì used for the Amoeba oper-

ating system.

The computer system needs an operating system to ma,nage these resources.

Existing rvorkstations will have their ou'n reliable industry-standard oper-

ating system, such as a variant of the U\lX"t operating svstem. \{ost of

the user interactive activities, such as editing and graphical entrr- of design

details, rçill occur on these workstations.

The high performance nodes need a simple operating system kernel to man-

age memory allocation, process'creation, process scheduling and interprocess

communication. Limiting the kernel to essentials rvill allorv for the great-

est flexibility. Additional facilities such as a fiìe system can run as user

processes. Softrvare developers can develop and debug these use: plocesses

rvithout affecting the kernel.

Typicallr- each processing node rvill be dedicateci to a single user. with the

user running a compute intensive application. This application rnill usually

involve using other nodes in parallel. Exclusive access to a set of processing

nodes ensures that an application can predict an optimal load l-¡alance. It

also minimizes the response time for a user u'aiting for the results of an

application, thus maximizing user productivity.

The part of an application running on each node ma¡- consist of several

processes. These processes may be running in inclependent virtual address

spaces, or they may lun as subprocesses sharing a single address space. By

allorving processes to run in independent address spaces. the system can let

softrvare developels develop and run utilities, such as a file s1'stern. indepen-

dently of other application softrvare. B¡- allou'ing subprocesses of a single

application to share a single address space. the sr-stem can simplif¡- the shar'-
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ing of data betrveen these subproces-*es. A method to synchronize access to

this sharecl clata is necessary, such as the semaphores used in the VORX

system (Section 2.2.5.1). The operating svstem can keep minimal state in-

formation for each individual subprocess allorving for fast context switches

between suþprocesses (or threads), as implemented by operating systems

such as Amoeba, Mach and VORX-

The kernel for each node must schedule the processes and subprocesses lun-

ning on the node. For a single user environment, time-slice scheduling, which

gives a reasonable response time for independent processes, is unnecessary.

The kernel only needs to schedule processes from a user selectable priority'

For example, if a node has an attached disk drive. a file servel process may

have higher priority over the application process currently running, to pre-

vent processes running on other nodes from u'aiting too long for disk data'

While a process or subprocess rvaits (blocks) for a response from a plocess

on another node, the kernel will schedule another, possibly lower priority,

process for execution.

An operating system kernel that allorvs softrr-are developers to develop soft-

rvare without considering the exact arnount of primary memory available, lvill

lead to improved portability of the softrvare. It will allow plograms to run on

nodes with different primary memon' size¡. The kernel can provide memory

management facilities to use secondary slorage a,s part of the memory hier-

archy available to a program. The primarl'- memory can act as a cache for

secondary storage. Applications rvill be able to handle large problem sizes by

allorving the memory usage to d1'nanricalì1-increase in proportion to problem

slze

The system may distribute secondan- storage among the nodes in the system'

lvith data interleaving, for higher performance' L'ser Processes can service

requests for data, as alìorved in the Amoeba and \Iach operating systems'
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When a page fault occurs, the kernel can direct a request to a user plocess to

retrieve the data from secondary storage. The user ptocess will decide rvhere

to get the data from. The kernel can also send stale pages to a user process

to store on disk.

The operating system can support memory mapped files, as supported in

Amoeba ancl l\,lach, where a process can request the kernel to map file data

on disk into their virtual address space. This allows a program to access the

contents of a file in the same way as any other data structure. A user process

can transfer the data from disk directly into the program's address space.

To reduce the overhead of sending data between processes sharing a processor

u'ith independent address spaces, the kernel can use topy-on-write memory

mapping techniclues, as Mach uses, to avoid unnecessary copying of data.

Processes need access to communication primitives for interprocess commu-

nication. The kernel can implement low level primitives such as send, receive,

and remote procedure call, such as Amoeba and Mach provide. The send and

receive primitives normally are synchronous so that they wait until the other

process responcls. The kernel can also provide a Multicasú primitive to provide

an efficient implementation fol sending a message to a list of other processes

[Katseff. 1987]. With some communication netrvorks, separate methods can

substantially improve the performance of a multicast relative to several inde-

pendent send operations. By allowing users access to the netu'ork interface,

as allowed in VORX, user programs can use their own primitives for special

purpose applications. The performance of the software implementing the

communications primitives has a major effect on the system performance

(Section 4.4.1).

Processes that run on u,orkstations under control of their local operating sy's-

tem can use the same software communication interface, to allorv interaction

ivith processes t'unning on the high performance nodes'
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4.7 Parallel Prograrnrning

Parallel software development would be simple if compilers could automat-

ically extract parallelism from a program written for a serial machine in a

conventionpl serial language. However, the algorithms that r','ork best on

multicomputers are often different from the algorithms that rvork rvell on a

serial processor. This implies that new programs should express parallelism

explicitly [Carriero & Gelernter, 1989b]; Carriero and Gelernter discuss tech-

niques for writing parallel programs [carriero & Gelernter, 1989a]. The aim

of current research is to make this task as simple as possible' Compilers are

still useful, however, for trying to extract some palallelism in existing serial

programs.

Traditionally, tightly coupled multiple processoÌ systems' which have access

to a shared memoly with one machine instruction' have used a shared variable

parallel programming model. In contrast, loosely coupled systems' rvhich

send data between processols on a network via messages' have used a message

based programming model [Howe & Nloxon, 1987b; Karp, 1987; Ranka et al-,

1e881.

Leler has compared programming parallel machines to plogramming in as-

sembly language [Leler, 1990]. Parallel plograms have been hard to rvrite,

since the programmer had to deal with the hardu'are details, such as intercon-

nection topology. The resulting programs are not portable betrreen systems,

removing the incentive for software developers to develop parallel versions of

compute intensive CAD software and other applications'

The remainder of this section will begin by comparing the messaSe passing

and sharecl variable prograrnming paradigms' Next, it rvill discuss three

approaches to supporting shared data structures in a distributed memory

environment. This section will then briefly mention research into computer-
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aided programming tools. It rvill conclude b¡- discussing the programming

facilities needed for the system.

The rest of this section consists of the following subsections:

o Message versus shared variable based programming paradigms,

o Shared variables in a loosely coupled enr-ironment,

o Linda,

o Distributed shared virtual memory'

o Shared data object model,

o Computer-aided programming,

o and Programming requirements for the CAD computer system.

4.7.L Message versus Shared Variable Programming

Paradigms

Bal and Tanenbaum give a good overvierv of the characteristics of the two

programming paradigms [Bal & Tanenbaum, 1988].

When a message transfers data between trvo processes, they must both exist

and the sender must know the identity of the receiver. In contrast, data

in a shared variable is accessible to any process knowing the address of the

shared variable. Processes do not have to exist at the same time, and a

process placing data in a shared variable does not need to know which other

processes will access it. Thìs also allows the use of persistentdata lvhich can

exist outside the process that created it'

In a tightly coupled system, modifying a shared variable has immediate ef-

fect. In a distr-ibutecl system, however', the nondeterministic clelays of several
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processes sending messages at the same time makes it hard to determine

what order a plocess will receive messages from ser-eral processes'

Message based programming can help make programs more reliable and eas-

ier to debug, since processes explicitly send messages to those processes who

should accdss the data. Whereas with shared variables there is the possi-

bility of corrupting other processes b1'' bad pointer references' or through

synchronization problems fleler, 1990].

Passing a message between two processes also s)'nchronizes them. In syn-

chronous message passing, the sender rvaits for acknowledgement from the

receiver. It asynchronous message passing. the sender ca,n continue process-

ing after sending the message, but a receiver must rvait until it has receised

a message before continuing. Shared variable programming requires sepa-

rate mechanisms to synchronize the activities of processes. Nlutual exclusion

prevents simultaneous accesses to the same variable. In conditional synchro-

nization, a process waits until a condition is true. For erample' a process

may wait for a semaphore to become clear before doing something [Dinning,

1esel.

In a loosely coupled system, passing large compler data structures betu'een

processes executing on different nodes is difficult. For example. a process

must pass parameters in a remote procedure call b¡-value, l'hich is inefficient

for large structures, rather than passing a pointer to the parameter data

structures. This also makes it hard to migrate processes between processors

to balance the processing load, because a processor must copy all the process

information to another processor.

The next subsection introduces the problem of supporting shared variables

in a distributed environment.
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4.7.2 Shared variables in a Loosely coupled Environ-

ment

To ease programming in a loosely coupled environment, reseatchers have ìn-

vestigated ¡vays to simulate a shared variable environment. Bal and Tanen-

baum discuss recent attempts to provide some of the advantages of shared

variable programming in a loosely coupled system [Bal & Tanenbaum, 1988].

The simplest technique to implement shared variables in a distributed system

is to access a single copl' of the data, stored on a processor in the network,

with a remote procedure call. Horvever, this will be inefficient if processes

make frequent requests to the same variable across the network. The al-

ternative is to replicate the shared variable and store it in local memory-

The problem comes lvhen a process modifies the shared variable, causing

inconsistent copies of the variable to exist.

Some programming environments rely on the prograÍrner to explicitly main-

tain consistency among multiple copies, such as in a standard message pass-

ing programming environment. Programming languages such-as Ada allorv

inconsistent copies of data to exist between synchronization points. Recent

systems let a prograÍuner use a shared variable programming environment

with operating system support to maintain consistent copies.

The follorving subsections discuss three different approaches to supporting

shared variables.

4.7.3 Linda

The Linda parallel programming paradigm pr-ovides an abstraction for shar-

ing data callecl atuple space fAhujaet al., 1986; Carriero & Gelernter, 1989b;

Leler, 1990]. Tuple space acts like an associative memory. Each tuple consists
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of a typed collection of data. It is architecture independent, thus allowing

portable programs. There are four fundamental operations:

out Place a tuple into tuple space

in Match å tuple and remove it from tuple space

rd Match a tuple and return a cop\i of it from tuple space"

eval Place an active tuple into tuple space

These operations easily add to the definitions of established languages, such

as the c Programming Language, to support parallel programming. \Mhen a

process wishes to send data to another process, it creates a tuplefor the data,

and adds the tuple to tuple space. This is a non-blocking action, similar to

an asynchronous message send. A process ivishing to receive the data creates

a template for the tuple, usually using the first field as a key to search on

and using the other fields to specif¡. the expected data types. The process

then reads data that matches the template in from the tuple space. If the

process fincls no matching tuple, it blocks rvaiting until one is present. There

is no direct communication betrveen processes. To create new processes to

execute concurrentlg a process can create an active tuple and place it in tuple

space. The active tuple rvill do some task and produce a normal passive data

tuple as a result. Tuples created by a process can still exist after the process

terminates

To modify shared data in Linda, a plocess removes the corresponding tu-

ple from tuple space, preventing other processes from accessing it. After

modifying the data, the process places a new tuple into the tuple space.

A Linda system consists of a run time kernel for implementing interprocess

communication and process management, and a preprocessor for optimizing

accesses to tuples at compile time f-\huja et al'. 19S6]. The implementation
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depends on the undellying alchitecture. For example each node could s[ore

a complete copy of the tuple sPa,ce. An out operation and an in operation

would require broadcasts to all the processor nodes, whereas a rd operation

would only need a local search. Alternatively, an out operation could place

a tuple onl,y on the local processor node. An in operation s'ould require

broadcasting the template to all other nodes and allowing each node to do

its own search through its portion of the tuple space. Another technique uses

a hashing function on the first field of the tuple to choose rvhich node to send

a new tuple, and where to conduct a search for an existing one'

Ahuja et al. discuss the architecture of the Linda Machine, rvhich contains

hardware support for tuple space and the Linda primitives [Ahuja et al-,

1988; Krishnaswamy et al., 1988]. They stress the importance of providing

hardware support fol the high level abstraction provided by Linda. Leler

discusses the use of Linda in the QIX opelating system [Leler, 1990; Merrorv

& Henson, 1989].

4.7.4 Distributed Shared Virtiral Memory

Li has developecl the concept of a shared virtual memory that allorvs multiple

processols on a network to share a single address space [Li, 1986; Li & Hudak,

19891. Li implemented an experimental version called fVY on an Apollo

DOMAIN system consisting of a collection of processors interconnected rvith

a ring network.

A parallel proglam can consist of a set of lightweight processes sharing a

single virtual address space) rvhere the cost of context srvitching and process

creation is small. Some systems, such as VORX fGaglianello et al., 1989;

Gaglianello & I{atsetr, 1985], sttpport lightrveight processes on a single pro-

cessor, but Li's system alìotçs them to run on separate plocessors in palallel.

Processes can access shared data, distlibuted in the netrvolk, as though it
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were on the same processor. This is unlike most distributed systems, where

processes running on separate processors have independent address spaces,

and access shared data through separate primitives, such as in Linda, or via

remote procedure calls.

The systerÁ pror-ides an event count primitive for synchronizing access to

shared data. -\ process can advance an event count, or wait until the event

count reaches a certain point.

Li's s1'stem divides the shared virtual memory into pages. When a process

accesses a page s'hich is non-resident in local memory, a fault handler re-

trieves the page from either secondary storage, or from the local memory of

another processor.

Several processors can have private copies of read-only pages. If a processor

needs to modify a read-only page, a write page fault occurs. This causes

other processors to inr-alidate their copies, thus maintaining coherence. Only

one copy of a page s'ith read-write access can exist. If a process needs to

read a page it does not have a copy of, a read page fault occurs. If another

processor has read-u'rite access to this page, it changes its access to read-only,

and sends a cop)- to the requesting processor'.

Shared virtual nemory simplifies the migration of processes between proces-

sors to balance the load. It can also remove the separate data-exchange phase

found in manv paralìel applications (such as in Parallel Goalie (Section 2.2),

rvhich places a concentrated load onto the communication network. Shared

virtual memor]' moves data on demand as processes access it, thus spreading

the communication load over a longer period of time [Stumm k Zhoq 1990].

Li suggests a page size of about 1 kbyte to reduce the possibility of multiple

processes requesting access to the same page simultaneously. Nlost memory

management unit,s norv support 4 kbyte pages fMilenkovic, 1990]. Larger

page sizes can better use the bandwiclth of high speed communications. A
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processor can use a hardu'are mentoly management unit to generate page

faults fe¡ write accesses to shared pages. Once a shared page is resident for

read operations, the cost of access is the same as for local dati, unlike other

techniques rvhere a program incurs the overhead of calling a routine to handle

the shared;â.cc€ss er-erl' tine.

When a read-fault occurs, lhe system rnust have a way of finding the page

ol\ner. Li allorvs the page o\l'ner to varr- d1'namically for programming flex-

ibility. t..ing a centralized page manager to locate a page's owner could

create a bottleneck. Li uses a distributed technique that maintains a field,

containing the proÌ,'able ou-ner of a page, for each page in a processor's page

table. When a page o\\'ner sends a new cop)'to another processor, it adds the

processor io its copr- set, which the mernory manager uses for the invalidation

operation.

Li used four synthetic test programs to evaluate the performance of shared

virtual memory. These programs consisted of solving a set of three dimen-

sional pariial differential equations in parallel, parallel sorting, parallel ma-

trix muliiply, and parallel dot-product. Near- lineal speedups occurred for

the differential equation solution and the parallel matrix multiply, which

have a high degree of locality in their calculations. The dot-product pro-

gram achieved poor results because each the calculation uses each data item

oniy once. and if the data is randomly distributed among the processors, the

costs of accessing the data dominate or-er the computation time.

Li concluded that the performance is good for programs that exhibit local-

it1' of data references and as long as most of the references are read-only.

Performance falls off for applications that require frequent updates to shared

data, or use large amounts of data onll- once rvith little calculation (such as

a dot-product).

Fleisch and Popek have performed similar research using 3 VAX 11/750s
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connected via Ethernet. They experimented with using a rvindow of time

over rvhich a processor writing to a page can maintain exclusive access to a

page independent of read requests from other processors [Fleisch & Popek,

1e8el.

Tam ef ø/.'provicle further discussion of clistributed systems that support a

shared address space [Tam et al., 1990]. These systems allow processors to

access data on other nodes by address, as in a shared memory multiprocessor.

A recent papeÌ by Wu and Fuchs describes techniques for allorving a system

to recover from hardrvare faults without restarting the whole system and

having to rerun applications with a long computation time [Wu & Fuchs,

1eeol.

4.7.5 Shared Data Object Model

Bal et a/. have developed a shared data objecú model that they have used as

a basis for a parallel programming language called Orca [Bal .L Tanenbaum,

1988; Bal et al., 1990]. They have used Orca to develop parallel application

pïograms for distlibuted systems running the Amoeba distributed operating

system [Mullender et al., 1990]. Processes may only access the data in a data

object through a set of predefined operations. Data objects shield processes

from both the implementation details of the arrangement of data in the

object, and the code used to operate on the data. The operations appear

as high level primitives to a process. Programs can address and modify the

data objects directly as for traditional shared variables.

Orca expresses parallelism by allowing single threaded processes to create

single threaded child plocesses using a fork operation. A process can choose

betrveen having a child process run on another processol', or having it run

on the same plocessol. A process can pass any of its data objects as shared
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parameteÌs \\'hen creating a child proL-ess. If a process changes a sharecl

data object. all other processes sharing the object see the change. Sharing

of objects is onh' possible between a parent process and its descendants.

All operations on objects occur indivisibly, hence if trvo processes apply an

increment äperation to an object, the result rvill be as if the increments

occurred sequentialll'. This provides for mutual exclusion of a shared data

object. Operations on objects can block until an internal condition becomes

true, thus providing conditional synchronization.

Bal eú al. har-e investigated r-arious implementations of the shaled data object

model [Bat .t Tanenbaum, 1988; Bal et al., 1lt89a]'

Processes running on the same processor ca,n ¡ead from a shared data object

directly. To prevent processes running on another processor from having to

execute a remote procedure call across the neirçork to read a shared object,

a run time s¡'stem creates local copies ol the siared object. Instead of always

creating a local copv, a ¡un time systern can lse compile time and run time

statistics to decide *'hen to create a local ccp't'. The disadvantage of local

copies is that rvhen a pÌocess cha,nges a local copy, it must inform ali other

processors of the change, so that they all see ¿ consistent shared data object.

There are trvo approaches to propagating changes to distlibuted copies of

shared data objects:

o invalidate all copies of the data ercept one.

o and update all copies

Invalidation has high overheads if pro,cesses make small changes to large,

frequently accessed shared data objects. Afier a processor makes a change

to the data. the system would need to recrea:e the local copies as the other

processors continue to make frequent âccesS€,s. The update methocl avoids
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this overhead at the expense of more complicated protocols to keep the data

consistent. The other disadvantage of the update method occurs rvhen a

single process executes several rvrite operations to a shared data object, it

incurs the upclate overhead for each write, even though other processes may

not execute a read operation during this time.

Bal eú ¿/. have described an implementation that replicates each data object

on all processors with processes that access it, and updates local copies by

applying write operations to them all [Bal et al., 1989a]. The Orca language

implementation consists of a compiler and a run time system. The run time

system runs an object ma,nager pÌocess on each processor. This manager

process is responsible for altering the contents of data objects. The manager

process shares the part of the address space that stores data objects with

processes on the same processor. The conpiler genelates a calÌ to a run time

system routine for each time a program applies an operation to a shared data

object. If it is a read operation, the run time routine calls the routine that

implements the read operation in the object definition. The read operation

accesses the object dilectly through the shared address space. If the opera-

tion requires alteling the contents of the data object, the run time routine

sends a message to all object managers to update their copies of the shared

object. The user program blocks while rvaiting for the local object manager

to update its local copy.

The shared data object implementation described above works rvell for ap-

plications that require frequent reading of a shared variable. by multiple

processes in parallel, rvith occasional updates. It rvould be suitable for low

temperature, parallel simulated annealing, lvhere the algorithm tests many

changes to a shared cilcuit description, but only accepts a few of them. Bai eú

a/. point out that providing the high level abstraction of shared data results

in a loss in efficiency compaled to message passing programming. Parallel

programs rn'ìll perform better if they minimize the accesses to shared data,
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and do most of the rvork with local data.

A recent papeÌ by Stumm and Zhou [Stumm k Zhor, 1990] analyses al-

gorithms for sharing data in a distributed system, similar to those used in

Li's shared vir-tual memory [Li & Hudak, 1989] and Bal's shared data ob-
I

ject model. Stu-- and Zhou compare the advantages and disaclvantages of

multiple-readers/single-rvriter replication (where a writer invalidates copies

of data on othel processors) and multiple-readers/multiple-writers replica-

tion (where each rvriter sends updates to shared data on other processors).

They concluded, as expected, that the performance of each scheme depended

on the memory access characteristics of a particular appìication. They state

that manl' applications have their input data widely read-shared by ploces-

sors, and have updates to a particular region of data made by a single pro-

cessor (hence little rvrite contention). Thus multiple readers/single s-riter

replication seems a good solution.

Stumm and Zhou lecommend that application developers have available a

choice of rvhich distributed shared memory scheme the}r use according to

their application [Stumm k Zhott,1990].

The next subsection rvill briefly introduce some tecent resealch into computer-

aided programming tools for easing the task of rvriting parallel pt'ogIams.

4.7.6 Computer-aided Programming

N,Iany of the ideas associated with computer-aided design are applicable to

computer-aided programming. The aim is to increase the procluctivity of

a software developer by automating the simple and repetitive tasks, and

providing facilities to manage the complexity of the program. With the

variety of parallel computer architectures and the difficulty of clebugging

programs u,ith errors, the development of computer-aided programming tools
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u'ill be essential to the acceptance of pa.rallel programming.

This subsection rtilì briefl¡ overvierv tu,o approaches to computer-aided pro-

gramming tools: CAPER and Hypertool.

4.7.6.L CAPER

Sugla el r¡/. have describal the CAPER Concurrent Application Program-

ming Enr-ironmeni that takes a building block approach to developing par-

allel programs [Sugla et a].. 1989] on the message based HPC (described in

Section 2.2.5.1). The approach is analogous to the use of standard cells in

circuit de-.ign, rvhere the reuse of highly optimized cells saves design time.

Sugla et al. rnention the cìevelopmen¡ of a VLSI design rule checker as one

application of the environr:rent.

C {PER consists of a working set of cornmonly needed parallel algorithms

(such as sorting algorithm-.), and a set of data transformation routines. The

data transformation routines allorv data output from one parallel algorithm

to be rearranged (and possibÌy redistributed among multiple processors) into

a form suitable for another parallel algor-ithm. CAPER also provides a mech-

anism to support shared data by the creation of a shared-data manager pro-

cess

Programming in CAPtrR. can consist of using a graphical interface to draw

a, flow graph of the program consisting of parallel algorithm blocks intercon-

nected with data lransforrnation blocks. The system automatically sets up

the communication channels betu'een the blocks of software. Softrvare devel-

opers can add their orvn sections of either sequential or parallel code to the

florv graph. A der-eloper can include program blocks that will monitor the

performance of the program rvhen it runs on the target machine, and send

performance information to the u'orkstation screen.
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4.7.6.2 Hypertool

Wu and Gajski discuss the problems of partitioning a program into sections

that can run in parallel, and scheduling these sections so that processors do

not become iclle waiting for another processor [Wu & Gajski, 1989]. They

have develåp".Ì u tool callecl Hypertool [\\¡u & Gajski, 1990] that aclopts a

partitioning and merging approach to parallel programming.

One approach to partitioning a program is to break it into a number of

partitions equal to the number of processes as implemented in Parallel Goalie

(see Sectio n 2.2). This is suitable for problems with regular structures but can

cause load balancing problems for irregular structures. The other approach

is to partition the problem into many partitions and assign sets of partitions

to processors. When one partition becomes blocked, a processor can schedule

another partition for execution to prevent standing idle.

Hypertool requires a user to develop a parallel algorithm and partition it into

many partitions (called processes). H1-pertool then creates a macro dataflow

graph for the program that shorvs the dependencies of the partitions:'It uses a

scheduler to merge partitions into tasks that can rtln on one processor. The

scheduler aims to reduce interprocessor communication and processor idle

time, thus minimizing the total executìon time. Hypertool assigns partitions

that require a large amount of intercommunication to one task. The problem

is similar to the problem of partitioning a logic circuit among processors for

parallel simulation. The scheduler can use information about the underlying

architecture to optim\ze lhe merging step. After the merging stage, hypertool

adds communication primitives to the code for communicating to processors

over a netrtork.

Hypertool provides an estimate of the performance of the parallel proglam

by using a sjmulator that models the execution of the pr-ogram on a mes-

sage basecl sy'stem. The simulatol provides information such as the number
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of messaie transmissions) message lengths, the transmission time for each

message- and the network delay for each communica,tion channel. An ex-

planation facilitl' can display graphical information showing the flow of data

among processors and the load distribution.

Wu and Ciájski claim that Hypertool increases programmer productivity by

an order of magnitude. By automating the addition of communication prim-

itives, H1-pertool reduces communication errors and avoids deadlock. Good

scheduling algorithms improve the qualit¡-performance of paralìel programs.

Hypertool also provides for portable code because it handles the translation

to machlle code.

4.7.7 Prograrnming Requirements

The conputer svstem should support widely used programming languages'

such as C (and object oriented C++) and FORTRAN. Softrvare developers

can use rhese languages for developing software for the user interactive ap-

plications on the workstations, and for the compute intensive appiications

on the high performance nodes. They can easilr- port sections of software

already ¡';ritten for other machines.

For expìrcitly specifying parallel execution of applications on the high per-

formánce nodes, there are two choices:

o a ne\\' parallel prograÍìming language,

o or an existing language with extensrons

Softrvare clevelopers are more likely to clevelop softrvare for the system if

thel-can use a language that they are a,lready expert in. Well developed sets

of standard routines for cloing man)- conrmon operations are available fol

establishecl languages. Ideally a language tailored to palallel programming
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would be best, but there are currently no widely used parallel languages

available; Bal et al. present a thorough survey of the parallel languages

available for distributed systems [Bal et al., 1989b]. Thus the best solution

for now, is to provide extensions for an existing programming language. The

disadvantage of this solution is the lack of standard extensions, making it

difficult to provide softrvare that is portable between different systems'

software developers lvill benefit from having available both message based

and shared variable programming extensions when developing CAD softrvare'

This is because of the rvide range of techniques used in cAD applications- A

recent paper by Gabber discusses a package of routines for extending an ex-

isting programming language that supports both message passing and shared

variable programming [Gabber, 1990]

Message based programming benefits from less overheads in communications'

Software developers can easily develop many parallel CAD applications using

this model. Existing languages can call routines to do the message pa-*sing'

These routines may be kernel supported, or user developed. The basic rou-

tines would include asynchronous send and receive messages. Additionallr"

remote procedure call routines allorv for client/server operations, where a t)'p-

ical server rvould be a file server. Multicast routines are useful for sending

the same message to several pl'ocessors [I(atseff, 1987]'

To ease programming for applications that suit a shared data structure model

of programming, a software developer should have the option of using a

shared variable programming abstraction. The two alternatives are:

o to provide a set of primitives to mana,ge a shared address space (e.g

Linda),

o or provicle shared memory as part of virtual memory management.

The Linda palacligm offers the potential of portability, by providing the tu-
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ple space abstraction, but it has high overheads that may make it inefficient

for some programs on architectures rvithout hardware support for the Linda

primitives. If Linda becomes widely used in the CAD community, the com-

puter system shoulcl support an implementation of Linda to allorv software

from other ;ystems to run'

By providing the ability to run subprocesses sharing part of their address

spaces across clistributed processors, the system provides a simple extension

of the subprocess (or thread) model used on a single processor (such as in

voRX and lvlach). Li has shown horv this can work using memory man-

agement harclu,are to provicle the distributed virtual memory [Li & Hudak,

1969]. When a process creates a subprocess, it can pass the data structures

it rvishes to share to the routine that creates the subprocess. This is similar

to how Bal et a/. pass data objects to child processes, in their shared data

object model [Bal & Tanenbaum, 1988]. The routine that creates the sub-

process wiìl execute virtual memory management routines that will mark the

pages associated with the data objects as shared pages. When a subprocess

attempts to rvrite to one of these pages, the fault ha'rtdler will take care of

memory coherenc¡r problems as Li has described'

Unlike in the shared data object model, there is no need to call a routine

(handled by the compiler) each time a subprocess accesses a shared data

structure. The memory management software handles accesses to data that

can affect the coherency. This has advantages when accessing shared data

in frequently'rún inner loops. If the data is read only, or the processor has

write access, the process accesses the data as for any other local data'

By basing access to shared data structures on a page by page basis' the sys-

tem can use memoly management hardware to assist in creating the shared

memory nodel. This technique also reduces the chance of contention for

the same item of clata compared to basing access at the data object level'
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-\n invaliclation protocol is suitable because tire granularity of data access is

smaller. When a rvrite operation occuls to one PaBe, the system only needs

to invaliclate copies of this PaBe, not the whole data structure. Thus the

update protocol used in the shared data object model is unnecessary.

To make th'e best use of the shared variable abstraction, software developers

must be aware of the limitations. Applications should minimize the number

of accesses to shared data, and do most of the calculations with local data.

The shared variable abstraction works well u'here processes make multiple

read accesses to the same shared data, and where the number of updates to

the shared data is infrequent.

CAD algorithms can require access to large data structutes, such as a circuit

description, beyond the capacity of the entire machine's primary memory'

virtual memory management techniques simplify the task of managing these

large data structures. Subprocesses only need to keep pages of data structures

that they are culrently using in local memor\-. Often a subprocess will be

the only one to carly out a write operation on a palticular part of a data

structure. The memoly management softwale can suppolt the swapping out

of rarely used portions of a large data structure to secondary storage' This

allows software to manipulate data structures larger than the total primary

memory available on the machine. Clearly performance will deteriorate as

the accesses to secondary storage increase with problem size.

As parallel programming becomes mole widespread, the common use of mes-

sage passing and subprocess creation primitives should provide incentive for

standardizing the names and characteristics of these routines.

The use of computer-aided programming techniques for parallel machines

rvill improve the productivity of software der-elopers. This will be a major

step torvards putting parallel proglamming into the mainstream of software

clevelopment, by provicling fol portability of software. These tools requile a
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good graphical interface, rvhich the system architecture provides using the

rvorkstations. A glaphical intelface is also useful for clebugging parallel pro-

grams. McDorvell and Helmbold survel' techniques for debugging parallel

programs and point out the importance of graphical interfaces [McDorvell &

Helmbold, /989].
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Chapter 5

Conclustons

Recent a,lvances in design tools have enabled designers to effectively manage

rhe comolexity of integrated circuits with over 100,000 transistors. Now

,Jesigners need faster computing svstems on rvhich to run these tools, to

reduce the overall design time necessary to produce a circuit that meets the

requirernents of its application. Only' by reducing the design time is it possible

to make use of advanced integrated circuit technology in iow produgtion

volume applications.

This research has found that there are a rvide range of algorithms with dif-

ferent computational characteristics used in computer-aided design (CAD)

of integrated circuits. The rvide dir.ersit¡-of these algorithms makes it difi-

cult to find a computer architecture that rvill be optimum for them all' The

thesis concludes that a computing svstem architecture consisting of a pool

of computer nodes accessed through a set of rvorkstations offers the greatest

flexibiliti'.

Commercially available rvorkstations are inexpensive enough to allow a de-

signer to have exclusive use of one for running the user interactive design

tools. The graphical interfaces of rçorkstations allorv designers to enter de-
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sign cletails in a variety of representations, and pror-ide visualization facilities

for evaluating the output oi design verification tools such as circuit simula-

tors. Exclusive use of a modern rvorkstation ensures that the response time to

design input is fast enough to maintain a designer's concentration. The work-

stations shguld support an inclustry standard operating system and graphical

interface, to aìlow a designer to benefit from the rvide range of quality design

software already available.

The pool of computer node-. can provide designers rvith a shared resource for

running the compute intensive applications such as simulated annealing for

logic synthesis, design rule checking, circuit simulation, and fault simulation.

These computer nocles can reduce the running time of these applications by

cooperating to solve different parts of a problem in parallel.

This thesis has cìiscussed recent lvork in parallel algorithms for using multiple

processors to run CAD tool=. It has found that most parallel CAD algorithms

use a model u,here each processor executes calculations independently on

separate data, using a small amount of communication rvith other processors

to exchange intermediate results. This thesis thus recoÍìrnends the use of

a pool of computer nodes rvith independent memories that cooperate by

passing messages across an intelconnection netu'ork. This architecture is

simpler ancl cheaper to builcl than a shared memory architecture that needs

special hardrvale to support a global shared memory'

The execution time of most parallel algorithms on multiple processors begins

to reach a lo.rver limit as the algorithm uses additional processors. For most

current parallel CAD algorithms, the factor by *'hich multiple processors

reduce the execution time compared to a single processor reaches a limit at

around 20. Thus this thesjs recommends the use of a fes' (e.g. 20) complex

computer nocles rather than manl, (".g. 1000) simple computer nodes.

To minimize the cost of the system, the computer nodes shouid take ad-
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vantage of high production volume microprocessors. Recent innovations tn

these microprocessors use multiple functional units and pipelining to exploit

instruction level parallelism. These innovations can double the performance

over a conventional microprocessol design. The computer nodes need good

floating poþt pelformance to support tasks such as analog circuit simulation.

This performance is available from floating point units integrated into the

microprocessor. thus exploiting the rçider bandwidth paths and multiported

registers available on-chip. The large amount of data needed to describe large

integrated circuits places heavy demands on the amount of physical memory'

Thus the computer nodes should maximize the amount of local memory to

minimize the n¡mber of references to secondary storage. This requires the

use of high density dynamic RA\IS u'ith static RAM caching'

Parallel applications such as logic simulation frequently send intermediate

results to other processors during execution. The interconnection network

must be fast enough to prevent the communication becoming a bottleneck.

Thus this thesis recommends using a crossbar switch with 800 Mbit/sec links

for interconnecting the computing nodes. Slorver links, such as 100 Mbit/sec,

that operate over longer distances s'ould be appropriate for connecting to

the workstations. The use of around 20 computer nodes allows the use of

a crossbar switch. Larger scale systems that support additional users and

other application areas, rvhich can make use of additional plocessors, could

consist of several of these crossbar sq'itches interconnected together.

Secondary storage is necessary to store application Programs and circuit de-

scription data. Also, tvhen the size of a problem is too large for all its data

to remain in the primarl- memory of the computel nodes, secondary storage

must hold the intermediate data. Thus the access time to secondary storage

must be low enough to avoid the I/O time fi'om dominating the process-

ing time, and limiting the perfornance benefit of using multiple processors'

This thesis recoilunends distributing disks among the computer nodes, and
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interleaving file data across these disks. This allows high I/O data tates,

and distributes the I/O requests across multiple processors to prevent one

processor becoming a bottleneck"

The thesis recommends the use of a simple operating system kernel running

on each oí'the processors. The kernel should manage memory allocation,

process creation, process scheduling, and interprocess communication. Addi-

tional facilities such as file systems can run ¿ìs user level processes. Processes

should be able to run in independent virtr-ral address spaces, or run as sub-

processes :haring a single address space to ease the sharing of data.

Good prosram development facilities are essential to maximizing the poten-

tial of multiple processors to cooperate in parallel to reduce the running

time of an application. This thesis recommends supporting programming

language-. rvidely used in industry such a.s C and C++. Extensions to these

languages. in the form of library routines for creating subprocesses and com-

municating betrveen processes, can provide access to the parallel processing

capabilities of the system. Computer-aided programming techniques for pro-

gramrning parallel machines are an important area of further research. These

techniques have the potential of offering similar advantages to softrvare de-

velopers as computer-aided design tools have provided for circuit designers.

The graphical user interface on the 'rvorkstations will provide a productive

platform for these techniques.

Parallel aìgorithms for applications such as simulated annealing and circuit

simulation farour the use of large shared data structures. A message pass-

ing programming paradigm makes it difficult for a softrvare developer to

coordinate access to shared data. Thus this thesis recommends providing

support for the shared variable plogramning paladigm, normally found on

shared memorlr machines, at the memorv nanagement leveì. This high level

abstraction rçill result in a loss in efficiency compared to message passing,
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particularly if an algorithm makes frequent updates to a shared structure'

However it allows for faster prototyping of parallel softrvare.

In summary, this thesis pror-ides a framervork for either building a new sys-

tem or modifying an existing system to reduce the running time of CAD

applicationé through the use of parallel processing' It also provides a sul-

vey of the techniques used in parallel CAD algorithms that would assist jn

developing applications for the s¡'stem.

Although detailed simulations of the effect of hardrvare and software param-

eters of the proposed system on the running time of CAD applications used

in developing large integrated circuits rvould be useful, this would be very

time consuming. The alternative, rvhich others have already done. is to make

simplifying assumptions and simulate parameters of sections of the system

with workloacls representatir-e of those used in practical applications. Thus

the next step is to develop a suite of industrial quality CAD applications on

an implementation of the system, and er-aluate the efects of system parame-

ters on the performance of these applications, when used to design integrated

circuits with over 100,000 transistor-s.
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Appêndix A

Real Tirne Subsystem

Architecture

This appendix discusses a commercial alternative that the Electrical and

Electronic Engineering Department looked at before deciding to fund the

design and construction of the real-time subsystem. It then Soes on to detail

the specifications and resulting architecture of the real-time subsystem'

A'.1- Cornrnercial Alternatives

The Department looked into buying a commercial laboratory computer to

meet its needs, in particular the MASSCOMP1 NIC-500. Figure 4.1 shorvs

the architecture of this computer. The design aims to meet the requirements

of both general purpose and real-time applications. It achieves this by di-

viding up the tasks of data processing, data acquisition/control, and data

display, among three main processors

lN1ÀSSCOMp, RTU, performance Architecture, STD+Bus. and Triple Bus are trade-

marks of the Massachusetts Computer Corporation
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The clata acquisition and control processor (DA/CP) attaches to a modified

ver-sion of the industr¡' standard STD bus. The STD*Bus" consists of two

standard S-bit wide STD buses connected in parallel to provide a combined

bandwidth of 2 \{bytes/sec; this allorvs analog data acquisition at sampling

rates up to,1 million samples/sec rvith 12 bits of resolution. Bus modules are

available to provide analog and digital input/output (I/O), for interacting

with real rvorld s1-stems. Interfaces are also available for connecting to other

laboratorr-instruments that often have either a serial line, or General Purpose

Interface Bus (GPIB, IEEE-488) connection. The DA/CP is responsible fot'

the management of these facilities. and has direct memory access (DMA) to

the CPU's main memory. The main memory serves as a data buffer for the

DA/CP, as it transfers data to disk over the 16-bit wide Multibus2(IEEtr-

796), rvhich has a bandwidth of 3 \'Ibytes/sec. The DA/CP provides simple

preprocessing of the data before storing it in memory.

Multibusrtt provides the interface for system peripherals such as disk drives,

terminal controllers and local area netrvork interfaces. It also connects to up

to four Graphics processors that provide a windorv based graphics display for

presenting data. These processors are Motorola 68000 based'

The main central processing unit (CPU) attaches to a proprietary, 32-bit

wide system bus that ha*ç a bandrvidth of 8 Nlbytes/sec. There is enough

bandrvidth to allou, the CPU to plovide general purpose processing tasks

while the DA/CP carries out high speed transfers. The CPU uses a 16-bit

Motorola \,IC68010 ploce-ssor to provide general purpose processing. Op-

tional accelerator cards are available for providing high speed floating point

and arrar- processing.

The MC500 uses a modified version of the UNIX operating system, called

the RTL=\Í operating system, to support real-time applications. It allows

2Multibus ñ a t¡ademark oí Intel Corporation
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fixecì priority real-time tasks. The highest priolity task gets unlimited CPII

time until it completes, pauses, waits for I/O, or a higher priority process

interrupts it. A real-time process can prevent the operating system srvapping

it to disk, or paging parts of it to disk. A task can use contiguous areas on disk

to store da[a. This ensures that the system maintains a predictable, sustained

data rate to dìsk; normally an operating system creates fragmented files to

maximize the disk storage available. Blackett [Blackett, 1983] describes the

characteristics of the operating system in more detail.

Masscomp designers describe this system in more detail [Boxer, 1983; Cane

& Mullen, 1984; Dervey Jr., 1983; Levreault Jr., 1983]'

A.2 Specification for the Real Time Subsys-

tern

The Department decided against purchasing a commercial system such as

the Masscomp \{C500, because it duplicated many of the facilities already

available for general purpose computing, and hence was too expensive for the

data acquisition and control facilities it provided. Instead, the Department

decided to fund the design and construction of a real-time subsystem (RTS),

for the vAxtt 11/780 genelal puïpose computer system (GPS), to provide

the real-time facilities required for laborator-y research. Figure A'2 shows a

block diagram for this system.

The initial specifications for the RTS were

o minimal operating system overheads,

o 32-bit processing architecture,

o at least 1 À4egabyte of memorY,
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¡ at least 24-bit addless space)

o AID and D/A facilities with at ìeast 8-bit resolution, 4 channels and

500 kHz sampling rate,

o A/D,and D/A facilities with a least 20 kHz sampling rate, 12-bit reso-

lution and 4 channels,

o high speed (200 kbytes/sec) data link to the VAX" 11/780,

o industry standard bus backplane

Without operating system overheads, such as file system management, mem-

ory management, and process scheduling, the RTS will minimize its response

time to external events. The GPS lvill supply the environment and utilities

for RIS software development and analysis of results. As the RTS rvill be

rvithout virtual memory, the available memory of the RTS will limit the size

of real-time processes. Only one user at a time will operate the RTS, so

the GPS rvill only load programs, needed for the current experiment, into

RTS memory. All these plograms u'ill remain resident in the RTS memory

for the duration of the experiment; facilities {or swapping idle processes out

of memorv will be unnecessary. The timing behaviour of the RTS rvill be

predictable, allowing it to meet the real-time needs of expeliments. A li-

brary of routines rvill be available on the GPS for hiding the complexities of

controlling the I/O hardware on the RTS.

The main processor of the RTS shall take advantage of a modern 32-bit wide

microprocessor architecture. The microprocessor will provide local processing

for real-time control, and preprocessing of acquired data before transferring

it to the GPS for further non real-time processing. For real-time control

applications, it is desirable to have some floating point processing support,

perhaps rvith a coprocessor chip. The main processor rvill provide the same
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functions as the DA/CP of the MC500 (see section i\.1) for controlling the

operation of I/O interfaces to the external wolld.

The RTS needs enough local memory to store user programs' and buffer data

cluring data acquisition. At high sampling rates this memory rçill fill rapidly;

for examplé, 1 second of 8-bit sampling, at 1 million samples/second, rvill fill

I Megabyte of memory. At least 1 megabyte of local memory is desirable,

with room for further expansion if necessary. To allorv for future expansion,

the RTS requires at least 24 bits of addressing, which can address up to 16

lVlegabytes of memory.

For high speed data acquisition applications, the RTS needs to acquire data

at a rate of at least 500,000 samples/second, rvith at least 4 channels. The

higher the sampling rate, the harder it is to achieve a high resolution in the

sampìes. For most applications that require high sampling rates, 8 bits of

resolution will suffice.

For applications that need accurate values for I/O, such as some real-time

control applications applications, the RTS I/O needs a resolutiot of 12

bits/sample. At this level of accuracy, a sampling rate of 20,000 samples/sec

is acceptable.

The RTS needs a high speed data link to the GPS to leceive Programs dorvn-

loaded from the GPS, and to send back acquired data for further analysis.

A conventional 9600 baud serial line takes about 15 minutes to transfer a

N,Iegabyte of data. This is too slorv if several blocks of measurements need

to be taken. The data link should allow the RTS to transfer data at the

maximum rate that the VAXtt can store data onto disk, which is about 200

kilobytes/sec.

To ar.oid haying to clesign and build each component of the sr-stem, the RTS

shall use an inclustry standard bus backplane. This allou's the RTS to take

aclvantage of bus modules from different manufacturers rvho each specialize
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in differenr areas of module design. Bus modules include analog-to-digital

(A/D) con.,,-erter, digital-to-analog (D/A) converter, digital input/output

(I/O), central processing unit (CPU), and memory modules. Modules incor-

porating analog components are particularly hard to design to achieve high

resolution. ,The object of CPU module design is to cram as many facilities

as possible onto the available board area. This maximizes the performance

of the CPL as it can does not need to access as many facilities over the bus,

but makes the design more complex. Thus the design of different types of

modules requires different design skills, and designers benefit from purchas-

ing modules from manufacturers who specialize in particular areas of module

design. Purchasing modules also saves time, and hence reduces costs for the

overall design.

4.3 Architecture of the Real Tirne Subsys-

tem

The Real Time Subsystem comPrises:

o a l2-slot VMEbus backplane enclosed in a rugged card cage with cool-

ing fans and power supplY,

o a single board computer (SBC) module,

o a debug/diagnostic monitor for the SBC module,

o a 16-bit wide data link to the GPS (VAX 11/780)'

o a 16-channel high speed analog-to-digital (A/D) converter module,

o an E-channel high speed digital-to-analog (D/A) converter module,

o and a 32-bit digital I/O and programmable timer moclule
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Figure Ä..3 illustrates this architecture
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The RTS uses VMBbus as its industry standard backplane bus illicrology,
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VIVItrbus is the most widely used bus in inclustr¡-, and hence ha-' many bus

modules available for interfacing to externai systems. It uses an a,s1-nchronous

Data
LinkSBC

VMEbus

A/D
Module

DIA
Module

TPI
Module
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protocol for data transfers across the bus; this allorvs modules of different

speeds to operate together, and allorvs speed improvements to be made to

individual modules rvithout disturbing the rest of the system design' VMtr-

bus moclules are of two sizes that adhere to the Eurocard standard (IEEE

1011): the flouble height, standard depth Eurocard (233.4mm x 160mm) and

the single height, standard depth Eurocard (100mm x 160mm). The smaller

size allows for a smaller scale bus that onlS'supports 16-bit wide transfers.

The bus connectols are reliable, trvo part connectors sea.led against corrosion.

The mechanical characteristics of the bus system make it ideal for using in an

industrial environment subject to vibration and dust. The maximum quoted

bandiçidth of the bus is 40 \Ib1-tes/sec fBorrill, 19E9].

The side availability of bus modules for V\IEbus, its asynchronous proto-

col, its rugged construction. and its high bandrvidth compared to existing

facilities, led to using VMEbus as the foundation for the RTS.

A.3.2 Central Processing Unit

The \Iotorola NIVNIE-l33 single board computer (SBC) module serves as

t,he central processing unit of the RTS [l{otorola, 19E6]. It consists of

o a 16MHz N,Iotorola l\1c6S020 microprocessor coupled with a 16MHz

!IC68881 floating point coprocessor)

r 1 Megabyte of local memorY,

o facilities for terminal I/O.

o facilities to handle on-board and \/\'IEbus interrupts.

o four 28 pin sockets for ROM/PRO\4/EPROII/EEPROM,

o four S-bit timers,
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o a real-time clock,

o and a Vil'IEbus system controller interface.

The department already had facilities for doing softrvare development work

for the Motorola MC68000 microprocessol on the VAX 711780, as part of

its teaching program. This led to choosing the MC68020, which is object

cocÌe compatible with the MC68000 processor' as the basis for the 32-bit

processing architecture of the RTS [Motorola, 1984].

The MC68020 microprocessor has a full 32-bit architecture. It has 32-bit

wide registers ancl data paths, with 32-bit addressing. The chip provides

separate 32-bit address and data buses for interface to external circuits. It

has a few adclecl features compared to the MC68000, such as new addressing

modes, an on-chip instruction cache, and a coprocessor interface.

The MC68881 floating point coprocessor can speed up floating point calcula-

tions performed by the MC6B020 by up to 100 times [Motorola, 1985]. The

coprocessor fully implements the IEEE standard for Binary Floating-Point

Arithmetic. It supports several data formats including integers and single,

double, ancl extended precision real numbers. Before operating on any data,

it converts all clata formats into 80-bit extended precision format. It supports

most mathematical operations including: arithmetic (e'g add, subtract, mul-

tiply, divide, ancl square loot), trigonometric (e.g sine, cosine, tangent), and

logarithmic (in bases 2, e, and 10).

Both the I\4C68020 and the MC68881 operate at a clock frequency of 16.67 MHz

on the SBC. The MC68020 can access memory in a minimum of 3 clock cycles.

The 1 Megabyte of memory on the SBC contains 120ns, 256K x I dynamic

RAM ZIPS (zig-zag-in-line package). Access to the memory array requires 4

clock cycles, thereby introclucing one wait state for n-iemory accesses by the

MC68020.
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The on board real-time clock provides the time from tenths of seconds to

tens of years. It can interrupt the MC68020 at intervals of 0.1,0.5, 1, 5, 10,

30, or 60 seconds.

The SBC provides an A24lD32 VMBbus interface. This means that it drives

only the leást significanl24 bits of the 32-bit VMBbus address bus, rvhereas

it can access all 32-bits of the data bus. In any one a'ddress space it can only

access 16 Megabytes of memory. Instructions and data can occupy separate

address spa,ces.

The SBC can generate an interrupt to other modules on the VMEbus. The

on-board interrupt handler services and arbitrates all 7 priority levels of

interrupt on the VMEbus.

The SBC can request control of the VMEbus if another module is currently

in control. An on-board single level arbiter arbitrates lequests from modules

requiring control of the VMEbus. It relies on the VNIEbus bus grant/bus

request dais5 chain to do the arbitration'

The SBC also provides the 16 MHz VMEbus clock, and a system reset signal

that rvill reset all other modules on the VMtrbus.

These facilities provide a powerful system for processing of data before send-

ing it to the GPS, or for real-time processing of data-

The SBC acts as the bus master on the RTS; all the other modules now in

the system behave as bus slaves. They can either contact the bus master

by generating an interrupt, or the master can standby and poll them to

determine when they need to be serviced. Researchers can alter the priority

of the interrupts to suit each application. The other bus modules use a simple

VMEbus interface, rvhich allows more room on the slave modules for extra

functions.
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4.3.3 On-board Software

The M\:VIE-133 single board computer module has an on-board monitor

program storecl in ROM that provides

o an interfa,ce to a standard RS-232-C ASCII terminal, which connects

to the front panel of the SBC to act as a system console terminal,

o facilities for loading and executing user plograms under complete op-

erator control,

o commands for displaying and changing memory,

o EEPROM (Electrically Erasable PROM) programmer,

o hardware diagnostic and debug commands,

o a one-line assembler/disassembler for plogram monitoring and chang-

ing, with support for the floating point coprocessor,

o self test polver up,

o terminal U O routines callable from user written programs'

o and a transparent mode for connecting the console terminal through to

remote host connected to a rear serial port'

Additional code is available in ROM to control the communication over the

data link to the VAX 11/780. The EEPROM prograÍìmer aided the devel-

opment of this additional'ðode. The monitor is the only operating system

facility available on the RTS.

4.3.4 
^/D 

Converter Module

The Burr-Brown iVIPV-950D moclule provides the analog to digital conversion

facilities for the RTS [Burr-Brorvn, 1985]. It consists of
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o a 12-bit A/D converter

o 16 analog input channels,

¡ three analog input ranqes: 0 to *10V. +5V, or *10I/,

r 8 corifigurable input, operational amplifiers,

o and an external trigger input

The 16 analog input channeL feed into an analog multiplexer, which allows

a single 12-l-'it A/D converter to convert each of them into a digital result.

Eight of the channels feed through operational amplifiers that researchers

can configure to accept differential analog inputs and provide various gains.

At i2 bits of resolution the nodule can sustain a sampling rate of 330,000

samples/sec. and at S bits oì resolution it can sustain 500,000 samples/sec.

The number of channels in use at a time determines what the sampling rate

per channel ivill be.

The -\/D module a,ppears as õ4 consecutive memoly locations in the memoly

map of the SBC; each channel has a separate address. The SBC maintains

control of the A/D module by accessing a control and status register. To

select a particular input to be sampled requires the SBC to read from the

module using the address of the next input channel to be converted. The

SBC rvill receive the digital result of the previous conversion when it does

this. If the SBC has enabled external triggering, the converter will wait

for the trigger before starting the conversion, otherrvise it begins conversion

immediatel¡- after the previous digital result has been read. The SBC can

either poll the status register. or wait for an interrupt, to determine when a

conversion is complete.

At high sampling rates it is necessary for the SBC to poll the A/D converter

to prevent the overheads of responding to a VMEbus interrupt from slowing
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down the sampling rate. At lower sampling rates, such as in slower real-time

control applications, using interrupts allows the SBC to spend most of its

time processing previous data.

Initially the A/D converter module would not function correctly when op-

erating with the MVME-133. This was because the module designers had

designed the module to operate rvith an earlier VMEbus speciflcation when

the CPU modules operated at much slorver clock rates. After several modifi-

cations, the module now functions correctly. Thus even though asynchronous

buses such as VMEbus should handle modules at different speeds, high speed

modules may bring to the fore any timing bugs present in slower modules'

4.3.5 D /L Converter Module

The Burr-Brown MPV-954 module provides the digital to analog conversion

facilities for the RIS [Burr-Brown, 1986]. It features

o eight 12-bit D/A output channels,

o four analog output ranges: 0 to f$/,0 to *10V, +5V, or *107,

o 4 krvords of on-board RAIVI,

o programmable conversion rate,

¡ continuous or one shot mode,

o an on-board timer and an external trigger to control conversion ratest

o and a reconstruction filter on each output

The on-board RAM stores the yet to be converted digital data. The D/A

converters access the data from RAN{, and output it in analog form at a rate

cleterminecl by a software configurable on-board timer or an external trigger.
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The maximun rate at which the D/A convelters can update their analog

outputs is 857.000 samples/second. The D/A convet'ters take 2¡rs to settle

to within 0.1% of their final Value after a full scale voltage step.

The start and the stop address registers define the section of data memory

from rvhich,the D/A converters read the data. The SBC selects the number

of channels required by an application by writing to the control register. To

start the conr-ersion process, the SBC can either read from, or write to, the

start register'.

The converters can run in either single shot or continuous mode. In single

shot mode, the module outputs the data stoled in data memory between

the start and stop addresses, and stops after it outputs the data at the stop

address. The D/A converters will hold the analog outputs corresponding to

the last digital value they have converted. In continuous mode, the module

continuously cycles through the data between the start and stop addresses.

In this mode the D/A converter module is behaving like a signal generator

with the waveform stored in digital form in the data memory. The data

memory is dual ported, enabling the SBC to update the digital data while

the D/A converters are updating their analog outputs. The sBc stops the

conversion cycle by rvriting to the control register'

Both an internal trigger and an external trigger mode are available to con-

trol the conversion rate. If the module uses internal trigger mode, a rate

timer controls the conversion rate. The rate timer is programmable in 500

nsecincrements from 1.5ps to 127.5¡ts. Thus the slorvest rate at which the

converters will update their outputs is 980 samples/second under internal

trigger mode. Alternatively an external trigger can start each conversion.

This allows slorver sampling rates, and allows the module to synchronize out-

puts rvith an external experiment. The extelnal trigger can also act as an

event trigger to start the conversions uncler the control of the rate timer. The
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module provicles an external trigger outpttt to help synchronize conversions

rvith an external experiment. This is particularly useful lvhen the module

uses internal triggering under the control of the rate timer.

The SBC can either program the D/A module to send an interrupt, or poll

the status régister, to determine rvhen the module has completed a conversion

cycle.

4.3.6 Timer/Parallel Interface Module

The RTS uses a iocally designed and, constructed timer/parallel interface

(TPI) module to allow the RTS to send digìtal (TTL) control signals to

external experiments and to monitor external digital signals' The TPI also

provides a programmable timer as a response to a request by users of the RTS

for a more flexible timer for generating interrupts at regular time intervals'

The TPI features

o a single 8-bit timer/counter with 8 decade prescaler, which allows pro-

grammable time intervals from 1 microsecond to 2ö50 seconds,

o a singie 16-bit parallel output port, rvith separately addressable upper

and lower bYtes,

o and a single 16-bit parallei input port, rvith separatel]' addressable

upper and lower bYtes.

4.3.7 Data Link

The RTS uses a custom designecl 16-bit rvide paralìel interface to provide a

high speed data link to the vAxtt 11/780 general purPose computer system'

The following describes some of the Ìeasons behind building a custom link,

and goes on to describe the data link'
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Bthe¡net is a commonil' used data link for the transfer of large blocks of

information, such a,s progTam Sour(--e files, betrveen computeÌs located in a

local area such as a Unir.ersity campus []letcalfe & Boggs, 1976]. The VAX

11/780 is part of a large netu-ork of campus computers that use Ethernet

as their loçal area netrvork. One option lvas to add the RTS to the exist-

ing Ethernet nets'ork. This u-ould have inconvenienced other users of the

Ethernet, by saturating the Ethernet netrvork whenever the RTS transferred

large amounts of clata. Tlpical data rates for transferring files over the local

network using the frle transfer Drogram t'tp are about 30 kilobytes/sec' An-

other alternative was to create a separate Ethernet link between the vAX

11/780 and the RTS. This alternative would have required tírr¡o new Ethernet

interfaces and netrvork software to run on the RTS, which made the option

too expensive for the funds ar-ailable for building the RTS. The remaining

option rvas to build a simple lor'; cost data link that rvould provide a transfer

rate at least as fast as the VA\ 11/780 could transfer information to disk,

which is about 200 kilobltes/sec'

The custom designed data link is an extension of the DRll-C General De-

vice Interface available for the \ À\ UNIBL;S [Digital, 1976]. This interface

plovides the logic and bufer registers necessar): for program controlled 16-

bit wide parallel data transfers bet,ween the VAX and an external device.

Figure 4.4 shorvs the structure of the data link. The department already

had a commercial interface boa¡d that provided the necessary interface logic

for managing UNIBUS transfeis. It does not take advantage of the VAX's

clirect memory access (D\tA) facilities. The main use of the interface is to

transfer data to and frorn files on the \'AX's disk; DMA transfers will not

overcome the disk transfer botileneck. The additional design complexity of

a DMA interface rva,s not cost effective fol the small increase in throughput

it provides by off loading the data transfer task from the VAX's CPU.

The parallel interface for both the GPS and RTS consists of a 16-bit wicle
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input buffer, a 16-bit rvide output buffer, and a status register' The data

link sencls 16-bit rvide words of data in parallel betrveen the two interfaces,

along $'ith tu-o status bits. The RTS controls one status bit, and the GPS

controls the other. They provide a means of controlling the execution of

the data tlansfer plograms. When the RTS sends a 16-bit word of data,

a control signal notifies the GPS that there is fresh data. Another control

signal interrupts the RTS when the GPS has read the data. The RTS can

then u-rite another rvorcl of data into the output buffer. The transfer protocol

is asynchronous; the transmitter does not send the next word of data until

the receiver acknorvledges receipt of the previous word of data' There is no

hardrvare error checking; the data transfer softrvare is responsible for checking

for data errors.

A distance of about 100m separates the RTS from the GPS. To minimize

the effect of electrical noise or-er this distance, the data link uses differential

signals over standard trvisted pair telephone cable. The data link cabling

is cheap, and has a measured delay of about 100ns. The parallel interfaces

deskeç' the parallel data lines before storing data in buffers. As researchers

use the RTS in an electrically clean room, the data link includes optical

isolation at the RTS end of the link'

The data transfer rate between the GPS's disk storage and the RTS is cur-

rentll, ö0 kilobytes/sec. This is fast enough to transfer programs and data

to the RTS. The data rate can probably increase by a factor of 4 by allowing

the data tra,nsfer softu,are to poll the parallel interfaces to determine when

they need service, thereby removing interrupt latencies. This would bring

the data transfer rate up to the limit of the disk transfer late' and *'ould be

useful for. applications that need to acquire sever-al megabytes of data in real

time
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4.3.8 Software Support

The Department purchased the Amsterdam Compiler Kit to provide cross

compiler facilities on the GPS for generating N'fC68020 machine code for

the RTS [Tanenbaum et al., 1983]. users of the RTS mainly use the c

programming language. A set of C library routines is available for simplifying

the programmer's interface to the various facilities available on the RTS.

There are routines for configuring the RTS for a particular experiment, and

simple routines for controlling the input and output of information during an

experiment. The compiler has locally added extensions for using the floating

point capabilities of the MC68881.

4.3.9 SummarY

The RTS is now in use by researchers experimenting with techniques for

identifying the parameters of an industrial system to allow the design of

an eficient system controller. The RTS induces changes in the operating

point of an external system and observes the system's response. Researchers

use the mathematical software available on the GPS to analyse experimental

data from the RTS and determine the parameters of the system. Researchers

will eventually use the RTS for evaluating algorithms, based on experimental

parameters, for controlling a system.

The design has met the original specifications at a cost of about A$ 20,000'

Most of the cost came from the purchase of the Vil{trbus backplane with asso-

ciated po\\rer supply and cooling, the single board computer, and the analog

I/O boards. These analog I/O boards represented the best compromise be-

tween flexibility and cost. They have ample channels, and have adjustable

conversion rates to achieve different ler-els of resolution. Conversion rates

exceeding 500 kilosamples/sec are possible. The single board computer was
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among ihe highest performance boards available at the time of purchase. The

simple, .lorv cost data link to the GPS kept costs down by allowing the GPS

to pror-ide softrvare development facilities, and off-line analysis of results for

the RTS.

Now th¿t dmaLler portable workstations can achieve similar performance as

the VA\ 11/7E0, using a workstation as thegeneral purpose computer will

make the RTS portable. This is useful for researchers lvanting to test control

algorithns outside the laboratory environment.
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